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AbstratContext-Free Grammars (CFGs) are a simple and intuitively appealing formalismfor the desription of programming languages, but lak the omputational power todesribe many ommon language features. Over the past three deades, numerousextensions of the CFG model have been developed. Most of these extensions retaina CFG kernel, and augment it with a distint faility with greater omputationalpower. However, in all the most powerful CFG extensions, the larity of the CFGkernel is undermined by the opaity of the more powerful extending faility.An intuitively appealing strategy for CFG extension is grammar adaptability, thepriniple that delarations in a program e�etively modify the ontext-free grammarof the programming language. An adaptable grammar is equipped with some for-mal means for modifying its own CFG kernel. Most previous adaptable grammarformalisms have, unfortunately, failed to realize the potential larity of this onept.In this thesis, a representative sample of previous grammar formalisms is surveyed.Based on insights gleaned from the survey, a novel adaptable grammar formalism (Re-ursive Adaptable Grammars, RAGs) is proposed that attempts to ombine Turing-power with the oneptual elegane and simpliity of CFGs.



Note: Page numberingI reommend using setion numbers, hapter numbers, et. in referenes to this thesis,rather than page numbers. All ross-referenes in the thesis follow this onvention(exepting the table of ontents).Page numbers di�er between one-sided and two-sided versions of the thesis, be-uase LATEX puts part and hapter headings on right-hand pages in two-sided opy.Also, pagination sometimes hanges slightly as a result of emendations (see the fol-lowing note). Note: EmendationsThis is an emended version of my Master's Thesis. Di�erenes from the originally sub-mitted thesis have been limited to the orretion of aws in the doument. (To emendmeans to free from faults | as distint from the more general verb amend, whihmeans to modify. What quali�es as \freeing from faults" is of ourse subjetive.)A omplete list of emendations by date is available from the author upon request.Note: Anahronisms.Sine writing the thesis, I've made two signi�ant adjustments to my treatment ofRAGs.1. In the thesis, a terminal or other prediate synthesizes �; but in my reent work,a terminal or other prediate synthesizes the syntax that it generates (as ehodoes in the thesis).2. All of my reent writings use the term adaptive grammar for what is herealled an adaptable grammar. The adjetive adaptable is more usefully reservedfor entities that are adapted by an external ageny, while entities that adaptthemselves are better termed adaptive; eventually I had my nose rubbed in thisdistintion enough times that I relutantly let general usage override the spei�usage I had hoped to retain (fostering muh-needed onsisteny in the subjet)from Christiansen's survey artile, [Chri 90℄.The urrent doument does not reet these adjustments, beause it is limited toemendations, whereas they would be amendments. John N. ShuttDeember 2003jshutt�s.wpi.eduhttp://www.s.wpi.edu/~jshutt/
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Chapter 0Introdution
0.1 The origins of grammarIn the seond entury B.C., the Greek philosopher Dionysius Thrax wrote a bookabout the struture of the Greek Language. His book |the Tehne| lassi�edwords into eight parts of speeh. This is an example of a desriptive grammar, inwhih orret sentenes are desribed by making statements about them. For thenext two thousand years, virtually all grammars were desriptive and traed theirlineage diretly bak to the Tehne.Traditional desriptive grammars laked mathematial rigor. In the 1950s, NoamChomsky proposed a generative approah to grammar, in whih orret sentenesare generated by an abstrat engine. Chomsky proposed a single abstrat engine forall languages; eah individual language is then de�ned by a set of rules that tell theengine how to generate all sentenes of that language, and no others. This model ismuh more amenable than its predeessors to formal treatment. Sine then, nearly allformal work in syntax |and partiularly programming language syntax, with whihthe urrent thesis is onerned| has traed its lineage diretly bak to Chomsky.0.2 Motivation for the thesisChomsky distinguished several lasses of grammars, depending on the generality ofform of the grammar rules. The most general forms of Chomsky grammars (types 0and 1) are powerful, but opaque and diÆult to work with. The more restrited (types2 and 3), espeially the ontext-free grammars or CFGs (type 2), are more luid andeasier to use, but not powerful enough to desribe most programming languages.Therefore, numerous extensions of the CFG model have been developed. Mostof these extensions retain a CFG kernel, and augment it with a distint faility thathandles ontext-dependene. The most popular of these extensions are variationson a model introdued by Donald Knuth in the late 1960s, alled attribute gram-1



mars. Unfortunately, in all the most powerful CFG extensions, inluding attributegrammars, the larity of the CFG kernel is undermined by the power of the distintextending faility.A onept with some intuitive appeal is that of grammar adaptability. The basipriniple is that delarations (and information hiding) e�etively modify the grammarof the language. For example, when an integer variable k is delared, this adds agrammar rule to the e�et that k is a valid integer expression. An adaptable grammarmodel implements this priniple by providing a formal means for modifying the setof rules.Sine the adaptability priniple is a natural way to understand programming lan-guages |inluding their ontext-dependent features| intuitively, it is not unreason-able to hope that adaptable grammars ould provide a partiularly natural way tode�ne the same programming languages formally. A number of adaptable grammarmodels have been proposed over the past twenty-odd years, and some of them areTuring-powerful (i.e., as powerful as general Chomsky grammars); but most of themlak the desriptive larity of attribute grammars, let alone CFGs. For desriptivepurposes, the most suessful to date appears to be a model reently proposed byHenning Christiansen.Even under Christiansen's model, there are still unresolved diÆulties with theadaptable grammar approah. Some modern language features have not yet submit-ted to elegant desription. Also, some of the drawbaks of attribute grammars havebeen inherited by Christiansen's model, whih strongly resembles attribute grammars.The purpose of this thesis is to develop a Turing-powerful adaptable grammarmodel that preserves, as muh as possible, the elegane and simpliity of CFGs.0.3 Organization of the thesisThis doument has two parts. Part I surveys existing grammar models. Part IIproposes a new adaptable grammar model, Reursive Adaptable Grammars (RAGs).The survey onsiders both adaptable and nonadaptable models. Desriptive meritsand demerits of existing models are analyzed and ompared. The survey is extensive,but by no means omprehensive. It is intended to identify and study important on-epts and tehniques that will be used in the development of the proposal in Part II.Therefore, emphasis is skewed in favor of those models that introdue important on-epts or o�er useful insights. Chapter 1 is devoted to Chomsky grammars; Chapter 2surveys nonadaptable extensions of CFGs; Chapter 3 surveys adaptable grammarmodels.In Part II, Chapter 4 details the design goals of the proposal and explains howthe proposal addresses them. Chapter 5 formally de�nes the RAG model in its mostgeneral form, and Chapter 6 de�nes some important sublasses of RAGs. Chapter 7ompares RAGs to some of the models surveyed in Part I, and disusses areas forfuture researh. 2



0.4 Putting subjetivity in its plaeAll siene ontains an element of subjetivity, impliit in what questions are askedand what kinds of answers are sought. However, although it annot be eliminated,subjetivity an be minimized. In writing this thesis, the author has made a deliberatee�ort to minimize the subjetive element. This wasn't easy, sine the thesis as a whole,and espeially Part I, wrestle with suh intangibles as \larity" and \simpliity". Theauthor is bound to have left some residual bias in the thesis; moreover, the readermay also bring in some bias of his own. To help the reader irumvent these hazards,a few words are in order onerning ommon soures of trouble.A major trap in any omparison is that with enough pratie, anyone an getused to anything. A researher who uses just one grammar model intensively for anylength of time will probably �nd it quite easy to use.One way to ombat this e�et is to onentrate on the steepness of the learningurve; that is, how muh e�ort would be required for a novie to beome faile with themodel. This an be diÆult to judge (even with statistial evidene to support one'slaims). The author has pursued an alternative strategy: Rather than onsideringa student unfamiliar with all of the models surveyed, onsider a student uent withall of the models surveyed. This the author ould at least approximate |although,admittedly, with some of the more elaborate models he never got beyond passingfamiliarity.Another pitfall to be avoided is the disounting of models based on formal simi-larity. Two models an be nearly idential in a formal sense, and yet be signi�antlydi�erent in both onept and utility. Most of the nonadaptable models surveyed inChapter 2 an be thought of as minor variations on eah other (see for example x2.3.2and x2.5.2); yet eah has a unique harater that sets it apart oneptually from theothers.0.5 Mathematial preliminariesThis setion enumerates some basi mathematial onepts and notations that areused throughout both parts of the thesis. It is intended merely to larify usage thatoften di�ers from author to author.Most of this material is not required for the thesis summary, x0.6 below. It isassumed by Part I. The formal de�nition of RAGs in Part II additionally requiresone-sorted algebra, whih is developed rigorously in x5.2.The set of all nonnegative integers is denoted N . The set of all positive integersis denoted N+ .The set of all elements of set A with property p is denoted fa 2 A j p(a)g, orjust fa j p(a)g when no ambiguity will result (suh as when A is understood fromontext). 3



Set union is denoted A [ B. Set di�erene is denoted A� B = fa 2 A j a 62 Bg.Set intersetion is denoted A \ B. The empty set is denoted ;. The ardinality of aset is denoted jAj.Ordered tuples are denoted hx1; � � �xni (where n 2 N). Cartesian produt of twosets is denoted A � B = fha; bi j a 2 A and b 2 Bg. Cartesian produt of n sets,where n � 2, is denoted A1�A2�� � ��An = fha1; a2; � � �ani j 81 � k � n; ak 2 Akg.The Cartesian produt of a set A with itself n times is denoted An; thus, A2 = A�A.Also, A0 = fhig, the set ontaining the 0-tuple.Notation A � B means that every element of set A also belongs to set B; that is,B � A = ;. Further, A � B means that A � B and A 6= B.The set of all subsets of a given set A is alled the power set of A and denotedP(A). For every set A, ; 2 P(A) and A 2 P(A). The set of all �nite subsets of agiven set A is denoted P!(A).1Funtion omposition is denoted f Æ g (read \f of g"); here, (f Æ g)(x) = f(g(x)).An alphabet is a set of atomi symbols; all alphabets are assumed to be �nite unlessexpliitly stated otherwise. The set of all strings (of �nite length) over an alphabetA is denoted A�. The empty string is denoted �, and the set of all non-empty stringsover A is denoted A+. Hene, A� � f�g = A+.String onatenation is denoted x � y, or sometimes xy when there is no danger ofonfusion. The length of a string is denoted jxj. A string w onatenated with itselfn times, where n � 0, is denoted wn. A string w reversed, i.e., \spelled bakwards",is denoted wR. Hene, w0 = � and (wR)R = w.A set of strings is alled a language. The onatenation of languages X and Yis denoted X � Y or XY , and de�ned as XY = fxy j x 2 X and y 2 Y g. Givenlanguage L over alphabet Z, the language Z�� L of strings over Z not in L is alledthe omplement of L (with respet to Z).The root node of a tree t is denoted root(t). For eah node n of tree t, the numberof hildren of n is its arity, denoted ar(n) 2 N . The parent of node n 6= root(t) isdenoted parent(n).A Z-labeled tree is a tree with an assoiated funtion from the tree nodes into setZ. For eah node n, the label of n is denoted label(n) 2 Z.0.6 Summary0.6.1 Survey of grammar modelsChomsky grammarsA Chomsky grammar onsists of a voabulary of symbols and a set of rewrite rules.The voabulary is partitioned into terminal symbols and nonterminal symbols, and1The notation P!(A) is borrowed from [Weh 92, p. 47℄.4



one of the nonterminals is designated as the start symbol. A rewrite rule has the form�! �, where � and � are strings of symbols, and � ontains at least one nonterminal.Whenever the left side of a rule ours in a symbol string, the string may berewritten by replaing that ourrene with the right side of the rule. The notationx �G) y signi�es that string x an be transformed into string y by repeatedly rewritingit via the rules of grammar G; y is said to be derived from x under G, and binaryrelation �G) is alled the derivation relation for G. The set of all terminal strings thatan be derived from the start symbol of G is alled the language generated by G.Several interesting lasses of Chomsky grammars are formed by plaing restritionson the form of rules. For purposes of this thesis, the most important suh lass is thatof ontext-free grammars, or CFGs. A CFG is a Chomsky grammar suh that theleft side of every rule has length one. Thus, eah ontext-free rewrite ation expandsa nonterminal symbol into a string of symbols. This unompliated expansion ofnonterminals is easy to grasp intuitively, and lends itself readily to depition via aparse tree. Beause of these oneptual advantages, CFGs are very ommonly usedin the desription of programming languages, even though the lass of ontext-freelanguages (i.e., languages generated by CFGs) exludes some important programminglanguage features, suh as lexial sope and stati typing.There is a remarkably lose analogy between Chomsky grammars and Turingmahines, if the latter are onsidered, not as a omputational model per se, but as agrammar model. Developing this analogy provides broad insights into the onept ofgrammatial derivation, and serves as good preparation for some of the more elaborategrammar models disussed later in the survey.A Turing mahine onsists of a �nite-state ontroller, and an in�nite storage tapeaessed through a read/write head. The ontroller determines what mahine ationsare possible from a given mahine on�guration (ombination of state, tape ontents,and head position), muh as the rule set of a Chomsky grammar determines whatrewrites are possible from a given symbol string. The overall behavior of the mahineis desribed by a omputation relation that transforms mahine on�gurations bymultiple ations, just as a Chomsky derivation relation transforms strings by multiplerewrites. There is a designated internal halt state from whih no further ation ispossible, just as a Chomsky grammar annot further rewrite a terminal string.The analogy extends to sublasses of Turing mahines as well. To eah of theommonly used sublasses of Chomsky grammars, there is a standard automatonmodel of equal power; and although it is not usually done, eah of these automatonmodels an be formulated as a sublass of Turing mahines, by restriting the kindsof ations that an be permitted by the ontroller |just as the orresponding lassesof grammars restrit the kinds of rewrites that an be permitted by the rule set.Attribute grammarsIn order to reonile the desire to use CFGs with the need to rigorously de�ne ontext-dependent programming language features, various extensions of the CFG model have5



been developed. Most of these extensions retain a CFG kernel, and augment it witha distint faility that handles ontext-dependene. The most popular suh extensionis Knuth's attribute grammars.As originally envisioned by Knuth, an attribute grammar onsists of a CFG andan attribute system. Terminal strings are proessed in two stages. First, the CFG isused to parse the terminal string. Then, the nodes in the parse tree are deoratedwith attribute name/value pairs. The attribute system assoiates with eah CFG rulea group of formulae alled semanti rules, whih speify the dependenies betweenthe attributes of a parent node and the attributes of its hildren when the parent'snonterminal is expanded via that CFG rule.Although more ompliated than CFG derivation, this arrangement is still mod-erately intuitive, beause ontext-dependent information is distributed only by prop-agation through the links of the ontext-free parse tree, whih an be visualized.A distintion is made between inherited attributes, whose values propagate downthe parse tree, and synthesized attributes, whose values propagate up the parse tree.Knuth identi�ed this distintion as key to his development of the model. However, anumber of similar grammar models have been developed in whih the distintion isdownplayed or eliminated altogether. A feature ommon to suh models is that theyintegrate attribute evaluation into the derivation relation, rather than treating it asa separate proess as Knuth did.One suh model is extended attribute grammars. Here, eah nonterminal our-rene is aompanied by its attribute values, listed in some predetermined order,with arrows up or down (" or #) indiating whih attributes are synthesized andwhih inherited. The set of rules of a CFG are replaed by a set of rule forms, inwhih polynomial expressions �ll the attribute positions. The rewrite rules availablefor derivation are onstruted by making every possible substitution of values forvariables in the rule forms.The distintion between inherited and synthesized attributes in an extended at-tribute grammar has no tehnial signi�ane. There is no longer any de�nite di-retion of omputation; derivations that use the wrong attribute values will simplyreah an impasse without deriving a terminal string. This trend is arried furtherby de�nite lause grammars, whih are a losely related grammar model based onpriniples from logi programming. In a de�nite lause grammar, ontext-dependentlanguage features are desribed by the expliit imposition of logial onstraints on aCFG; thus, de�nite lause grammars rejet the inheritane/synthesis distintion evenin onept.A reent addition to the family of attribute grammar variant models is higher-orderattribute grammars. This model introdues speial nonterminal attributes, whih ap-pear as nonterminals in the ontext-free rules, but are not expanded during parsing;instead, they are evaluated as attributes whose values are new parse-tree branhes.These branhes are then attahed to the existing parse tree, and the attribute evalu-ation proess is expanded to inlude the attributes of the nodes in the new branhes.6



This evaluation of attributes reated by evaluation of attributes may be viewed as aform of reursion.Other nonadaptable grammarsW-grammars, sometimes alled two-level grammars, were developed by Aad vanWijngaarden a few years before Knuth's work. The �rst level of a W-grammar isa ontext-free meta-grammar, whose \nonterminals" are alled meta-variables, andwhose \terminals" are symbols of the seond level. The seond level is de�ned by aset of rule shemata, whih are ontext-free rules that may ontain embedded meta-variables. The rewrite rules available for derivation are onstruted by making everypossible substitution of symbols for meta-variables in the rule shemata.The meta-variables and rule shemata of a W-grammar are analogous to the vari-ables and rule forms of an extended attribute grammar. However, W-grammars aremore ompliated in onept beause they entail three fundamentally distint kindsof derivation: meta-variables to symbols, rule shemata to rules, and nonterminals toterminals.There are also many other grammar models that are less ommonly used forprogramming language de�nition. One large family of grammar models inrease thepower of CFGs by plaing restritions on the order in whih the ontext-free rulesan be applied during derivation; a drawbak of this approah is that the ontext-dependent fators are invisible in the parse tree. Indexed grammars are another lessommonly used model, in whih the appliation of otherwise ontext-free rules anbe regulated by means of index lists, whih are attahed to the nonterminals muhlike inherited attributes in an extended attribute grammar. The use of index listsis reminisent of, though less versatile than, the language attribute of Christiansengrammars (see below).Adaptable grammarsOne way of understanding delarations in a program is to view them as adding newgrammatial onstruts to the language. Based on this observation, some researhershave been led to the notion of an adaptable grammar model, i.e., a model in whihthe rule set of a grammar an vary during parsing. More preisely, in this survey agrammar model is onsidered adaptable i� it provides for the expliit manipulationof rule sets.There are two major lasses of adaptable grammar models, depending on whetherrule sets are \manipulated" by imperative or delarative means. Most adaptablegrammar models use the imperative approah. Three suh imperative models aresurveyed in this thesis. However, imperative grammar adaptation has an inherentweakness. The only purpose served by the rule set at any given moment is to de-termine the outome of the next deision to be made by the parser. Therefore, thegrammar designer must know exatly what deisions will be made by the parser,7



and in what order; otherwise, there is no way of knowing what adaptations to make.But this means that the model is dependent on the parsing algorithm, whih greatlyinreases the oneptual omplexity of the model.Although several apparently delarative adaptable models were enountered whileresearhing the survey, the only one with a fully developed formalism is that �rst pro-posed by Henning Christiansen in the mid-1980s, alled here Christiansen grammars.As presented in his earlier works, Christiansen's model is a modi�ed form of extendedattribute grammars. In his later works, he uses an equivalent formulation based onde�nite lause grammars. The earlier form is used here, beause it more nearly re-sembles the notation developed for reursive adaptable grammars in Part II of thisthesis, and beause the inheritane/synthesis distintion provides useful insights intoboth models.Struturally, a Christiansen grammar is just an extended attribute grammar suhthat the �rst attribute of every nonterminal is inherited and has as its value a Chris-tiansen grammar; this speial attribute is alled the language attribute. Whenever anonterminal is expanded during derivation, the rewrite rule is drawn from the lan-guage attribute of the nonterminal. The only signi�ane of the initial Christiansengrammar is that it beomes the language attribute of the root node of the parse tree.Observe that eah language attribute value, and therefore eah grammar adap-tation, in a Christiansen grammar is loalized to a partiular branh of the parsetree. A fringe bene�t of this approah is that blok-strutured sope is supportedgraefully, whih is generally not true in imperative adaptable grammars.The deision to make the language attribute inherited rather than synthesizedis not at all arbitrary. In any parse tree, the language attribute of a nonterminalsays nothing |at least, nothing remotely �nite| about the anestors or siblings ofthe node; on the ontrary, it is entirely onerned in a learly delineated way withonstraining the relation between the node and its hildren.0.6.2 Reursive adaptable grammarsDesign priniplesThe broad purpose of the design for the RAG model was to onstrut, if possible,a grammar formalism inorporating adaptability without ompromising the formaland oneptual elegane of CFGs. The survey of existing models was undertakenprimarily in order to isolate fators that ontribute to the relative larity or opaityof a grammar model. By ombining the broad purpose of the design with insightsgleaned from the survey, a number of more spei� design priniples were identi�ed.� Rules should have the one-to-many struture harateristi of CFG rules. Thisone-to-many struture was identi�ed as essential to the oneptual larity ofthe CFG model. 8



� Context-dependent information should be distributed loally within the rules,as in attribute grammars and their variants. This appeared to be the mostintuitive approah to ontext-dependene in the survey.� There should be only one omputational mehanism in the model. Models,suh as attribute grammars, that ombine a CFG kernel with a more powerfulaugmenting faility tend to rely heavily on the augmenting faility, and lose theoneptual bene�ts of the CFG.� The one omputational mehanism should be an elementary derivation steprelation, preferably based on simple rewriting. This is a harateristi of CFGs,and its violation oinides with many of the oneptual problems experienedby other models surveyed. The need to bring this elementary derivation stepto bear on nontrivial expression evaluation led diretly to the harateristi\reursive" nature of reursive adaptable grammars. (See below.)� The expansion of eah branh of a parse tree should depend entirely on a singlevalue ourring at the parent node of that branh. This is intended to simplifythe model. Christiansen grammars do not meet this riterion, beause thenonterminal symbol and language attribute of the parent node are both requiredfor expansion of a branh.� The domains of syntati, meta-syntati, and semanti values should all beidential, so that any value in the ombined domain is equally apable of playingany of these three roles. In Christiansen grammars, the three roles are tehni-ally separate: terminals are syntax, nonterminals and language attributes aremeta-syntax, and all other attributes are semantis. Nevertheless, the oneptof unifying the three roles is foreshadowed by some of his sample grammars.The RAG modelThe ombined syntati/meta-syntati/semanti domain of a RAG G is alled theanswer algebra of G, and denoted AG; elements of AG are alled answers. Formally,AG is a one-sorted algebra, de�ned by a set of operators and a set of identity laws.Eah RAG also has a designated subalgebra of AG alled the terminal algebra, denotedTG, whose elements are alled terminals. Elements of the di�erene set AG � TG arealled nonterminals.Typially, the terminal algebra is just the domain of strings over an alphabet, to-gether with the binary onatenation operator and the usual identity laws for strings:onatenation is assoiative, � is a left and right identity.An unbound rule is a onstrution of the formhv0; e0i ! t0he1; v1it1 � � � hen�1; vn�1itn�1hen; vnitn9



where n � 0, the vk are distint variables, the tk are answers (usually, but notneessarily, terminal), and the ek are polynomials in variables v0; � � � vn.The ordered pairs in an unbound rule, hv0; e0i and all hek; vki, are alled unboundpairs. The left-hand omponent of eah pair plays the same meta-syntati role as aChristiansen language attribute. The tk on the right side of the rule at as syntax. Theright-hand omponent of eah pair is usually interpreted as apturing the semantisof the terminal string generated by that pair.The domain RG of unbound rules is related to the domain of answers by meansof a rule funtion, �G : AG ! P!(RG). When binding the variables of an unboundrule r as above, the leftmost variable v0 must be bound to some answer a 2 AG suhthat r 2 �G(a). This is equivalent to Christiansen's requirement that the rule used toexpand eah parent node of the parse tree must be drawn from the language attributeof that node.The rule funtion determines the meta-syntati sense of eah answer. Nontermi-nal onstants, i.e., nonterminal operators of arity zero, have a �xed meta-syntatisense, just as nonterminals in CFGs. The unique nature of the rule funtion omesfrom the way it handles terminals, and non-onstant nonterminal operators.For all terminals t in a RAG G, �G(t) = fhv0; �i ! tg. In other words, when aterminal is used as meta-syntax, it generates the singleton language ontaining itself,and \synthesizes" semanti value �.For eah nonterminal non-onstant operator � of arity n � 1 in a RAG G, thereis a rule equation that de�nes �G(�(� � �)) as a funtion of the arguments to �. Hereis a anonial example.�(a1 t a2) = � hv0; v1i ! ha1; v1ihv0; v1i ! ha2; v1i �This rule equation de�nes the meta-syntati behavior of the binary in�x t operator.It says, in essene, that for all answers a1 and a2, the answer a1 t a2 generates theunion of the languages generated by the two arguments. This partiular operator isalled the union operator.The design goal of nontrivial expression evaluation is addressed by the introdutionof a speial binary operator alled the query operator, written a : b, that denotes asemanti value assoiated by meta-syntati value a with syntati value b. That is,Proposition 0.1 For all a; b;  2 AG, a : b �G)  i� ha; i �G) b. 2Tehnially, the query operator does not belong to the answer algebra. It belongs toa larger algebra QG, alled the query algebra, of whih AG is a proper subalgebra.The polynomials in an unbound rule are expressions over the query algebra, henethey an use the query operator.In Proposition 0.1, the two derivations are, so to speak, working in opposite di-retions. The �rst derivation may be thought of as onstruting a parse tree from thebottom up, while the seond derivation onstruts the same tree from the top down.10



Sine the derivation relation �G) is merely the transitive losure of a step relation G),the step relation must somehow implement this kind of bi-diretional behavior.This is aomplished in the RAG model by introduing yet another speial opera-tor, this time a unary operator alled the inverse operator and written a. The inverseoperator does not belong to the query algebra; it belongs to the on�guration algebra,CG, of whih QG is a proper subalgebra. The on�guration algebra also inludes thebinary pairing operator, h,i, whih is used to form the ordered pairs in unbound rules.Formally, the derivation step is a relation between on�gurations.Algebraially, the inverse of an answer is that answer, i.e., a = a, while theinverse of the inverse of any on�guration is that on�guration, i.e.,  = . Theinverse operator �gures prominently |and often subtly| in most of the axioms thatde�ne the derivation step relation; the most basi example is:Axiom 0.1 For all ; d 2 CG,  G) d i� d G) . 2Thus, for example, for all a 2 AG,  �G) a implies a = a �G) .Proposition 0.1 falls out as a relatively straightforward onsequene of thesederivation step axioms. Another onsequene of the same axioms is that, for allanswers a; b 2 AG, a �G) b implies a = b. Despite the simpliity of the latter result,its proof is highly nontrivial.Sublasses of RAGsThe formal de�nition of the RAG model is more general than is ordinarily neessaryor desirable. A number of simplifying assumptions are normally made. The terminalalgebra is assumed to be an algebra of strings over an alphabet. A number of standardnonterminal operators are assumed, suh as the union operator mentioned earlier.These measures are largely osmeti. But in addition, two formal well-behavednessproperties are required; these are: strong stepwise deidability, and strong answer-enapsulation.A RAG is strongly stepwise deidable i� (1) the rule funtion an be omputed bya Turing mahine, and (2) given any two polynomials over the on�guration algebra,a Turing mahine an deide whether they are identially equal. Neither of theseonditions is guaranteed by the general de�nition of RAGs. If both onditions holdfor a RAG G, then it is possible to onstrut a Turing mahine that deides, for anytwo on�gurations  and d, whether or not  G) d.Intuitively, weak answer-enapsulation means that when two answers have thesame \interfae", they annot be told apart by formal means. The notion of interfaeis expressed, for a RAG G, by an equivalene relation �G over AG, suh that a �G bi� a and b generate the same syntax, and assign equivalent semantis to that syntax.More preisely, for all x; x0; y; z 2 AG, if x �G x0 and x : y �G) z then there existsz0 2 AG suh that z �G z0 and x0 : y �G) z0. An operator on AG is G-safe i� itpreserves answer-equivalene; G is weakly answer-enapsulated i� all of the operatorson AG are G-safe (that is, formally, i� �G is a ongruene on AG).11



Strong answer-enapsulation extends the onept of operator safeness to lasses ofRAGs. Rule equations, suh as the one given earlier for the union operator, are usedto de�ne the generi behavior of a set of operators, independent of any spei� RAGthat satis�es those equations. A olletion of rule equations F , alled a framework, issafe i�, for all possible RAGs G that satisfy F , and all operators � de�ned by F , �is guaranteed to be G-safe. A RAG G is strongly answer-enapsulated i� there existssome safe framework that is satis�ed by G and de�nes all of the operators on AG.All of the RAG frameworks used in this thesis are safe. However, the generalproblem of determining whether a framework is safe seems to be rather ompliated,with large numbers of exeptions and speial ases. In pratie, it is onvenient touse a ombination of general and spei� proof tehniques. Most of the frameworksin the thesis are overed by a small group of moderately general framework safetytheorems; only �ve operators are not overed, and these are easily handled on anindividual basis.It may be noted, in passing, that there exist rule equations that are inherentlyunsafe, in the sense that no framework ontaining suh an equation an possibly besafe.A RAG is well-behaved i� it is both strongly stepwise deidable and stronglyanswer-enapsulated. The well-behaved RAG model is Turing-powerful. Formally, toevery Turing mahine M that aepts language L and omputes partial funtion fM ,there exists a well-behaved RAG G that generates language L, and assigns to eahstring w 2 L the semanti value fM(w).0.6.3 CommentsIn his survey artile on the subjet [Chri 90℄, Christiansen identi�ed six potentialproblems with grammar adaptability.� Blok-oriented lexial sope is not handled graefully by any of the imperativeadaptable grammar models surveyed. In Christiansen grammars, and in RAGs,blok sope is a natural onsequene of the way meta-syntati information isloally distributed through the parse tree.� In addition to immediately adding a new rule to the grammar, a delarationmay entail the addition of new rules at some later point in the program. Chris-tiansen's handling of this situation introdues an expliit distintion betweenvariables, meta-variables, meta-meta-variables, and so on. The RAG modeldoes not require suh a distintion.� For two of the problems (visibility and reursive delarations), Christianseno�ered no solution that he himself onsidered satisfatory; his implementedparser addresses both problems through the introdution of logial operatorsthat are alien to the oneptual framework of his grammar model. The RAG12



model an handle both problems within its normal framework; whether it admitselegant solutions has yet to be determined.� All of the adaptable grammar models surveyed (inluding Christiansen's) havesome diÆulty expressing the onstraint that a variable annot be delared morethan one in the same blok. A RAG solution to this problem is given in x4.3.� Christiansen suggests that the use of an adaptable grammar may prohibit alanguage parser from onstruting meaningful diagnosti messages for syntaxerrors. Based on previous experiene with a parser for a grammar with limitedadaptability, the urrent author is more optimisti than Christiansen on thispoint.For the immediate future, implementation of a RAG-based parser generator shouldbe a researh priority, as the availability of suh a system would failitate pratial,and to some extent theoretial, investigation of the RAG model. There are also avariety of purely theoretial onjetures regarding the RAG model that ould be ex-plored, although at the moment there seems no spei� reason to assign high priorityto them.In the longer term, the author hopes to use the RAG model to develop a solid for-mal basis on whih to analyze the abstration mehanisms of arbitrary programminglanguages. Here, abstration is meant in its most general and omprehensive senseappliable to programming, enompassing the entire evolutionary proess by whihnew program entities are reated and old ones are hidden. The riterion of stronganswer-enapsulation was developed with this long-term goal spei�ally in mind.
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Part ISurvey of grammar models
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Chapter 1Chomsky grammarsChomsky grammars were proposed by Noam Chomsky in the 1950s. Chomsky pre-sented them as a model of the way human beings omprehend natural languages.Their appliation to programming languages began with the development of Al-gol 60. (Atually, the Algol 60 Reports [Naur 60, Naur 63℄ used a variant nota-tion, BNF, whih was developed independently by John Bakus. However, Chomsky'sformulation is generally preferred for theoretial purposes.)There is, in fat, a \Chomsky hierarhy" of four nested lasses of Chomsky gram-mars, eah de�ned by a onstraint on the form of its grammar rules. They aresometimes numbered from type 0 (the most general lass) to type 3 (the most lim-ited lass). A good treatment of the four lasses of the Chomsky hierarhy ours in[Hop 79℄; a shorter treatment ours in [Clea 76℄. Primary soures for the Chomskyhierarhy are [Chom 56, Chom 59℄.1.1 IntrodutionFormally, a Chomsky grammar has four parts: (1) a set of symbols alled terminals,(2) a set of symbols alled nonterminals, (3) a start symbol, whih is one of thenonterminals, and (4) a set of rewrite rules.Terminals are the voabulary of the language de�ned by the grammar. For ex-ample, a grammar of the English language might have terminals suh as tree, trees,book, eat, sleep, slept, white, and so on.Nonterminals may be thought of (in the simpler ases, at least) as representinglasses of terminals and lasses of phrases made up of terminals. For example, agrammar of English might have nonterminals suh as noun, verb, sentene, subjet,prediate, and so on.Rewrite rules take the form � ! �, where � and � are strings of symbols. Thebasi idea is that you derive one string (of symbols) from another by replaing � with� somewhere in the string. For example, suppose there is a rewrite rule that saysprepositional-phrase ! preposition noun-phrase16



This means that anywhere the nonterminal on the left (prepositional-phrase) ours,it an be replaed by the sequene of two nonterminals on the right (prepositionnoun-phrase). Thus, the four-symbol stringnoun prepositional-phrase verb nounmay be rewritten asnoun preposition noun-phrase verb nounA derivation is a series of rewrites that transform one string x into another stringy. The notation for this relation is x �G) y, where G is the name of the grammarwhose rewrite rules are being used. In partiular, a terminal string w is said to begenerated by a grammar if it an be derived from the start symbol of that grammar.The following setion formalizes the onepts outlined above. There will be moreto say about the oneptual nature of Chomsky grammars one a rigorous frameworkhas been established.1.2 Type 0 Chomsky grammarsThe most general lass of Chomsky grammars are variously alled type 0 grammars,unrestrited grammars, phrase-struture grammars, or semi-Thue systems. The name\phrase-struture grammar" should probably be avoided, as it seems to have beenused by some authors to refer instead to the lass of type 2 grammars. The name\unrestrited grammar" will be avoided beause of possible onfusion over the subjetof x2.4. The name \type 0 grammar" is preferred here.Every author seems to have a slightly di�erent way to de�ne Chomsky grammars.The treatment here was hosen for parallelism with subsequent treatments of othermodels.De�nition 1.1 A voabulary is an ordered pair V = hZ; T i, where Z � T are�nite sets of symbols. The elements of T are alled terminals of V , those of Z � Tare alled nonterminals of V , and those of Z are alled simply symbols of V .The set of all terminals of an arbitrary voabulary V is denoted TV ; of allnonterminals of V is denoted NV ; and of all symbols of V , ZV . 2De�nition 1.2 A rule over a voabulary V is a struture of the form� ! �where � 2 Z�VNVZ�V and � 2 Z�V . (That is, � and � are strings of symbols of V ,and � ontains at least one nonterminal.)17



� is alled the left (hand) side, or lhs, of the rule, and � the right (hand) side,or rhs of the rule. If r = (�! �), one writes:lhs(r) = �rhs(r) = �The length of the right side of r is alled the arity of r, and denoted ar(r) = jrhs(r)j.r is said to be terminal i� rhs(r) 2 T �V .The domain of all rules over V is denoted RV . 2Some authors require only that the left side of every rule be nonempty, ratherthan that it ontain a nonterminal. The same languages an be desribed either way.The de�nition above follows [Lewi 81℄ in requiring a nonterminal, beause the weakerrestrition would not imply Theorem 1.2 (below).De�nition 1.3 A Chomsky grammar is a four-tuple G = hZ; T;R; si, where V =hZ; T i is a voabulary, R 2 P!(RV ) is a �nite set of rules, and s 2 NV .R is alled the rule set of G, and s the start symbol of G. Subsript G may beused in plae of subsript V anywhere that subsript would have ourred; thus, setTG of terminals of G, set NG of nonterminals of G, and so on. Also, sG denotes thestart symbol of G. 2De�nition 1.4 The derivation step relation for a Chomsky grammar G is theminimal binary relation G) over Z�G satisfying the following axioms.Axiom 1.1 If (�! �) 2 RG then � G) �. �Axiom 1.2 If � G) � and ! 2 Z�G then �! G) �! and !� G) !�. �The derivation relation for a grammar G is the reexive transitive losure of G),denoted �G). The transitive losure of G) is denoted +G).A derivation over G is a sequene !0; � � �!n, where n � 0, !k 2 Z�G for all0 � k � n, and !k�1 G) !k for all 1 � k � n. Derivations are normally written ashains of derivation step relations; thus,!0 G) !1 G) � � � G) !nn is alled the length of the derivation. A derivation of length zero is trivial. 2The above de�nition of the derivation step relation is essentially indutive. Thisis not the usual treatment for Chomsky grammars. Most authors use a single axiomto de�ne all derivation steps diretly in terms of the rule set RG; the usual axiom isproven here as the following theorem.Theorem 1.1 Suppose G is a Chomsky grammar, and �; � 2 Z�G. Then � G) �i� there exist a; b; x; y 2 Z�G suh that � = xay, � = xby, and (a! b) 2 RG. 218



Proof. Suppose a; b; x; y 2 Z�G and (a ! b) 2 RG. By Axiom 1.1, a G) b. ByAxiom 1.2, ay G) by, and xay G) xby.On the other hand, suppose � G) �. Sine the derivation step relation is minimal,� G) � must follow from Axiom 1.1 by a �nite (nonnegative) number of appliationsof Axiom 1.2. It is suÆient to observe that all derivation steps dedued in this waymust have the requisite form. 2De�nition 1.5 Given a Chomsky grammar G and symbol z 2 ZG, the languagegenerated by z in G is LG(z) = fw 2 T �G j z �G) wg. The language aepted by G isL(G) = LG(sG). 2There are not many well-behavedness properties for Chomsky type 0 grammars.However, the following theorem is one suh. It says, in essene, that a derivationannot ontinue further one it generates a terminal string. As noted earlier, thetheorem would not have been valid if the weaker de�nition of type 0 grammar ruleshad been used.Theorem 1.2 If G is a Chomsky grammar, � 2 T �G, and ! +G) � , then ! 62 T �G. 2Proof. By De�nition 1.2, the left side of every rule ontains a nonterminal.Therefore, by Theorem 1.1, the left side of every nontrivial derivation ontains anonterminal. 21.3 Sublasses of Chomsky grammarsType 1 Chomsky grammars are more ommonly known as ontext-sensitive grammars(CSGs); type 2 are alled ontext-free grammars (CFGs); and type 3 are alled reg-ular grammars. Languages that an be generated by these lasses of grammars aresimilarly alled ontext-sensitive languages (CSLs), ontext-free languages (CFLs),and regular languages, respetively. Languages that an be generated by Chomskytype 0 grammars are alled reursively enumerable languages.De�nition 1.6 Suppose G is a grammar, and r 2 RG. Then r is ontext-sensitivei� jrhs(r)j � jlhs(r)j (that is, i� the right side of r is at least as long as the left).Further, r is normal ontext-sensitive i� r = (�n� ! ���) for some � 2 Z�G,n 2 NG, � 2 Z�G, and � 2 Z+G .A grammar G is ontext-sensitive i� all rules r 2 RG are ontext-sensitive, andnormal ontext-sensitive i� all r 2 RG are normal ontext-sensitive. 219



Some authors use the stronger (normal) ondition as the de�nition of ontext-sensitivity. Any grammar satisfying the weaker ondition an be rewritten to satisfythe stronger; and any grammar satisfying the stronger ondition already satis�es theweaker. The above de�nition follows [Hop 79℄ by using the weaker ondition butintroduing the stronger as a normal form. [Clea 76℄ uses the stronger ondition, andintrodues the weaker ondition under the name \monotone grammars".Note that, by either de�nition, the right side of a ontext-sensitive rule annot bethe empty string (�). Consequently, � annot belong to any CSL.De�nition 1.7 Suppose G is a grammar, and r 2 RG. Then r is ontext-free i�lhs(r) 2 NG.A grammar G is ontext-free i� all r 2 RG are ontext-free.A derivation over a ontext-free grammar is leftmost i� every derivation steprewrites the leftmost nonterminal in the string. 2Note that CFLs, unlike the \superlass" of CSLs, an ontain the empty string.This detail ompliates results dealing with the relationship between the two lasses.De�nition 1.8 Suppose G is a grammar, and r 2 RG. Then r is left-linear i�lhs(r) 2 NG and rhs(r) 2 (NG [ f�g)T �G; that is, i� r is ontext-free and its rightside is either a string of terminals, or a nonterminal followed by a string of terminals.r is right-linear i� lhs(r) 2 NG and rhs(r) 2 T �G(NG [ f�g).A grammar G is left-linear i� all r 2 RG are left-linear, right-linear i� all r 2 RGare right-linear, and regular i� G is either left-linear or right-linear. 2A language is generated by some left-linear grammar i� it is generated by someright-linear grammar. Note that a grammar with both left-linear and right-linearrules is neither left-linear nor right-linear (but does belong to the larger lass oflinear grammars, whih generate a proper superset of the regular languages).Some authors further require for left- and right-linearity that there be exatly oneterminal on the right side of eah rule. This stronger ondition is not quite equivalentto the weaker, beause it exludes the empty string (�) from all regular languages.The de�nition here follows [Hop 79℄.1.4 Turing mahinesThe use of abstrat automata, suh as Turing mahines, in this thesis is almost nil;those needs ould be satis�ed by one or two paragraphs in the setion on mathematialpreliminaries (x0.5). Rather, the purpose of the urrent setion is to survey the Turingmahine model, just as if it were a formal grammar model.This is not as farfethed as it might sound. Computation by Turing mahinesis muh the same as derivation by Chomsky grammars, exept that the state of a20



omputation has more internal struture than that of a derivation. A omparison ofthe two models provides useful perspetive on both, and also on some of the moreelaborate models to be surveyed later (espeially those of x3.2).1.4.1 IntrodutionIn onept, a Turing mahine is an abstrat proessor with a �nite instrution set,a �nite amount of internal memory (the mahine state), and an in�nite supply ofexternal memory in the form of a tape aessed by a single read/write head. Thetape is divided into ells, eah of whih ontains one symbol from a speial tapealphabet. The instrutions are: (1) Move the head left one ell. (2) Move the headright one ell. (3) Write a spei�ed symbol in the ell urrently under the head.At the beginning of omputation, all of the tape ells ontain the reserved symbol#, alled the blank symbol, exept for an input string written in the ells immediatelyto the right of the head. The behavior of the mahine is de�ned by a transitionfuntion that spei�es, for eah possible ombination of the symbol under the headand the internal state of the mahine, what instrution to perform and what internalstate to enter when doing so. The omputation is omplete when (and if) the mahineenters a speial state alled the halt state; the output of the omputation is thenonblank part of the tape ontents when the mahine halts.In general, the transition funtion may be multivalued. When the transitionfuntion yields multiple values (instrution/state pairs), the mahine hooses one atrandom. A mahine is alled deterministi if its transition funtion never has multiplevalues.1.4.2 De�nitionsAs with Chomsky grammars, di�erent authors de�ne Turing mahines di�erently.The de�nition here is fairly orthodox in its approah; tehnial details were hosenfor simpliity, and for parallelism with the development of Chomsky grammars.Note, however, that the treatment of less powerful automata is distintly unortho-dox. Although equivalent to the usual treatment, it is muh more uniform aross thewhole family of automata. Again, it was hosen for simpliity and for parallelismwith the development of the Chomsky hierarhy. (For onventional treatments, see[Hop 79, Lewi 81℄.)De�nition 1.9 A nondeterministi Turing mahine (NTM) is a �ve-tuple M =hQ;Z; T; Æ; q0i, where� Q is a �nite set not inluding the reserved state h.� Z is an alphabet inluding the reserved symbols # and $ but not inluding thereserved symbols L and R.� T � Z is an alphabet not inluding symbols # and $.21



� Æ : Q� Z ! P!((Q [ fhg)� (Z [ fL;Rg)).� q0 2 Q.Further, M is a deterministi Turing mahine (DTM) i� for all hq; zi 2 Q � Z,jÆ(q; z)j � 1.The �ve omponents are alled the state set, tape alphabet, input alphabet, tran-sition funtion, and start state, respetively. # is alled the blank symbol, and $ isalled the end marker. 2De�nition 1.10 Suppose M = hQ;Z; T; Æ; q0i is an NTM. A on�guration of Mis a four-tuple hq; !L; z; !Ri where q 2 Q[fhg, !L 2 Z�, z 2 Z, and !R 2 Z�. Theomputation step relation for M is the minimal binary relation M̀ over the domainof on�gurations of M satisfying the following axioms. Throughout the axioms,assume that all q, x, z, and !, with or without subsripts or primes, are universallyquanti�ed over Q, Q [ fhg, Z, and Z� respetively.Axiom 1.3 If hx; z0i 2 Æ(q; z), then hq; !L; z; !Ri M̀ hx; !L; z0; !Ri. �Axiom 1.4 If hx; Li 2 Æ(q; z), then hq; !LzL; z; !Ri M̀ hx; !L; zL; z!Ri, andhq; �; z; !i M̀ hx; �;#; z!i. �Axiom 1.5 If hx;Ri 2 Æ(q; z), then hq; !L; z; zR!Ri M̀ hx; !Lz; zR; !Ri, andhq; !; z; �i M̀ hx; !z;#; �i. �The omputation relation for an NTM M is the reexive transitive losure of M̀,denoted M̀� .A omputation by M is a sequene 0; � � � n of on�gurations of M , where n � 0,and k�1 M̀ k for all 1 � k � n. Computations are normally written as a hain ofomputation step relations; thus,0 M̀ 1 M̀ � � � M̀ n2De�nition 1.11 Suppose M = hQ;Z; T; Æ; q0i is an NTM. An input string w 2 T �is aepted by M i� hq0; �; $; w$i M̀� hh; !L; z; !Ri for some !Lz!R 2 f#g�. Thelanguage aepted by M , denoted L(M), is the set of all strings aepted by M . 2A Turing mahine intended to aept a language is sometimes alled a Turingaeptor. A deterministi Turing mahine an also be thought of as omputing afuntion. In that ase, the mahine is alled a Turing transduer. Usually, Turingmahines are assumed to be aeptors unless otherwise stated.22



De�nition 1.12 Suppose M = hQ;Z; T; Æ; q0i is a DTM. Further suppose that Mhalts on input w 2 T �. Then the output of M on input w, denoted fM(w), is theunique shortest string x 2 Z� suh thathq0; �; $; w$i M̀ hh; !L; z; !Riand !Lz!R = #ix#j for some i; j 2 N.The partial funtion fM is said to be omputed by M . A funtion is partialreursive i� it is omputed by some DTM. 2Note that the funtion omputed by a Turing mahine is partial. There is noguarantee, in general, that a Turing mahine will ever halt on a given input. Thisleads to the following distintion.De�nition 1.13 A language L is reursively enumerable (or Turing-aeptable) i�there exists an NTM M suh that L = L(M). Further, L is reursive (or Turing-deidable) i� there exists a DTM M suh that L = L(M) and M halts on all input.12Just as the Chomsky hierarhy was onstruted by plaing various restritions onthe form of the rule sets of Chomsky grammars, some important lasses of abstratautomata may be de�ned by plaing various restritions on the transition funtions ofTuring mahines. The partiular lasses of automata de�ned below orrespond verylosely to the Chomsky hierarhy; see x1.5.De�nition 1.14 A linear bounded automaton (LBA) is a Turing mahine M =hQ;Z; T; Æ; q0i suh that, for all q 2 Q, Æ(q;#) � (Q [ fhg)� fL;Rg. 2In other words, an LBA is a Turing mahine that never overwrites a blank. Thislimits the storage apaity of the tape to the length of the input string.De�nition 1.15 A �nite state automaton (FSA) is a Turing mahine M =hQ;Z; T; Æ; q0i suh that, for all hq; zi 2 Q�Z, Æ(q; z) � (Q[ fhg)� (Z [ fRg). 2In other words, an FSA is a Turing mahine that never moves its head left. Thisprevents the mahine from e�etively using any of the tape as temporary storage. Inmore onventional de�nitions, a �nite state aeptor doesn't even have a tape.De�nition 1.16 A pushdown automaton (PDA) is a Turing mahine M =hQ;Z; T; Æ; q0i suh that, for all hq; zi 2 Q � (Z � f#g), Æ(q; z) � (Q [ fhg) �(Z [ fRg). 21For an explanation of this terminology, and a thorough formal treatment of the onepts, see[Roge 67℄. 23



In other words, a PDA is a Turing mahine that annot move its head left unlessthe symbol under the head is a blank. What this atually does to the mahine is toturn the in�nite tape into a stak (hene the word \pushdown" in the name). Thereasoning here is just a bit triky.While performing its omputation, the mahine annot make e�etive use of thepart of the tape that lies to the right of the input string, beause it would have to eraseall of its working storage every time it needed to onsult the original input. Thereforeworking storage is e�etively limited to the left half of the tape. But aess to thisworking storage is stritly on a last-in-�rst-out basis, beause in order to aess anygiven symbol stored there one must �rst erase all of the more reently stored symbols.It should be remarked, sine the question is relevant to x3.2, that pushdowntransduers and �nite state transduers are de�ned somewhat di�erently from theorresponding automata. Beause the ability of the mahine to write on the tape isso severely limited, it is not onvenient to require that the output be written on thetape. Instead, the transition funtion is extended by assoiating an \output string"with eah transition. The output of a omputation is the onatenation of the outputstrings for all the omputation steps.1.4.3 CommentsThe transition funtion of a Turing mahine plays the same role as the rule set of aChomsky grammar. In fat, the rule set of a Chomsky grammar ould be thought ofas a multi-valued funtion, mapping eah string � 2 (Z�G � T �G) into a set of strings�G(�) = f� j (� ! �) 2 RGg. Eah sublass of Chomsky grammars would then bede�ned by a restrition on �G of very muh the same form as De�nitions 1.14{1.16.The use of a (somewhat di�erent) rule funtion �G is key to the RAG model proposedin Part II of this thesis.Note that in any onventional de�nition of a pushdown automaton, the stak-oriented aspet is built expliitly into the mahine. The in�nite tape is replaed byan in�nite stak, and the move-right/move-left instrutions are replaed by push/pop.Suh a treatment greatly lari�es the stak-oriented nature of the mahine. On theother hand, De�nition 1.16 o�ers insights that the onventional de�nition does not,regarding the relationship between PDAs and the other lasses of automata de�nedabove.1.5 Computational powerThis setion reounts a number of results dealing with the relative power of thevarious lasses of automata and grammars de�ned in the preeding setions. Proofsare omitted. Most of the material is fairly ommonplae; for example, see [Hop 79℄.Citations are given in the text for less familiar results.24



Theorem 1.3 Let L be a language.� There exists an NFSA that aepts L i� there exists a regular grammar thatgenerates L.� There exists an NPDA that aepts L i� there exists a ontext-free grammarthat generates L.� There exists an NLBA that aepts L i� there exists a ontext-sensitive gram-mar that generates L� f�g.� There exists an NTM that aepts L i� there exists a type 0 grammar thatgenerates L. 2The power of deterministi automata is another matter. The omputational on-sequenes of determinism have long been understood for �nite automata, pushdownautomata, and Turing mahines; the onsequenes for LBAs are not known.De�nition 1.17 A regular language is deterministi i� it is aepted by someDFSA. Similarly, a CFL is deterministi i� it is aepted by some DPDA; a CSL, i�aepted by some DLBA; a reursively enumerable language, i� aepted by someDTM. 2Note that, sine by de�nition every deterministi automaton is also a nondeter-ministi mahine of the same lass, it follows that every deterministi regular languageis a regular language, and so on.(Words pre�xing the Chomsky lasses of grammars and languages will alwaysbe written out, rather than being integrated into the standard aronyms. Thus, anNLBA reognizes a nondeterministi CSL. Otherwise, onfusion ould arise from thearonym NCSG, with the N standing ambiguously for either \nondeterministi" or\normal".)Theorem 1.4 The following relations hold between deterministi and nondeter-ministi Chomsky language lasses:� Every regular language is deterministi.� There exist ontext-free languages that are not deterministi.� Every reursively enumerable language is deterministi. 2Theorem 1.5 The following ontainment relations hold between language lasses:� Every regular language is deterministi ontext-free.� Every ontext-free language that does not inlude the empty string is deter-ministi ontext-sensitive.� Every ontext-sensitive language is reursive.25



� Every reursive language is reursively enumerable. 2Other than the details about determinism, the above lass inlusions all followtrivially from the de�nitions of the lasses. It is less obvious that the lass inlusionsare proper. For ompleteness, the determinism result for CFLs is repeated below.Theorem 1.6 The following relations hold between language lasses:� There exist languages that are not reursively enumerable.� There exist reursively enumerable languages that are not reursive.� There exist reursive languages that are not ontext-sensitive.� There exist deterministi ontext-sensitive languages that are not ontext-free.� There exist ontext-free languages that are not deterministi ontext-free.� There exist deterministi ontext-free languages that are not regular. 2Another property of language lasses that is sometimes of interest is whether ornot they are losed under omplementation. That is, if C is a lass of languages overan alphabet Z, does L 2 C imply (Z��L) 2 C? The result for reursively enumerablelanguages in the following theorem is one of the most basi theorems in the theory ofomputation, sometimes alled the halting problem. The result for nondeterministiCSLs is a reent development [Imme 88℄.Theorem 1.7 The following language lasses are not losed under omplementa-tion.� The reursively enumerable languages.� The ontext-free languages.The following language lasses are losed under omplementation.� The reursive languages.� The ontext-sensitive languages.� The deterministi ontext-sensitive languages.� The deterministi ontext-free languages.� The regular languages. 2When onfronted with a lass of languages (suh as the lass of all languages gen-erated by some lass of non-Chomsky grammars), it is useful to be able to determinehow the lass relates to the Chomsky language lasses. To aid in this task, as well asillustrate some of the harater of the various lasses, here are some ommonly usedexamples of languages that di�erentiate Chomsky lasses.Theorem 1.8 Suppose Z is an alphabet, and fa; b; g � Z.26



� The following language is deterministi ontext-free, but not regular.fanbn j n 2 NgThat is, the set of all strings onsisting of some number of a's followed by thesame number of b's.� The following language is ontext-free, but not deterministi.fwwR j w 2 Z�gThat is, the set of all strings onsisting of a string w followed by the reverseof w. This language may also be haraterized as the set of all palindromes ofeven length. (The set of all palindromes of arbitrary length is also ontext-freeand not deterministi.)� The following languages are ontext-sensitive, but not ontext-free.fanbnn j n 2 N+gfwww j w 2 Z�g2There are no trivial examples of languages that di�erentiate the larger lasses;as a rule of thumb, any language that annot be reognized by a linear boundedautomaton is a mess. Typially, inlusion or non-inlusion of languages at the highend of the hierarhy is addressed in terms of the onstrution of automata. (Forexample, see [Wegb 70℄.)1.6 Understanding CFGsCFGs are the most ommonly used lass of Chomsky grammars, espeially if oneinludes the many non-Chomsky grammar models that are essentially augmentationsof CFGs. This setion explores the oneptual properties of CFGs, in an attemptto identify the basis for their popularity. To begin with, two omplete examples ofChomsky grammars are introdued and ompared.Example 1.1 Let G1:1 be the following ontext-free grammar.S ! �S ! aSbHere, by onvention, upper ase letters are nonterminals and lower ase letters areterminals. Unless otherwise stated, S is the start symbol. The language generatedby the above grammar is L(G1:1) = fanbn j n 2 Ng, whih is deterministi ontext-free, but not regular. 27



As an illustration of how the grammar works, here is a derivation (in fat, theonly possible derivation) for the string aaabbb. Unless otherwise stated, derivationsare assumed to begin with the start symbol of the grammar under onsideration.S ) aSb) aaSbb) aaaSbbb) aaabbb2Example 1.2 Let G1:2 be the following ontext-sensitive grammar.S ! aBS ! aSBB ! BaB ! abbB ! bbThe language generated by the above grammar is L(G1:2) = fanbnn j n 2 N+g,whih is not ontext-free.The �rst two rules are substantially the same as those of Example 1.1; theygenerate strings of the form an(B)n. The third rule (whih is not, by the way,in normal form) allows the B's in these strings to migrate to the left, generatingstrings of the form anBnn. The last two rules onvert the nonterminal B's intoterminal b's; but a given B an only be onverted one it has migrated as far to theleft as possible.As an illustration, here are derivations for the strings ab, aabb, and aaabbb.Note that ab is the only string in the language whose derivation by this grammaris unique.S ) aB) abS ) aSB) aaBB) aaBB) aabB) aabbS ) aSB) aaSBB) aaaBBB) aaaBBB) aaaBBB) aaaBBB) aaabBB) aaabbB ) aaabbb2Two questions will be onsidered: First, what oneptual role do nonterminalsplay in these examples? |and seond, what oneptual role do grammar rules playin these examples? Reall from x1.1 the grammar ruleprepositional-phrase ! preposition noun-phraseHere, the answers to both questions are fairly lear. Eah nonterminal represents alass of phrases; and the rule as a whole signi�es that a prepositional phrase mayonsist of a preposition followed by a noun phrase.28



This interpretation of nonterminals and rules applies with equal faility to anyontext-free grammar. In Example 1.1, S stands for a lass of phrases (spei�ally,all phrases of the form anbn where n � 0). The �rst rule signi�es that the emptystring is suh a phrase; the seond signi�es that an S phrase may onsist of an a,followed by an S phrase, followed by b.However, this sheme doesn't work for Example 1.2. Nonterminal B does appar-ently orrespond to a lass of phrases |namely, fbg. At �rst glane, one might betempted to identify S with the lass of all phrases anbnn with n � 1. But is thisreally a valid identi�ation? Consider the seond rule,S ! aSBCertainly the S on the right side of this rule ould be expanded to a string anbnn,but that string would then have to be broken up in order to omplete the derivation.For example, here is another derivation for aabb, with the right-hand S and itsderivative symbols underlined.S ) aSB) aaBB) aabB) aabB) aabbIn this ase, the diÆulty with interpretation of nonterminals is symptomati ofdiÆulty with interpretation of grammar rules. Following the ontext-free heuristi, aprodution S ! aSB ought to mean that an S phrase may onsist of an a, followedby an S phrase, followed by a B phrase, followed by a . But as just seen, this isnot so. The right-hand S phrase isn't followed by the B phrase at all; rather, theyintermingle.Sine the problem seems to arise from the leftward migration of the B's, onemight suspet that the diÆulties arise only beause the CSG is not in normal form.However, this is not the ase. Normal CSGs have muh the same problem.Example 1.3 Let G1:3 be the following normal ontext-sensitive grammar.S ! aBCS ! aSBCCB ! CDCD ! BDBD ! BCaB ! abbB ! bbC ! The language generated by the above grammar is L(G1:3) = L(G1:2) = fanbnn jn 2 N+g.Compare this grammar to the previous example. G1:2 used two nonterminalsand �ve rules; G1:3 uses four nonterminals and eight rules. But aside from inreased29



verbosity, they are pretty muh the same grammar. The only di�erene is that,tehnially, G1:3 is normal and G1:2 is not.The tehniality is ahieved by replaing the non-normal third rule of Exam-ple 1.2,B ! Bwith a suite of rules,CB ! CDCD ! BDBD ! BCwhih aomplishes the same thing without violating the de�nition of normal form.Here are derivations for the strings ab and aabb. (Derivations for aaabbbhave now gotten rather too long for useful illustration.)S ) aBC ) aB) abS ) aSBC ) aaBCBC ) aabCBC ) aabCB) aabCD) aabBD) aabBC) aabbC) aabb2Introduing normal form has not solved the problem. If anything, the oneptualrole of nonterminals is more obsure. If the suite of rules that replaed B ! B areviewed as a unit, then nothing has hanged; but now, one might also try to assoiateeah nonterminal with a partiular group of positions in the string rather than witha partiular lass of phrase:S ) aSBC ) aaBCBC +) aabCB +) aabBC +) aabbUnder this interpretation, the oneptual onnetion between the right-hand S andthe terminal string aabb has beome still more remote (or at least, less readilyapparent).To bring out the problem in even greater relief, onsider the new nonterminal D.What is its oneptual role? Interpreted as a string position, it is a single elementin a rather primitive distributed omputation. As a phrase, it ould expand to b or; again, its signi�ane in the overall sheme is lost. Perhaps the most informa-tive explanation of its role is that it serves as a plae-holder for the distribution ofontextual information through the string; but in addition to introduing a wholenew kind of oneptual role, this reemphasizes the oneptual problems of the othernonterminals. 30



1.7 Parse treesFor formal purposes, the proess of deriving terminal strings from a grammar wasdesribed via string transformations (spei�ally, via the derivation step relation).However, in pratie it is more ommon to desribe the derivation proess by meansof a parse tree.De�nition 1.18 Suppose t is a (ZG[f�g)-labeled tree for some grammar G. Thenfor eah node n of t with label(n) 2 NG, rule(n) 2 RG denotes the grammar rulelabel(n) ! label(n1) � � � label(nar(n))where n1 � � �nar(n) are the hildren of n in order from left to right.A parse tree over a grammar G is a (ZG [ f�g)-labeled tree t suh that all thefollowing onditions hold.� label(root(t)) = sG.� For all nodes n of t, ar(n) > 0 i� label(n) 2 NG.� For all nodes n of t, ar(n) > 0 implies rule(n) 2 RG.� For all nodes n of t, label(n) = � implies ar(parent(n)) = 1. 2For example, the derivationS ) aSb) aaSbb) aaaSbbb) aaabbbfrom Example 1.1 is represented as a parse tree in Figure 1.1. In this partiularase, there is only one way to derive the string, hene the derivation and the parsetree ontain exatly the same information, although the tree diagram might havesome advantages as a ommuniation medium. But in general, parse trees and formalderivations do not arry the same information ontent.Example 1.4 Let G1:4 be the following CFG.S ! EE ! E \+" EE ! E \�" EE ! \x" j \y" j \z" j \t"Here, the notation �! �1 j �2 j � � � is shorthand (borrowed from the BNF notationof the Algol 60 Reports) for a suite of grammar rules with the same left-hand side:�! �1, �! �2, � � �. The boldfae symbols delimited by double quotes are \stringliterals", terminal symbols hosen for their textual appearane. String literals willalways be typeset as boldfae text, but the delimiting double quotes may be omittedwhen no onfusion will result. 31
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 JJJJa S b�Figure 1.1: Parse tree for aaabbbLet w 2 L(G1:4) be the following terminal string.x � y+ z � tThere are a great many di�erent ways to derive w from the start symbol S, de-pending on the order in whih the grammar rules are applied. To simplify thissenario, disregard the terminal rule appliations. There are four nonterminal ruleappliations: �rst S ! E, and then one for eah of the three binary operators in w.The latter three may be applied in any order (left-middle-right, left-right-middle,et.), giving a total of six di�erent ways to derive w. The orresponding derivations(omitting terminal rules) are:(a) L-M-R: S ) E ) E � E ) E � E + E ) E � E + E � E(b) L-R-M: S ) E ) E � E ) E � E � E ) E � E + E � E() M-L-R: S ) E ) E + E ) E � E + E ) E � E + E � E(d) M-R-L: S ) E ) E + E ) E + E � E ) E � E + E � E(e) R-L-M: S ) E ) E � E ) E � E � E ) E � E + E � E(f) R-M-L: S ) E ) E � E ) E + E � E ) E � E + E � EOn the other hand, Figure 1.2 shows the orresponding parse trees.To a �rst approximation, the parse trees are a more abstrat representation ofthe derivation proess. No simplifying assumptions were made in onstruting theparse trees, beause parse trees are already independent of the order of terminalrule appliation. Also, trees () and (d) are idential, while derivations () and (d)are distint.However, the relationship between derivations and parse trees is not stritlymany-to-one. Trees (b) and (e) are distint, while derivations (b) and (e) are identi-32
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al. Neither the derivations nor the parse trees apture the exat proedure followed.2The widespread popularity of parse trees is not just a matter of notation, althoughthe readability of tree diagrams should not be lightly dismissed. Formal derivations donot readily support the oneptual framework desribed in the previous setion (1.6),while parse trees not only support it, but lead to a fairly natural extension of it (onwhih more will be said in x2.2). It is not aidental that the standard de�nition ofambiguity for Chomsky grammars uses parse trees rather than derivations.De�nition 1.19 A CFG is ambiguous i� there exists some terminal string forwhih the grammar admits more than one parse tree. 2There exist ontext-free languages that are inherently ambiguous, in that theyannot be generated by any unambiguous CFG. However, L(G1:4) is not suh a lan-guage.Example 1.5 Let G1:5 be the following CFG.S ! TT ! T \+" FT ! FF ! F \�" IF ! II ! \x" j \y" j \z" j \t"This grammar generates exatly the same language as that of the previous example,L(G1:5) = L(G1:4). However, G1:5 admits exatly one parse tree for eah terminalstring in the language. The parse tree for x�y+z�t is shown in Figure 1.3. Notethat there are still a large number of derivations orresponding to this one tree. 2
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Chapter 2Nonadaptable grammars
2.1 IntrodutionProgramming languages are not usually ontext-free, but language designers onstrutCFGs for their languages anyway. The resulting CFG of a programming languagede�nes a superset language, from whih some grammatially valid sentenes are re-jeted during subsequent analysis, based on ontext-dependent riteria suh as lexialsoping or stati typing.In order to reonile the desire to use CFGs with the need to rigorously de�neontext-dependent language features, various extensions of the CFG model have beendeveloped. Most of these extensions retain a CFG kernel, and augment it with adistint faility that handles ontext-dependene.Of partiular onern for this thesis is the family of CFG augmentations thatfeature adaptability ; Chapter 3 will survey models in that family. The urrent haptersurveys nonadaptable CFG augmentations.2.2 Attribute grammarsAttribute grammars were introdued by Donald Knuth in the late 1960s; the originalpapers are [Knut 68, Knut 71℄. Knuth traes the historial and intelletual develop-ment of the idea in [Knut 90℄. A good standard referene on the formalism itself is[Dera 88℄.Attribute grammars are the most ommonly used augmentation of CFGs for pro-gramming language design. The onepts underlying them are also of partiularinterest for this thesis. Aordingly, they will be overed in greater depth than anyother model in this hapter.2.2.1 IntrodutionAs early as 1960, E. T. Irons [Iron 61℄ suggested that the meaning of the symbol on36



the left side of a CFG rule ould be synthesized from the meanings of the symbolson the right side. The idea is best understood in terms of parse trees (whih do notour in [Iron 61℄): The meaning of eah parent node in the parse tree is synthesizedfrom the meanings of its hildren.Example 2.1 Let G2:1 be the following unambiguous CFG.S ! BS ! SBB ! \0" j \1"The language L(G2:1) is simply the set of all nonempty strings of zeros and ones.If these strings are interpreted as nonnegative binary integers, one ould assignsemanti values to the parse tree nodes as follows.For eah grammar rule r 2 RG2:1 , de�ne a funtion fr : NarN (r) ! N, wherearN(r) is the number of nonterminals on the right side of r, aording to the fol-lowing table.grammar rule funtionS ! BS ! SBB ! \0"B ! \1" f(x) = xf(x; y) = 2x + yf() = 0f() = 1To eah nonterminal node n of eah parse tree over G2:1, assoiate a nonnegativeinteger d(n) suh thatd(n) = frule(n)(d(n1); � � �d(narN (r)))where n1; � � �narN (r) are the nonterminal hildren of node n from left to right.This arrangement is illustrated by an attributed parse tree in Figure 2.1. Thenotation z(d = k) at a node n signi�es that label(n) = z and d(n) = k. d is alleda synthesized attribute, beause it depends on the hildren of n. (That is, it is\synthesized" from them.) 2Reall, from the previous hapter, the parse tree of Figure 1.3. How should oneassign meanings to the nodes of this tree? By analogy with Example 2.1, one mightimpose attribute funtions something like this:grammar rule funtionS ! TT ! T \+" FT ! FF ! F \�" IF ! I f(x) = xf(x; y) = x + yf(x) = xf(x; y) = x � yf(x) = x37



S(d = 11)������ HHHHHHS(d = 5) B(d = 1)��� HHHHHHS(d = 2) B(d = 1) \1"��� ���S(d = 1) B(d = 0) \1"B(d = 1) \0"\1"Figure 2.1: Parse tree for 1011But this only aounts for the nonterminal rules. How does one assign a value to Iin the rule I ! \x"? If the example is taken to be part of a typial programminglanguage, x might be the name of, say, a loal variable. The \meaning" of identi�erx is then itself ontext-dependent. It might be unde�ned and therefore illegal in theloal environment. Or worse, x and y might be of inompatible types, say a pointerand a real number, that annot be multiplied together.Knuth's solution to this problem of ontext-dependent meaning was to introduea seond kind of attribute, alled an inherited attribute, that propagates downward inthe parse tree from parent to hild, just as synthesized attributes propagate upwardfrom hildren to parent. (The terminology here is due to Knuth.) In general, theremay be any number of inherited and/or synthesized attributes assoiated with eahgrammar symbol.2.2.2 De�nitionsThe de�nitions and notation of attribute grammars vary from author to author, justas do those of Chomsky grammars. The material below is adapted hiey from[Knut 68℄ and [Dera 88℄.De�nition 2.1 Let G be a ontext-free grammar. For eah r 2 RG, let r = (zr;0 !zr;1 � � � zr;ar(r)), where zr;k 2 ZG for all 0 � k � ar(r). An attribute system on G hasthe following parts. 38



� An alphabet Attr . Elements of Attr are alled attributes.� Two funtions, Syn and Inh, eah mapping ZG into P!(Attr ), subjet to theonditions: Inh(sG) = ;8t 2 TG; Syn(t) = ;8z 2 ZG; Syn(z) \ Inh(z) = ;For any z 2 ZG, elements of Syn(z) or Inh(z) are alled synthesized or inheritedattributes of z, respetively. The set of all attributes of z is denoted Attr(z) =Syn(z) [ Inh(z).Given a rule r 2 RG, suppose a 2 Attr(zr;k). (That is, suppose a is an attributeof the symbol in position k of rule r.) Then a(k) denotes the ombination ofattribute a with position k. a(k) is alled an attribute ourrene in rule r.� For eah attribute a 2 Attr , a set Va of attribute values.� For eah rule r, and attribute ourrene a(k) in r, where either k = 0 anda 2 Syn(zr;k), or k > 0 and a 2 Inh(zr;k), an equation of the forma(k) = fr;k;a(a1(k1); a2(k2); � � �ai(ki))where a1(k1) � � �ai(ki) are attribute ourrenes of r, and fr;k;a is a funtionfr;k;a : Va1 � � � � � Vai ! VaSuh equations are alled semanti rules for r.An attribute grammar (AG1) is an ordered pair hG;Ai, where G is a ontext-freegrammar and A is an attribute system on G. 2There is no speial onept of derivation relation for attribute grammars as for-mulated by Knuth. Instead, he used the semanti rules to assign sets of attributevalues to the nodes of ontext-free parse trees. This suggests that attribute evalua-tion should be thought of as a separate phase of language proessing, to be performedafter parse tree onstrution. Knuth onsidered language syntax to be just that whihan be desribed by a CFG, and everything else to be semantis, whereas most of hisolleagues at the time de�ned syntax more broadly [Knut 90℄.2Note, however, that there are equivalent grammar formalisms with omprehensivederivation relations, enompassing both ontext-free parsing and attribute evaluationin a single transformation; see x2.2.4. Knuth's formulation has remained dominant,perhaps beause his emphasis on parse trees appeals to the intuition.De�nition 2.2 Given an attribute grammar hG;Ai, an attributed parse tree overhG;Ai is a parse tree over G together with, for eah node n, a funtion fn mapping1The aronym AG for attribute grammars is ubiquitous in the literature. In this thesis, the term\adaptable grammar" is never abbreviated.2Both views of semantis have survived to the present day, eah ourishing within its own om-munity of omputer sientists who, presumably, �nd it useful. The onit between the two viewsares up from time to time. See for example [Meek 90℄.39



eah a 2 Attr(label(n)) into an element of Va, subjet to the following ondition.Let n0 be a nonterminal node, let r = rule(n0), and let n1 � � �nar(n) be the hildrenof n0 from left to right. Also, for onveniene of notation, let fk = fnk for all0 � k � ar(n0). Ifa(k) = fr;k;a(a1(k1); � � �ai(ki))is a semanti rule for r, then the following relation must hold.fk(a) = fr;k;a(fk1(a1); � � �fki(ai))� An attributed parse tree may be alled simply a \parse tree" when it is expliitlystated to be over an attribute grammar. 2Example 2.2 Using the AG notation just de�ned, the grammar and attributesystem of Example 2.1 would be written:S ! B d(0) = d(1)S ! SB d(0) = 2d(1) + d(2)B ! \0" d(0) = 0B ! \1" d(0) = 1Here, the attribute sets have been spei�ed impliitly (in the same fashion as theterminal and nonterminal alphabets).In illustrating an attributed parse tree, the notation z(a1 = v1; � � �ai = vi) at anode n signi�es that Attr (z) = fa1 � � �aig and, for all 1 � k � i, fn(ak) = vi. 2The example of evaluating binary numbers is used in both [Knut 68℄ and [Dera 88℄(with the minor ompliation that rational numbers are supported, rather than justintegers). In order to illustrate inherited as well as synthesized attributes, a moreelaborate evaluation strategy is used.Example 2.3 In ontemplating the parse tree of Figure 2.1, it ould be arguedthat the value of eah digit depends on where it ours in the sentene. Thus, thevalue of the leading \1" is 8 rather than 1. This idea an be formalized in an AG byintroduing an inherited attribute r (for rank), whih is the power of two by whihthe value of eah digit should be multiplied. The leading \1" has a rank of 3. (Tomake this example work out naturally, it is neessary to remove the start symbolfrom the right sides of grammar rules by introduing a new nonterminal T .)S ! T r(1) = 0; d(0) = d(1)T ! B r(1) = r(0); d(0) = d(1)T ! TB r(2) = r(0); r(1) = r(0) + 1; d(0) = d(1) + d(2)B ! \0" d(0) = 0B ! \1" d(0) = 2r(0)The parse tree for 1011 under this AG is shown in Figure 2.2. 240



S(d = 11)T (r = 0; d = 11)������ HHHHHHT (r = 1; d = 10) B(r = 0; d = 1)""""" HHHHHHT (r = 2; d = 8) B(r = 1; d = 2) \1"���� bbbbbT (r = 3; d = 8) B(r = 2; d = 0) \1"B(r = 3; d = 8) \0"\1" Figure 2.2: Parse tree for 1011Knuth laims that the seond, more elaborate evaluation strategy \does seem toorrespond better to our intuition than [the simpler strategy℄" [Knut 68, p. 131℄. (Thismay be so, but the �rst evaluation strategy led to a simpler attribute grammar.) Atany rate, inherited attributes were also intended to address more substantial problems,suh as the ontext-dependent semantis of identi�ers in Figure 1.3.Indeed AGs an and do address the more substantial problems. The tehniqueusually employed is to pass the entire symbol table for the loal environment about thetree in an environment attribute. Eah node of the tree inherits a loal symbol table.Identi�er referenes synthesize their meanings by looking themselves up; delarationssynthesize a new environment by adding to the inherited table. However, examplesof suh tehniques are inappropriately large for this survey.2.2.3 PropertiesDe�nition 2.3 An attribute grammar hG;Ai is in normal form i�, for everygrammar rule r = (zr;0 ! zr;1 � � � zr;ar(r)) 2 RG and every semanti rulea(k) = fr;k;a(a1(k1); � � �ai(ki)) 41



for r, the attribute ourrenes on the right side of the semanti rule do not ouron the left side of any semanti rule for r. In other words,fa1(k1) � � �ai(ki)g � (fb(0) j b 2 Inh(zr;0)g[ fb(j) j j > 0 and b 2 Syn(zr;j)g)2Normal form requires that the semanti rules for a grammar rule r must notdiretly de�ne attribute ourrenes of r in terms of eah other. A seond well-formedness property, non-irularity, imposes a weaker ondition (no value dependson itself), but on a wider sale (aross all the nodes of a parse tree). Neither of theseproperties neessarily implies the other.De�nition 2.4 Suppose hG;Ai is an attribute grammar, and r is a grammar ruleover G. Given any two attribute ourrenes a(k) and b(j) of r, a(k) is loallydependent on b(j), denoted a(k) /r b(j), i� there is a semanti rule for r with a(k)on its left side and b(j) on its right side. The relation /r over the domain of attributeourrenes of r is alled the loal dependeny relation of r.Suppose hG;Ai is an attribute grammar, and t is a parse tree over hG;Ai. Foreah nonterminal node n0 of t, de�ne a relation /n0 on the domain of node-attributepairs, as follows. Let n1; � � �nar(n0) be the hildren of n0 from left to right. Thenhni; ai /n0 hnj; bi i� a(i) /rule(n0) b(j). The ompound dependeny relation for t,denoted /t, is the transitive losure of the union of all relations /n for nonterminalnodes n in t.An attribute grammar hG;Ai is non-irular i�, for every parse tree t overhG;Ai, the relation /t is ayli. (That is, i� there is no node-attribute pair hn; aifor whih hn; ai /t hn; ai.) 2De�nition 2.5 An attribute grammar hG;Ai is semantially ambiguous i� thereexist a terminal string w 2 L(G), an attribute a 2 Syn(sG), and parse trees t andt0 for w, suh that froot(t)(a) 6= froot(t0)(a).Attribute grammar hG;Ai is syntatially ambiguous i� G is ambiguous. 2Two attributed parse trees for the same string may have di�erent ontext-freestrutures, yet assign the same attribute values to the root node; thus syntatiambiguity does not neessarily imply semanti ambiguity. On the other hand, theremay be more than one way to \deorate" a single ontext-free parse tree (that is, toassign attribute values to the nodes); thus semanti ambiguity does not neessarilyimply syntati ambiguity. However, in a non-irular attribute grammar there anonly be one way to deorate eah ontext-free tree. Therefore,Theorem 2.1 Every syntatially unambiguous non-irular attribute grammaris semantially unambiguous. 2 42



As presented by De�nition 2.1, an attribute grammar hG;Ai does not atuallyrejet any terminal string w in the ontext-free language L(G). The attribute systemA only provides a riterion for \deorating" parse trees (that is, assigning attributevalues to the nodes). Knuth does not go into detail, but suggests something suh asthe following.De�nition 2.6 A parse tree t over an attribute grammar hG;Ai is invalid i�valid 2 Syn(sG), Vvalid = ftrue; falseg, and froot(t)(valid) = false.The language de�ned by an attribute grammar hG;Ai isL(hG;Ai) = fw 2 L(G) j there is a valid parse tree for w over hG;Aig2Example 2.4 It is now fair game to ask what lass of languages are reognized byattribute grammars. The answer depends on the nature of the semanti funtions,about whih [Knut 68℄ says nothing. To demonstrate the importane of this point,suppose L is an arbitrary language over an arbitrary alphabet Z. Let hG;Ai be thefollowing attribute grammar.S ! T valid(0) = (s(1) 2 L)T ! TC s(0) = s(1) � s(2)T ! � s(0) = �8z 2 Z; C ! z s(0) = zThis attribute grammar is in normal form, non-irular, and syntatially and se-mantially unambiguous. The language generated by G is L(G) = Z�. And thelanguage de�ned by hG;Ai is L(hG;Ai) = L. By strit interpretation of De�-nition 2.1, every single language L in the unountably in�nite domain P(Z�) isde�ned by some attribute grammar. 2In pratie, obviously, unomputable funtions are not used in the semanti rulesof attribute grammars. In fat, semanti funtions may be required to be primitivereursive.3 Under restritions of this kind, determining the omputational power ofthe model beomes a ompliated issue; see [Dera 88, hap. 7℄.2.2.4 VariantsThere are several other augmented-CFG formalisms that, although important enoughto warrant individual aknowledgment here, are also very similar to Knuth's attributegrammars in substane.3For a formal treatment of the lass of primitive reursive funtions, see [Roge 67℄.43



Extended attribute grammarsExtended attribute grammars (EAGs) are a modi�ed version of attribute grammarsintrodued by Watt and Madsen in the late 1970s. The original paper is [Watt 77℄.The prinipal referene used here is [Mads 80℄. EAGs �gured prominently in theearlier phases of Christiansen's work on adaptable grammars, whih will be disussedin x3.3. Both ideas and notations from EAGs also signi�antly inuened the modelproposed in Part II of the urrent work.EAGs di�er from Knuth's original model in three ways: (1) The semanti funtiondomains are treated more rigorously. (2) Attribute evaluation is integrated into thederivation step relation. (3) Knuth's semanti equations are replaed by a moredelarative form.Semanti domains are spei�ed by means of many-sorted algebras. A many-sortedalgebra onsists of one or more data domains, together with one or more funtionsover spei�ed ombinations of the domains. There is a substantial mathematialtehnology for the onstrution of many-sorted algebras. The speial ase of one-sorted algebras is addressed in x5.2; for the many-sorted ase, and more in-depthoverage, see [Weh 92℄.Rather than speifying two sets of rules, one ontext-free and the other semanti,an EAG has a single set of rule forms. Eah nonterminal ourrene is aompaniedby its attributes, listed in some predetermined order; terminals don't have attributes.The notation used is:hn l x1 � � � l xiiHere, n is the nonterminal, x1 � � �xi are polynomials over the appropriate attributevalue domains, and l should be replaed by either " or #, signifying that the followingattribute is synthesized or inherited, respetively. This onstrution is alled anattributed nonterminal form.A rule instane is onstruted from a rule form by assigning values to the variablesand evaluating the polynomials. (Similarly an attributed nonterminal instane froman attributed nonterminal form.) The derivation step relation is de�ned as for Chom-sky grammars, but over the ombined alphabet of terminal symbols and attributednonterminal instanes, with rewriting based on the set of rule instanes.Example 2.5 The AG of Example 2.3 orresponds to the following EAG. (Tobe preise, only the rule forms are listed here; a omplete EAG would inlude themahinery of the many-sorted semanti algebra.) Variables are named vk, and havedomain N . hS " v1i ! hT # 0 " v1ihT # v0 " v1i ! hB # v0 " v1ihT # v0 " v1 + v2i ! hT # v0 + 1 " v1ihB # v0 " v2ihB # v0 " 0i ! \0"hB # v0 " 2v0i ! \1" 44



hS " 11ihT # 0 " 11i������ HHHHHHhT # 1 " 10i hB # 0 " 1i""""" HHHHHHhT # 2 " 8i hB # 1 " 2i \1"���� bbbbbhT # 3 " 8i hB # 2 " 0i \1"hB # 3 " 8i \0"\1" Figure 2.3: Parse tree for 1011The parse tree for 1011 under this EAG is shown in Figure 2.3. 2The distintion between inherited and synthesized attributes no longer has anyformal signi�ane. This makes for a muh more delarative formalism. An EAGrule form onstrains its attribute ourrenes without neessarily de�ning them, andmoreover may onstrain any or all of its attribute ourrenes rather than just syn-thesized attributes on the left and inherited on the right.Example 2.6 Beause attribute evaluation is now part of the derivation relation,attribute onstraints an be used to generate non-ontext-free languages withoutresorting to a speially designated validity attribute. To illustrate, onsider thefollowing EAG. (Assume that all attributes have domain N .)hSi ! hA " v0ihB " v0ihC " v0ihA " v0 + 1i ! hA " v0iahB " v0 + 1i ! hB " v0ibhC " v0 + 1i ! hC " v0ihA " 0i ! �hB " 0i ! �hC " 0i ! � 45



Here is a typial derivation under the grammar.hSi ) hA " 2ihB " 2ihC " 2i ) hA " 1iahB " 2ihC " 2i) hA " 0iaahB " 2ihC " 2i ) aahB " 2ihC " 2i +) aabbhC " 2i+) aabbThe �rst step of every derivation is an instantiation of the �rst rule form. Be-ause that rule form uses the same variable in all three attribute positions, thesame synthesized attribute value is assigned to all three branhes of the parse tree.Eah branh generates a substring whose length equals the value of the synthesizedattribute.Consequently, the language generated by this EAG is fanbnn j n 2 Ng. Note,inidentally, that the �rst step of eah derivation uniquely determines whih termi-nal string will be generated. 2De�nite lause grammarsA grammar formalism based on Prolog was developed by A. Colmerauer in the mid-1970s; the original paper is [Colm 75℄. In essene, Colmerauer's \metamorphosisgrammars" are an attributed form of Chomsky type 0 grammars. The sublass ofthese reatures orresponding to attributed Chomsky type 2 grammars, and thus toKnuth's attribute grammars, have been given the name De�nite Clause Grammars(DCGs) [Pere 80℄.Most of the di�erenes between EAGs and DCGs are super�ial; DCG notationis heavily inuened by its Prolog origin. Symbols on the right side of a rule areseparated by ommas, and the rule ends with a period. Eah terminal is delimited bysquare brakets (Prolog notation for a list); an attributed nonterminal is representedby a Prolog-style term, n(x1; � � �xi). Any identi�er beginning with an upper-aseletter is a variable. A typial DCG rule might be:bitlist(Rank ;Value) ! bit(Rank ;Value):However, there is also one major di�erene from EAGs: DCG notation allowsarbitrary Prolog ode to be embedded into rules, delimited by braes, fg. This allowsa DCG to diretly express arbitrary logial onstraints on the attributes. On the otherhand, it also has the potential to ompletely irumvent the grammatial struture.AÆx grammarsAÆx grammars were \invented" (as [Kost 91℄ puts it) in 1962 for use in linguistis,but not formalized until 1970. The original formal paper is [Kost 71℄; more reentsoures are [Kost 91℄ and [Meij 90℄.AÆx grammars are still another formalism that embeds the attributes into thegrammar rules; they are \aÆxed" to the nonterminals, using the notation n + a1 +46



� � �+ ai. Otherwise, the notation strongly resembles that of W-grammars (whih willbe disussed in x2.3). A modi�ed version of the formalism, alled extended aÆx gram-mars, was introdued by D. A. Watt in [Watt 74℄ |three years before he oauthoredthe original paper on extended attribute grammars. Extended aÆx grammars arevirtually idential to extended attribute grammars, but for super�ial di�erenes ofnotation.Higher order attribute grammarsHigher order attribute grammars are an extension of AGs in whih new branhes ofthe parse tree an be onstruted during attribute evaluation, and populated withattributes for subsequent evaluation. They were introdued in 1989; the originalpaper is [Vogt 89℄.A higher-order attribute grammar takes the same form as an ordinary AG, i.e.,hG;Ai with G a CFG and A and attribute system. However, the attribute evaluationproess is allowed to invoke itself by means of nonterminal attributes.Formally, a nonterminal attribute � is both a nonterminal and an attribute. As anonterminal, � is e�etively equal to �. It annot our on the left side of a (ontext-free) rule, and when it ours on the right side of a rule during parsing it reognizes� and beomes a leaf of the parse tree.As an attribute, its semanti domain V� is the set of ontext-free parse trees ofthe grammar. Eah ourrene of � in a rule r ours on the left side of a semantiequation of r. One an ourrene of � in the parse tree has been evaluated, its valuet is attahed to the parse tree as a new branh at the �-node. The attributes of thisnew branh are then subjet to evaluation as if they were part of the original parsetree.The appliation of the attribute evaluation proess to parse trees onstruted bythe attribute evaluation proess may be viewed as a form of reursion. This aspetof higher-order attribute grammars will be disussed (briey) in x4.4.2.2.5 CommentsAttribute grammars, and their allies, have a distint advantage over ontext-dependent Chomsky grammars as a desriptive medium. All the information pro-dued by an AG proessing an input string an be represented in a tree diagram.This is more than just a onvenient visual representation. Tree diagrams embodythe hierarhial struture that was at the ore of the oneptual elegane of CFGsdisussed in x1.6.Moreover, the onnetion between AGs and their parse trees runs deeper thanmerely attahing the extra information to tree nodes. The very omputations andonstraints that determine that information are loalized in the tree. (The use ofembedded Prolog ode in DCGs an violate this priniple.) Knuth identi�ed thisloalization as one of the key advantages of his model [Knut 68℄.47



On the other hand, attribute grammars an easily obsure their own desriptions.The more ontext-dependent a programming language is, the looser its ontext-freesuperset will be, and the more heavily it will rely on its semanti rules (or theirequivalent in any of the variant formalisms). While the semanti rules beome evermore ompliated, the ontext-free rules will atually beome simpler, or as [Chri 90℄aptly puts it, more inane.To bring the point home, [Chri 90℄ ites [Uhl 82℄, an attribute grammar for Ada,in whih a single ontext-free rule representing general proedure or funtion all (ruler 084) has two and a half pages' worth of semanti rules. The asymptoti limit of thistrend may be seen in Example 2.4 of x2.2.3, where the CFG arries no informationat all.Finally, a few words should be said about syntheti versus inherited attributes.Knuth's distintion between the two, ruial to his original insight, is being under-mined or outright dismissed by the newer generation of attributed grammar models.At the heart of this shift in attitude is a belief that the omputational aspet ofKnuth's model detrats from its desriptive role. (The syntheti/inherited distintionis, after all, a matter of the diretion of omputation.) In attribute grammars fornontrivial languages (suh as [Uhl 82℄), the path of omputation is liable to be soompliated that working it out in the �rst plae atually hampers the languagedesigner; [Pere 80℄ embraes this as an argument in favor of DCGs.Yet, Example 2.3 (= 2.5) seems atually to be lari�ed by the distintion. Theexplanation for this may lie in the nature of the example. A suÆiently simplealgorithm an be an aid to understanding, while any algorithm too ompliated tograsp as a whole will beome a liability.The issue of delarative versus imperative language desription will be revisitedseveral times, ultimately in x4.4.2.3 W-grammarsIn the mid-1960s, Aad van Wijngaarden developed a grammar formalism spei�allyfor the formal de�nition of programming languages, based on a philosophy of general-ity with simpliity. His original paper is [Wijn 65℄. The new formalism was adoptedfor a new programming language design projet that eventually produed Algol 68.Grammars under this formalism are alled van Wijngaarden grammars, oftenshortened to vW-grammars or W-grammars. Some authors use the name two-levelgrammars, but this ould lead to onfusion sine aÆx-grammarists use it to mean thegeneral lass that inludes W-grammars, aÆx grammars, and all of the other variantsof AGs as well. The name W-grammars is preferred here.Early presentations of W-grammars were hampered by a great deal of gratuitousterminology, whih more reent treatments tend to omit. The material presentedhere was drawn primarily from [Clea 76℄, whih uses the old terminology; but theterminology used here owes more to [Kost 91℄.48



2.3.1 ExplanationThe basi idea of a W-grammar is that, rather than enumerating a �nite set ofgrammar rules over a �nite symbol alphabet, one onstruts a �nite meta-grammarthat generates the symbols and rules of the grammar. In this way, one an de�ne aChomsky-esque grammar with in�nitely many nonterminals and rules.Eah grammar symbol is designated by a string of lower-ase letters. If the stringends with symbol, it designates a terminal symbol; otherwise it designates a nonter-minal symbol. (Si, nonterminals are symbols whose names don't end with symbol.)Sine symboli names are being used for the terminals, a omplete W-grammar in-ludes a list of typographi representations for terminals.A rule onsists of a nonterminal, followed by a olon, and a list of symbol-sequenesseparated by semiolons and terminated by a period. Eah symbol-sequene is a list ofgrammar symbols separated by ommas. (The ommas are needed beause embeddedwhitespae is not signi�ant.)Example 2.7 Grammar G1:1, whih generates the language fanbn j n 2 Ng, ouldbe represented in van Wijngaarden notation as follows.Terminal Representationletter a symbol aletter b symbol bRulessentene : ;letter a symbol,sentene,letter b symbol.By default, the �rst nonterminal de�ned will be the start symbol. Hereafter, termi-nals for the (lower ase) letters of the alphabet will be assumed as above. 2A rule shema has the same form as a rule, exept that both upper- and lower-aseletters may be used anywhere that lower-ase letters would our in a rule. The intentis that the shema will be instantiated by replaing sequenes of upper-ase lettersby sequenes of lower-ase letters until there are no upper-ase letters remaining and,thus, a rule has been obtained. A sequene of upper-ase letters that is replaed as aunit is alled a meta-variable. For example, ALPHA is presumably a meta-variablein the following rule shema.token : letter ALPHA symbol.Meta-variables are de�ned by means of meta-rules. A meta-rule onsists of a meta-variable, followed by two olons, a list of strings (of upper- and lower-ase letters)separated by semiolons, and a period. The set of meta-rules of a W-grammar form49



a CFG whose \nonterminals" are upper-ase strings (i.e., meta-variables) and whose\terminals" are lower-ase strings.Eah meta-variable has an assoiated set of lower-ase strings to whih it an beexpanded. Eah rule shema has an assoiated set of rules, obtained by onsistentlysubstituting lower-ase strings for the meta-variables. That is, when a meta-variableours more than one in a rule-shema, all of its ourrenes must be replaedwith the same lower-ase string. The target language is de�ned by the union ofthe assoiated rule sets of all the rule shemata.Some lari�ation is in order regarding the use of upper- and lower-ase strings.First of all, a sequene of lower-ase letters designates a symbol only when it isdelimited by puntuation. For example, in the grammar rule of Example 2.7 (above),the string letter ourred twie, but in both ases, it was being used as merely part ofa symbol name, not as a symbol name in its own right. Similarly, in the rule shemashown just after that example, letter again ours but is not used as a ompletesymbol name.One might suppose that a sequene of upper-ase letters designates a meta-variablei� it is surrounded by puntuation and/or lower-ase letters, as ALPHA in the aboverule shema. Unfortunately, this may not be so. There is no way of stipulating withinthe shema that ALPHA must be replaed as a unit; for example, there may bemeta-rulesAL :: xy.PHA :: z.in whih ase ALPHA is the onatenation of the two meta-variables AL and PHA.It is the responsibility of the person writing the W-grammar to make sure that noupper-ase sequene is ambiguous, in the sense of having more than one possibledeomposition into meta-variables.Example 2.8 The following W-grammar generates the language fanbnn j n 2N+g. Meta-rulesN :: n; Nn.L :: a; b; .Rule shematas : Na, Nb, N.nL : letter L symbol.nNL : letter L symbol, NL.The �rst meta-rule introdues an in�nite number of expansions n, nn, nnn, andso on for the meta-variable N. The seond meta-rule provides a shorthand that willredue the number of rule shemata needed to de�ne the grammar.50



The �rst rule shema de�nes an in�nite olletion of rules, one for eah possibleexpansion of the meta-variable N.s : na, nb, n.s : nna, nnb, nn.s : nnna, nnnb, nnn.and so on. Note that eah of these rules has just three grammar symbols on its rightside, all of whih are nonterminals. The expansions of N did not beome grammarsymbols in their own right, but are simply embedded in the nonterminals, eah ofwhih ends with the letter a, b, or .The seond rule shema de�nes just three rules:na : letter a symbol.nb : letter b symbol.n : letter  symbol.The third rule shema de�nes rules that inrementally redue the nonterminalsspawned by the �rst shema, suh asnna : letter a symbol, na.nnna : letter a symbol, nna.2It is atually rather easy (but tedious, and therefore omitted here) to onstruta W-grammar that simulates the ation of an arbitrary Chomsky type 0 grammar.Eah arbitrary string of Chomsky symbols is represented in the W-grammar by asingle nonterminal. Eah Chomsky rule is represented by a single rule shema whoseinstanes simulate all of the possible Chomsky derivation steps using that Chomskyrule. Turing mahines are just as easy to simulate, with a nonterminal for eahon�guration and a rule shema for eah set of arguments to the transition funtion.Formally,Theorem 2.2 Suppose L is a language. Then there exists a W-Grammar W thatgenerates L i� L is reursively enumerable. 22.3.2 CommentsIt has been shown [Demb 78℄ that to every W-grammar there is an attribute grammarthat generates a struturally idential parse tree for every generated string of termi-nals, and vie versa. [Kost 91℄ explores this relationship from an aÆx-grammarist'spoint of view. He ompares three formal de�nitions of a toy language, using W-grammars, aÆx grammars, and attribute grammars. His three de�nitions are almostidential, with meta-variables, aÆxes, and attributes serving essentially the same for-mal role. Of ourse, he had the advantage of hoosing both the de�nition strategy51



under eah model, and the nature of the toy language itself; nevertheless, it is animpressive demonstration.There is also a lose historial onnetion between W-grammars and DCGs. Read-ers versed in Prolog may observe that the notations of W-grammars and Prolog pro-grams have a great deal in ommon, even to the use of upper-ase letters to denotevariables. This is not a oinidene. W-grammars were an important intelletualinuene on the early development of Prolog; see [Cohe 88℄.In terms of tehnial features, W-grammars are the simplest Turing-powerfulmodel surveyed in Part I of this thesis, save the Chomsky model itself. The derivationproess is based entirely on string rewriting by substitution. There are no additionaldevies, suh as the semanti funtions of attribute grammars (with their assoiatedsemanti domains), or the various imperative adaptation mehanisms of x3.2 in thenext hapter.Admirable as simpliity is in general, it an sometimes beome a problem if there isno means of abstration |in this ase, no means of esaping the primitive harater ofthe onrete rewriting mehanism. Spartanism of this kind usually leads to verbosity,as when one attempts to onstrut a nontrivial program for a Turing mahine. Thisis by no means to advoate omplexity; it is merely pointed out that not all simpliityis equally useful.On the other hand, the W-grammar derivation proess is not so simple in onept.It has three distint aspets that must be kept trak of simultaneously: the multi-steprewriting of meta-variables as strings of lower-ase letters, by means of meta-rules;the instantiation of rule shemata, by onsistent substitution based on ompletedmeta-variable rewrites; and the rewriting of strings of symbols, by appliation ofompletely instantiated rules. Note that, besides the immediate oneptual diÆultyof this heterogeneous arrangement, the logially earlier phases of the proess tend tobe obsured when the derivation is represented by a parse tree.2.4 Control-restrited CFGsThe models desribed in the preeding two setions aount for the lion's share ofgrammars used for language de�nition in pratie. There is also a vast realm ofnonadaptable grammar models that are restrited primarily to the theoretial arena,either beause they have failed to ath on as pratial tools, or beause they havenever been onsidered for that role. As a sampling of this realm, we onsider afew models in the family of ontrol-restrited ontext-free grammars; this partiularfamily was hosen beause it o�ers an interesting break from the philosophy of theother models in this hapter. Another interesting ase, indexed grammars, will beaddressed in the next setion.The material here is drawn prinipally from [Maye 72℄, with some simpli�ationsfor the sake of brevity. Another work in a somewhat similar vein is [Roze 80℄. Thename ontrol-restrited is a haraterization introdued here for onveniene.52



2.4.1 ExplanationMost of the grammars desribed in this hapter inrease their omputational power byappending ontext-dependent information to the nonterminals as they our duringderivation. However, it is also possible to inrease the omputational power of a CFGby restriting the order in whih the grammar rules are applied.Matrix grammarsA matrix grammar is an ordered pair hG;Mi, where G is a ontext-free grammar, andM 2 P!(R+G) is a �nite set of nonempty sequenes of rules from RG. The elements ofM are alled matries, hene the name of the grammar model.A derivation over G is onsidered legal in the matrix grammar hG;Mi i� thesequene s of rules applied in the derivation an be formed by onatenating elementsof M , that is, i� s 2M�. The notation used for matries is [r1; � � � ri℄.Example 2.9 Let G2:9 be the following ontext-free grammar.S ! ABCA ! AaA ! aB ! BbB ! bC ! CC ! Evidently L(G2:9) = faibjk j i; j; k 2 N+g. Now let M be the following set ofmatries over G2:9.M = f [S ! ABC℄;[A! a; B ! b; B ! ℄;[A! Aa; B ! Bb; C ! C℄ gUnder the matrix grammar hG2:9;Mi, every expansion of nonterminal A must befollowed by orresponding expansions of nonterminal B and nonterminal C, in thatorder. Consequently, L(hG2:9;Mi) = fanbnn j n 2 N+g. 2Unordered sattered ontext grammarsAn unordered sattered ontext grammar is an ordered pair hG;Ui, where G is aontext-free grammar, and U 2 P!(P!(RG)) is a �nite set of �nite sets of rules fromRG. The elements of U are alled prodution systems.A derivation step via prodution system P 2 U , denoted � P) , onsists ofsimultaneous appliation of all the rules in P to nonterminals in �. In other words, ifP = f A1 ! �1; � � � Ai ! �i g 53



then there exist strings �0 � � ��i and a permutation hAk1; � � �Akii of the left sides ofthe rules in P , suh that� = �0Ak1�1 � � �Aki�i = �0�k1�1 � � ��ki�iA derivation over unordered sattered ontext grammar hG;Ui is a hain of zero ormore derivation steps over elements of U .Example 2.10 Realling the previous example, let U be the following set ofprodution systems over G2:9.U = f fS ! ABCg;fA! a; B ! b; B ! g;fA! Aa; B ! Bb; C ! Cg gUnder the unordered sattered ontext grammar hG2:9; Ui, every expansion of non-terminal A must be performed in parallel with orresponding expansions of nonter-minal B and C. Consequently, L(hG2:9; Ui) = fanbnn j n 2 N+g. 2Evidently, the unordered sattered ontext grammars generate a proper supersetof the CFLs |and from Example 2.9, so do the matrix grammars. As it happens,the language lasses de�ned by these two models are idential.Theorem 2.3 A language L is generated by some matrix grammar i� it is gener-ated by some unordered sattered ontext grammar. 2Normal CSGsAnother way to restrit the ontrol of a CFG is to assoiate with eah rule r aloal ontext (as opposed, presumably, to a sattered ontext) that must immediatelysurround the nonterminal being rewritten. One might write ontext(n! �) = h�; �i,meaning that the rule n ! � an only be applied when the ourrene of n beingrewritten is immediately preeded by � and immediately followed by �.This of ourse an be expressed as a Chomsky grammar rule, �n� ! ���. Withthe onstraint that � 6= �, the rule is normal ontext-sensitive. In fat, normal CSGsare one of the gaggle of ontrol-restrited CFGs onsidered by [Maye 72℄.2.4.2 CommentsThere is a distint avor of ontrol-restrition about the onsistent rewriting of meta-variables in the rule shemata of a W-grammar. It is perhaps not surprising, then,that ontrol-restrited CFGs share a basi oneptual weakness with W-grammars:part of the derivation proess is lost when the derivation is represented by a parsetree. 54



2.5 Indexed grammarsIndexed grammars were introdued in the late 1960s by A. Aho [Aho 68℄. The mate-rial here is adapted from [Hop 79℄.2.5.1 ExplanationAn indexed grammar is a �ve-tuple G = hZ; T; I; R; si, where:� Z, T , and s are as for Chomsky grammars (De�nition 1.3, in x1.2).� I is a �nite alphabet disjoint from Z, that is, I \Z = ;. Its elements are alledindies.� R is a �nite set of indexed grammar rules, eah of whih may take any of thefollowing three forms:A ! �A ! BfAf ! �for any nonterminals A and B, string � 2 Z�, and index f 2 I.An indexed nonterminal is an element of the set NI�; that is, a nonterminalfollowed by a string of indies. Indexed nonterminals are roughly analogous to theattributed nonterminals of EAGs (x2.2.4); the value of the index string depends onthe form of the grammar rule applied, as follows.� When applying a rule of the form A ! �, all of the nonterminals in � inheritexatly the index list of A.� When applying a rule of the form A ! Bf , the index list of B is formed byonatenating index f onto the front of the index list of A.� When applying a rule of the form Af ! �, the index list of A must begin withf , and all of the nonterminals in � reeive the index list of A with the initialindex f removed.In e�et, the index list is manipulated as a stak; the �rst form of rule does nothange the stak, the seond form pushes an index onto the stak, and the third formpops an index o� the stak.More preisely, let S = (NI� [ T )� be the set of all strings of terminals andindexed nonterminals. The derivation step relation relation is the minimal binaryrelation over S that satis�es the following three axioms. Throughout these axioms,assume A, B and f as above, � 2 S,  2 S, Æ 2 I�, and zk 2 Z for all relevant k.55



Axiom 2.1 If (A! z1 � � � zi) 2 R, then�AÆ G) �z1Æ1z2Æ2 � � � ziÆiwhere, for all 1 � k � i, Æk = Æ if zk is nonterminal, and Æk = � if zk is terminal. 2Axiom 2.2 If (A! Bf) 2 R, then �AÆ G) �BfÆ. 2Axiom 2.3 If (Af ! z1 � � � zi) 2 R, then�AfÆ G) �z1Æ1z2Æ2 � � � ziÆiwhere again, Æk = Æ if zk 2 N , and Æk = � otherwise. 2The appliation of these axioms is illustrated by the following example.Example 2.11 Let G be the following indexed grammar, where f and n areindies. S ! NfN ! NnN ! ABCAn ! AaBn ! BbCn ! CAf ! aBf ! bCf ! The language reognized is L(G) = fanbnn j n 2 N+g.During the derivation proess, S is expanded to Nf , and the N then aumulatesn indies for some indeterminate period of time. Then N splits up into nonterminalsA B and C, eah of whih inherits all the aumulated indies. Finally, the indiesare unloaded one at a time, with appropriate terminal symbols inserted in a one-for-one exhange. Here is a partial derivation for the terminal string aaabbb.S ) Nf ) Nnf ) Nnnf ) AnnfBnnfCnnf ) AnfaBnnfCnnf) AfaaBnnfCnnf ) aaaBnnfCnnf ) � � �2Evidently, the indexed grammars generate a proper superset of the CFLs. Thereis also an upper bound on the power of the indexed grammar model:Theorem 2.4 If L is generated by an indexed grammar and � 62 L, then L isontext-sensitive. 2 56



2.5.2 CommentsIndexed grammars are a good example of a grammar model that de�es lassi�ation.They do not partiularly resemble attribute grammars, although the index list issurely an inherited attribute of nonterminals.They do bear a striking resemblane to W-grammars. The distribution of indiesby the derivation step relation is unannily similar to the onsistent expansion of meta-variables. In Examples 2.11 and 2.8 these two mehanisms play exatly analogousroles; moreover, the indexed rule N ! Nn orresponds to the meta-ruleN :: Nn.while Af ! Aa orresponds (not quite as perfetly) to the rule shemanNL : letter L symbol, N L.There is also a ertain avor of ontrol-restrition about the way indies regulatethe appliation of grammar rules.Finally, and of partiular interest for this thesis, indexed grammars also bear aertain resemblane to the adaptable grammars of H. Christiansen, to be disussedin x3.3, in whih the set of rules appliable to a given branh of the parse tree is aninherited attribute of the parent node.
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Chapter 3Adaptable grammars
3.1 IntrodutionAlthough most programming languages are not ontext-free per se, it has been ob-served (the earliest referene known to the urrent author being [Cara 63℄) that theyare loally ontext-free, in the sense that the set of permissible expressions within asmall region in a partiular program an be desribed by a ontext-free grammar.Example 3.1 Consider the following toy programming language, in whih pro-grams onsist only of integer variable delarations and assignments of one variableto another. The ontext-free syntax is (ignoring whitespae):program ! \f" del-list stmt-list \g"del-list ! �del-list ! del del-listdel ! \int" id \;"stmt-list ! �stmt-list ! stmt stmt-liststmt ! id \=" id \;"id ! alphaid ! alpha idalpha ! \a" j \b" j � � � j \z"The ontext-dependent restritions on valid programs are that an identi�er annotbe delared more than one, and that an identi�er annot be used in a statementunless it has been delared.Here are three programs:f int x; int y; x = y; gf int x; int z; x = y; gf int x; int x; g 58



All three programs are syntatially orret, in that they satisfy the CFG. However,only the �rst program is valid. The statement x=y; is illegal in the seond program,beause y is undelared. The delaration int x; is illegal the seond time it oursin the third program (assuming left-to-right language analysis).Nevertheless there seems to be more regularity to the language than the adjetive\ontext-dependent" suggests. Notie that, given a partiular expansion for del-list , the set of legal expansions for stmt-list an be exatly de�ned by a ontext-freegrammar. For example, in the seond program one would have:stmt-list ! �stmt-list ! stmt stmt-liststmt ! id \=" id \;"id ! \x" j \z"From this point of view, the e�et of a delaration int �; for any partiular identi�er� is to add a new rule id ! � to the grammar.(The prohibition against dupliate delarations is muh more diÆult to desribein terms of simple modi�ations to the rule set; this will be disussed in x4.3 andx7.1.4.) 2The notion that the rule set of a grammar should be allowed to vary is alledgrammar adaptability. More preisely, a grammar model will be onsidered adaptablei� it provides for the expliit manipulation of rule sets.Although a fair amount of researh has been done in this area, none of the modelsproposed have been widely aepted. In fat, some of the researhers seem to havebeen substantially unaware of previous work in the �eld. An exeption is the reentwork of Henning Christiansen, whose survey of the subjet [Chri 90℄ provided mostof the basi referenes for this hapter.Part of the disunity of the literature is that no two authors use the same termi-nology. The name \adaptable grammar" used here is taken from [Chri 90℄.3.2 Imperative adaptable grammarsThere are two major lasses of adaptable grammar models, depending on whether rulesets are \manipulated" by imperative or delarative means. This setion addressesthe imperative approah.3.2.1 ExplanationsWegbreit's ECFGsIn the late 1960s, Ben Wegbreit developed an adaptable grammar formalism, as partof an \extensible" programming language alled EL1. (Extensible languages will59



be mentioned in x3.4.) He alled his grammars ECFGs (Extensible Context-FreeGrammars). The basi referene is [Wegb 70℄.An ECFG G onsists of a ontext-free grammar together with a deterministi�nite state transduer (see x1.4.2). The input alphabet of the transduer is TG; theoutput alphabet is ZG, plus some reserved symbols that are used for the unambiguousexpression of rules.The output of the transduer is interpreted as a series of instrutions for modifyingthe rule set of the grammar. An output substring [℄[n ! �℄[℄ instruts to add a rulen ! �, an output substring [℄[n 6! �℄[℄ instruts to remove a rule n ! � (or take noation if this rule is not in the rule set). Reserved symbols are also provided for theonstrution of an in�nite number of new nonterminals; let the in�nite alphabet ofthese onstruted nonterminals plus ZG be denoted YG.The derivation relation is not de�ned over Y �G, but over the artesian produtT �G � Y �G. Elements of this domain are alled instantaneous desriptions (IDs). If� = hw; �i is an ID, then R� denotes the rule set onstruted by modifying the initialrule set RG aording to the instrutions ontained in the output of the transdueron input w.Suppose � = hw; y�i is an ID, with y 2 YG. If y 2 TG, then hw; y�i ) hwy; �i.Otherwise, hw; y�i ) hw; !�i i� (y ! !) 2 R�. IDs of the form hw; �i annot ouron the left side of a derivation step.The language de�ned by an ECFG G is:L(G) = fw j h�; sGi �G) hw; �igIt is proven in [Wegb 70℄ that the lass of ECFLs (languages generated by ECFGs)is a proper superset of the ontext-free languages, and a proper subset of the reur-sively enumerable languages. The relationship between ECFLs and CSLs is alsoonsidered, but inonlusively.Mason's DTTsIn the early 1980s, K. P. Mason developed a lass of adaptable grammars alled DTTs(Dynami Template Translators). The basi referene is [Maso 84℄; the materialpresented here is adapted from [Maso 87℄.Whereas Wegbreit uses a transduer to orhestrate modi�ations to the rule set,Mason attahes modi�ation instrutions to the rules themselves, to be performedwhen the rule is applied during derivation. However Mason's treatment is furtherompliated beause his \rules" are atually rule shemata �a la van Wijngaarden.A symbol of a DTT G is a nonempty string over the symbol alphabet SG. Meta-variables, alled templates, are nonempty strings over the template alphabet TG. Ter-minal symbols are distinguished by means of speial pre�xes. The working alphabetof the rule shemata is MG = SG(T �GSG)�; elements of MG are alled template symbols.60



There are no expliit meta-rules. When a template t ours between letters of thesymbol alphabet, i.e., s1ts2 where sk 2 SG, t may be replaed by a nonempty stringu over SG provided u does not ontain s2. That is, u 2 (SG � fs2g)+.A rule shema has four parts: (1) A nonterminal template symbol, alled the left-hand side. (2) A string of template symbols, alled the right-hand side. (3) A stringof ations (explained below). (4) A string of template symbols, alled the output.Every template ourring in the left-hand side or the output string must also ourat least one on the right-hand side. The domain of all rule shemata for G is denotedPG.The domain of all possible ations for G is denoted AG. An ation is an instrutionof any of the following forms.add rule shema pdelete rule shema padd ation b to rule shema pontinuewhere b 2 AG and p 2 PG. The ontinue instrution does nothing. The add ationinstrution onatenates b onto the end of the ation string of p. (A number of keyissues, relating to the embedding of rule shemata in ations, are not fully addressedin [Maso 87℄.)An instantiation of a rule shema p is formed by seleting expansions from S+Gfor all of the templates that our in the right-hand side of p, and substituting theseexpansions onsistently throughout all the parts of p.The state of a derivation onsists of a string of symbols (the input), a set ofrule shemata, and another string of symbols (the output). Suppose x, y, and ware strings of symbols, s is a nonterminal symbol, and � is a subset of PG. Thenhxsy; �; wi ) hx�y; �0; vwi if there exists an instantiation r of a rule shema p 2 �suh that:1. The left-hand side of r is s.2. The right-hand side of r is �.3. Performing the ations of r, from left to right, transforms � to �0.4. The output of r is v.The output for a terminal string w 2 L(G) is simply the third omponent of the �nalstate of the derivation of w.The above presentation reformulates muh of Mason's model. In partiular, theonept of derivation state ours only impliitly in [Maso 87℄. From the idiosyn-rasies of Mason's formulation, it seems likely that Mason developed DTTs withoutknowledge of W-grammars |whih the urrent author �nds rather remarkable, giventhe deep similarities between the two. 61



It is proven in [Maso 87℄ that DTTs are Turing-powerful: For every Turing ma-hine M there exists a DTT G suh that L(M) = L(G), and vie versa. The proofdoes not involve any grammar modi�ation at all. Thus, Mason's alternative formu-lation of W-grammars does not ompromise their omputational power.Burshteyn's modi�able grammarsIn 1990, Boris Burshteyn introdued an adaptable grammar formalism as a theoret-ial foundation for a programming language desription language alled USSA. TheUSSA meta-language is desribed in [Burs 92℄; the original paper on the formalismis [Burs 90℄. Atually, the USSA meta-language seems to have more in ommon withChristiansen's grammar model (to be disussed in x3.3) than with Burshteyn's. How-ever, sine USSA is de�nitely not a mathematial model, it does not belong in thissurvey.Burshteyn alls his grammars modi�able grammars, of whih he de�nes two vari-eties: top-down modi�able grammars and bottom-up modi�able grammars. In eitherase, a modi�able grammar onsists of a CFG together with a Turing transduer thathalts on all inputs. During parsing, eah partial derivation is passed to the trans-duer. The transduer outputs a list of rules to be added, and a list of rules to bedeleted. The rule set is modi�ed aordingly, and the parser uses the new rule set toonstrut another step of the partial derivation.The di�erene between top-down and bottom-up modi�able grammars is the orderin whih the parser onstruts the derivation. Here, a omplete derivation is takento be the sequene of rules r1 � � � rn in a leftmost derivation of a terminal string wfrom the start symbol sG. In a top-down modi�able grammar, omplete derivationsare onstruted from left to right; in a bottom-up modi�able grammar, they areonstruted from right to left.Note that Burshteyn's approah to adaptability is more general than Wegbreit'sor Mason's. In omparison to ECFGs, modi�able grammars use a Turing mahineto orhestrate adaptability where ECFGs use a �nite automaton. In omparison toDTTs, the Turing transduer of a modi�able grammar has the entire partial derivationat its disposal, whereas the adaptation of a DTT depends only on the most reentlyapplied rule. Not surprisingly, both top-down and bottom-up modi�able grammarsare Turing-powerful.3.2.2 CommentsParse trees annot e�etively apture the information ontained in a derivation underany of these models. Moreover, adaptations are liable to have no reasonable orre-lation at all with the struture of the parse tree. Worse yet, the only thing thatadaptations do orrelate with under these models is the parsing algorithm used.This is an inherent property of the imperative approah to adaptability. The onlypurpose served by the rule set at any given moment is to determine the outome of62



the next deision to be made by the parser. Therefore, the grammar designer mustknow exatly what deisions will be made by the parser, and in what order; otherwise,there is no way of knowing what adaptations to make.Hene, in partiular, Burshteyn's introdution of two di�erent formalisms, onefor top-down parsing and one for bottom-up parsing. Even so, he was ritiized inthe literature ([Robe 91℄) beause in [Burs 90℄ he had made the seemingly innouousassumption that the parser would proeed from left to right in a single pass. Naturally,Burshteyn's reation [Burs 92℄ was to generalize his model to allow multipass parsing.3.3 Christiansen grammarsThis setion is the omplement to the preeding setion (3.2) on imperative adaptablegrammars. One might infer that Christiansen's is the only non-imperative adaptablegrammar formalism in existene, and one would not be far wrong. Burshteyn's USSAmetalanguage was noted in x3.2.1. Another non-imperative approah to adaptabilityours in [Hanf 73℄. [Chri 90℄ appropriately haraterizes the latter:Hanford and Jones (1973) have suggested a onept of dynami syntaxwhih is a monstrous devie based on the �-alulus. . . . Unfortunatelythe approah is not given a proper formalization or aompanied with anappropriate notation.3.3.1 BakgroundIn the mid-1980s, Henning Christiansen introdued an adaptable grammar model aspart of his lientiat (' Ph.D.) thesis. The original paper is [Chri 85℄; a more developedtreatment of the model is [Chri 88a℄. As presented in these papers, Christiansen'smodel is a modi�ed form of extended attribute grammars, in whih the entire strutureof the parse tree is diretly dependent on attribute evaluation. (Cf. higher orderattribute grammars, x2.2.4.)In his more reent papers, Christiansen has reformulated his model in terms ofde�nite lause grammars. This is the form of his model desribed in [Chri 90℄. Reallfrom x2.2.4 that the di�erene between EAGs and DCGs is mostly one of notation,exept that DCGs may embed arbitrary Prolog ode in the rules. [Chri 90℄ notes aneed to resort to this feature of DCGs for ertain awkward problems; see x7.1.5. Hismost reent work [Chri 92a, Chri 92b℄, although it is still readily viewed as addressinghis grammar model, is framed in terms of logi meta-programming.The RAG model proposed in Part II of the urrent thesis more losely parallelsthe notation of EAGs than that of DCGs; therefore, Christiansen grammars arepresented here using the earlier, EAG-based notation. For the same reason, thenotation of EAGs was disussed muh more thoroughly than that of DCGs in x2.2.4;hene, the EAG notation does not require additional explanation.63



In giving a name to his model, Christiansen made the unfortunate hoie of allinghis grammars \generative grammars". (Reall the standard meaning of this term fromx0.1.) The later, DCG-based formulation was alled \generative lause grammars",a name that presents no suh diÆulty. Nevertheless, sine the earlier form will beused here, and sine it is onvenient to have a general appellation that overs bothversions, the name Christiansen grammars will be used hereafter.3.3.2 ExplanationThe formal di�erene between onventional EAGs and Christiansen grammars is de-eptively small. Struturally, a Christiansen grammar is just an EAG suh that the�rst attribute of every nonterminal is inherited and has as its semanti domain the setof all Christiansen grammars. This speial attribute is alled the language attribute.Reall from x2.2.4 that the derivation relation of an EAG is de�ned over theombined alphabet of terminal symbols and attributed nonterminal instanes, withrewriting based on the set of rule instanes of the grammar. The derivation relationfor Christiansen is just the same, exept that rewriting is based on the set of ruleinstanes of the language attribute of the attributed nonterminal instane that isbeing rewritten.More formally, suppose �, �,  are strings over the ombined alphabet, andA = hN # a1 l a2 � � � l aii is an attributed nonterminal instane. Observe that a1is a Christiansen grammar (sine it is the language attribute of A). The relation�A ) �� holds i� A! � is a rule instane in grammar a1.The language generated by a Christiansen grammar G isL(G) = fw 2 T �G j hsG # G l � � �i �G) wgThat is, the set of all terminal strings w suh that w is derivable from an attributednonterminal instane A whose nonterminal is the start symbol and whose languageattribute is G.Example 3.2 Consider the following Christiansen grammar.halpha-list # g " wi ! halpha # g " wihalpha-list # g " w1w2i ! halpha # g " w1i halpha-list # g " w2ihalpha # g " \a"i ! \a"...halpha # g " \z"i ! \z"The workings of this grammar should be fairly lear. The language reognized isthe set of nonempty strings of lower-ase Roman letters; the synthesized attributeis the terminal string reognized. 64



Now, here is a Christiansen grammar for the toy programming language of Ex-ample 3.1. All of the above rule forms are assumed to be present (therefore thereis no need to list them again).hprogram # g0i ! \f" hdel-list # g0 " g1i hstmt-list # g1i \g"hdel-list # g " gi ! �hdel-list # g0 " g2i ! hdel # g0 " g1i hdel-list # g1 " g2ihdel # g " g&new-rulei ! \int" halpha-list # g " wi \;"where new-rule = hid # hi ! whstmt-list # gi ! �hstmt-list # gi ! hstmt # gi hstmt-list # gihstmt # gi ! hid # gi \=" hid # gi \;"The key to this grammar is the synthesizing expression in the rule form for nonter-minal del ; this expression adds the rule form hid # hi ! w to whatever grammarg was inherited through the language attribute. Note that the variable h is loal tonew-rule, and therefore is not bound by the instantiation of the surrounding ruleform for nonterminal del ; the use of multiple levels of variables in Christiansengrammars will be mentioned again in x7.1.2. (The possibility that identi�er w hadalready been delared will not be addressed in this hapter; see x4.3 and x7.1.4.)The overall e�et of the del rule form is to reognize a delaration int �; (forarbitrary string of letters �), and synthesize a grammar by adding the rule formid ! � to the inherited grammar. 23.3.3 CommentsObserve that the behavior of the grammar is no longer dependent on the order inwhih the derivation is onstruted. Eah grammar adaptation is loalized to a par-tiular branh of the parse tree. A fringe bene�t is that blok-strutured sope issupported in a partiularly natural way. (See x7.1.1.)Christiansen's later work, sine it is based on DCGs, omits the distintion betweensynthesized and inherited attributes. This is not an unreasonable move. Reallthe suggestion from x2.2.5 that the syntheti/inherited distintion rosses over fromhelp to hindrane as the prospetive path of omputation beomes nontrivial. Therossover point may lie very near the extreme simple end of the spetrum: the deepestlevels of intuitive appeal an be very intolerant of omplexity. Examples in [Chri 88a℄suggest that, though a distint improvement over their nonadaptable ounterparts,Christiansen grammars may still exeed the threshold.However, there is an important insight to be extrated from the earlier formulationof Christiansen grammars. Observe that the language attribute is inherited. Thereis nothing arbitrary about this onvention. In any parse tree, the language attributeof a nonterminal node says nothing |at least, nothing remotely �nite| about theanestors or siblings of the node; on the ontrary, it is entirely onerned in a learlydelineated way with onstraining the relationship between the node and its hildren.65



Notie that we are not disussing diretion of omputation at all, but rather theway in whih the language attribute is understood. In a sense, this is just anotherfaet of the meaning of Chomsky ontext-free rules disussed in x1.6: a rule suh asS ! ABC is primarily understood as a statement about S, not a statement aboutA, B, or C.More will be said about the oneptual role of the language attribute in x4.1.3.4 CommentsThe priniple of adaptability may be paraphrased as stating that the at of program-ming amounts to the onstrution of a new programming language: delarations addto the language, enapsulation subtrats from it. This view is reommended, forexample, in [Chri 88b℄, even the title of whih is \Programming as language devel-opment". Christiansen observes that this view is not unommon in the literature ofprogramming methodology (where it is not related to formal grammars); as examples,he ites [Dahl 72, Wino 79℄.The notion of programming as language development an be arried further thanChristiansen goes. In x4.1.5 it will motivate the exploration of a deep onnetionbetween programming language syntax and semantis. This onnetion is a linhpinof the RAG grammar model proposed in that hapter |and therefore a linhpin ofthe entire urrent thesis.Some mention should be made of \extensible" languages, a trend that seems tohave reahed its height with two symposia ira 1970, [Chri 69, Shu 71℄. The generalidea was that the programmer would be given the means to onstrut a speializedlanguage for any arbitrary appliation area by extending a base language. In pratie,the name \extensible languages" was applied to everything from Simula, to PL/I(beause of its bewildering maro faility), to ompiler-ompilers. The trend lostmomentum after the symposia [Stan 75℄.Although the onept of extensible languages appears quite similar to the adapt-ability priniple, very little of the researh done was aompanied by formal grammarmodels. An exeption is Wegbreit's ECFGs; W-grammars might also be exepted,sine Algol 68 was painted as an extensible language in the earlier of the two sym-posia. Also, a pathologial ase was the extensible language Aepl [Katz 71℄, in whihthe language proessor was driven by a dynamially modi�able set of Chomsky type0 grammar rules with programs attahed to them.
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Part IIReursive Adaptable Grammars(RAGs)
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Chapter 4Introdution to RAGsThe broad purpose of the design for the RAG model was to onstrut, if possible,a grammar formalism inorporating adaptability without ompromising the formaland oneptual elegane of CFGs. This hapter explains how that broad purpose,together with insights gleaned from the survey of existing models, was translated intoguiding priniples for the design of a grammar model, and how those priniples wereimplemented in the RAG model.4.1 Design priniplesThe survey was undertaken primarily in order to isolate fators that ontribute to therelative larity or opaity of a grammar model. Most, though not all, of the followingpriniples were derived diretly from the survey.4.1.1 Parse treesIn one respet, the results of the survey were more onsistent than antiipated: Innearly every ase, a diret link was traed between larity and orrespondene to parsetrees. In retrospet, one might even add to the observations on CFGs in x1.6, thatthe form of ontext-free rules owes its suess to its orrespondene with the parent-hildren struture of parse trees. This one-to-many rule struture was identi�ed earlyin the projet as a ruial feature for the design of the proposal.In order to gain additional power, some means must be used to propagate ontext-dependent information aross the struture of the parse tree. The most suessfulstrategy enountered in the survey seems to be the one due to Knuth (see x2.2), inwhih the distribution of ontext-dependent information is arried out loally withinthe ontext-free rules. Knuth's strategy was also applied to adaptable grammars,with favorable results, by Christiansen (x3.3). Therefore, that strategy was identi�edfor the urrent proposal as another likely ingredient of a suessful design.69



Other features of the AG family of grammars, suh as the synthesis/inheritanedistintion, will be addressed separately below (espeially in x4.4).4.1.2 OrthogonalityNonorthogonality, in the form of redundant power, between a CFG kernel and adistint augmenting faility is a problem ommon to several of the models surveyed.The onsequene is ompetition between the desriptive funtions of the oneptuallyluid but omputationally weak CFG kernel, and the oneptually obsure but om-putationally strong augmenting faility. As noted of AGs in x2.2.5, omputationalexigenies tend to win out, undermining larity. Christiansen's model (x3.3) inheritedthe nonorthogonality of AGs, although its more natural desriptions of programminglanguages (as in [Chri 88a℄) seem to have somewhat mitigated the immediate symp-toms.Therefore, a grammar model design was sought that would not have a CFG kernelper se. Instead, a modi�ation of the CFG model was envisioned, in whih adapt-ability would our naturally |on the theory that the features of the model annotbe nonorthogonal to eah other if there is only one of them.4.1.3 Denoting lasses of phrasesA seond level of nonorthogonality arises in Christiansen grammars between the non-terminal symbols and the language attribute.It was noted in x3.3.3 that the language attribute of a given nonterminal nodeonstrains the relationship between that node and its hildren. More preisely, itrestrits the set of rule forms that an be used to selet the hildren of that node.It does not determine the rule forms that will be used to selet later generations ofdesendants (grandhildren, et.). Although, in pratie, most hildren will inheritthe language attribute of their parent unhanged, there is no neessity that any ofthem do so in general. The relationship between language attributes of parent andhildren depends on whih rule form is seleted from the parent's language attribute.On the other hand, the formal role of the parent's nonterminal symbol is to restritthe set of rule forms that an be used to selet the hildren. In other words, it servesthe same purpose, oneptually, as the language attribute. Based on this observation,it was resolved that the proposal should be designed so that the set of possible terminalphrases for any given branh of the parse tree is determined entirely by a single valueourring at the root of that branh.4.1.4 The derivation step relationIn Chomsky grammars, all omputation is performed by suessive appliations of asingle, very elementary derivation step relation. Most of the problems observed withexisting models in the survey oinide with either a omplex derivation step, or a70



seond omputational faility separate from the derivation step. See espeially x2.2on AGs, and x3.2 on imperative adaptable grammars, in both of whih the observedproblem was nonorthogonality. W-grammars, x2.3, also exhibited a problem with thederivation step; in that ase, it was desribed in terms of orrespondene to parsetrees.It was deided that the proposal should be designed to perform all omputation bymeans of an elementary derivation step relation, preferably based on simple rewriting.However, nontrivial expression evaluation was also intended. The desire to satisfyboth of these goals led diretly to one of the most uniquely harateristi features ofthe proposal, the \reursive" nature from whih the name RAG is derived.4.1.5 Syntax as semantisThe notion of programming as language development (x3.4) suggests that the entitiesde�ned in a program may be thought of as meta-syntati in nature (in other words,they are statements about the syntax of the language). This view ould be treatedas an informal priniple, but one ould also rephrase it more formally as a statementthat the domains of semanti values and meta-syntati values are idential.The proposal takes this uni�ation still further, by requiring that the domain ofsyntati values, suh as terminal strings, is also idential to the ombined semanti/meta-syntati domain. Besides greatly simplifying the model and enhaning orthog-onality, this triple uni�ation also failitates the tehnial solution to the objetivesfor the derivation step relation.The triple uni�ation was foreshadowed by the Christiansen grammar of Exam-ple 3.2, in whih many of the nonterminals had just two attributes: the inheritedlanguage attribute, and a synthesized attribute with either the same (meta-syntati)domain, or the (syntati) domain of terminal strings. A more extensive example in[Chri 88a℄ also supports the uni�ation.4.2 ExplanationThis subsetion explains how the RAG model works. Although some motivatingreferenes are made to design priniples, high-level perspetive is often deferred tox4.4.RAGs are not desribed here in full generality. Instead, only the sublass of stringRAGs is presented, in whih the terminal syntati forms are strings over a �nitealphabet. The general ase is developed rigorously in Chapter 5.4.2.1 AnswersThe ombined meta-syntati/semanti/syntati domain of a RAG G is alled theanswer algebra of G, and denoted AG; elements of AG are alled answers. Formally,71



AG is a one-sorted algebra, de�ned by a set of operators and a set of identity laws;the formal mahinery of one-sorted algebras will be developed in x5.2, and will notbe needed until thereafter.As meta-syntax, answers are essentially funtions that map syntati values intosets of possible semanti values. A syntati value that maps into the empty set isnot part of the language de�ned by the answer; a syntati value that maps into a setwith more than one element is semantially ambiguous. Operators are provided foronstruting new funtions from existing ones. For example, most answer algebrasinlude a \union" operator that represents the union of the funtions represented byits arguments.Eah RAG also has a designated subalgebra of AG alled the terminal algebra,denoted TG; elements of TG are alled terminals. The terminal algebra orrespondsto the set of all terminal strings of a Chomsky grammar. The syntati role in themodel is most often played by terminals, although of ourse any answer ould servethis purpose.Another group of operators is needed to support the syntati role of terminals.Typially, these operators inlude the letters of an alphabet Z, whih are onstants,i.e., zero-ary operators; the empty string �, also a onstant; and the binary onate-nation operator. These operators are related by the usual identities on strings:� � v0 = v0v0 � � = v0v0 � (v1 � v2) = (v0 � v1) � v2Reall from x0.5 that � is the expliit in�x onatenation operator. Usually, theexpliit operator will be used only in polynomial expressions over the answer algebra,suh as the above (and more generally, polynomial expressions over the query algebraof x4.2.3, below).4.2.2 RulesAn unbound rule is a onstrution of the formhv0; e0i ! t0he1; v1it1 � � � hen�1; vn�1itn�1hen; vnitnwhere n � 0, the vk are distint variables, the tk are answers (usually, but notneessarily, terminal), and the ek are polynomials in variables v0; � � � vn.The ordered pairs of polynomials1 in an unbound rule, hv0; e0i and all hek; vki, arealled unbound pairs. They are analogous to the attributed nonterminal forms of anEAG (x2.2.4). The left-hand omponent of eah pair plays the same meta-syntatirole as the language attribute in Christiansen grammars. The tk on the right side ofthe rule at as syntax, in that they beome elements of the (usually terminal) stringthat is ultimately generated by the grammar.1A variable is onsidered a polynomial; for the formal de�nition, see x5.2.72



The right-hand omponent of a pair is usually interpreted as a synthesized at-tribute whose value enapsulates the semantis of the generated terminal string. In aderivation ha; i �) b, with answers a; b;  2 AG, the meta-syntati value a is said tosynthesize (or ompute) semanti value  when generating syntati value b, or equiv-alently, to assign semanti value  to b. The relevane of the onept of synthesis tothe semanti value in a RAG derivation will be explored in x4.4. There are, however,also semanti issues that go far beyond the sope of the urrent thesis; see x7.2.3.The domain RG of unbound rules is related to the domain of answers by meansof a rule funtion, �G : AG ! P!(RG). When binding the variables of an unboundrule r as above, the leftmost variable v0 must be bound to some answer a 2 AG suhthat r 2 �G(a).Example 4.1 Let G4:1 be the following reursive adaptable grammar.�(S) = � hv0; �i ! �hv0; �i ! ahv0; v1ib �By onvention, the rule funtion is spei�ed only for nonterminal operators, i.e., op-erators in the answer algebra AG that are not in the terminal algebra TG. Therefore,by impliation, this grammar has one nonterminal onstant, S, and three terminalonstants, a, b, and �. (There is also the binary onatenation operator, whih isterminal, so that the terminal algebra TG = fa; bg�.) S is the start symbol.In order to redue the amount of lutter on the printed page, the followingshorthand notation will be used hereafter to speify the rule funtion for nonterminalonstants.S: hv0; �i ! �hv0; �i ! ahv0; v1ibThis onvention will greatly enhane the readability of later RAG de�nitions. When-ever it beomes neessary to de�ne non-onstant operators, the more expliit �() =fg notation will be used.Sine the above unbound rules belong to �(S), their instantiations will all bindv0 = S. The partially bound rules are:hS; �i ! �hS; �i ! ahS; v1ibThe seond rule still has one unbound variable. Tehnially, it would be legal tobind v1 to any answer at all, produing a derivation step suh as:hS; �i ) ahS; SibBut this derivation is a dead end. It annot ever generate a terminal string, beausethe bound pair hS; Si annot our on the left side of any bound rule.73



Therefore, the only useful binding for v1 is �. The fully bound rules are thenhS; �i ! �hS; �i ! ahS; �ibThe terminals generated are all strings of the form anbn. The assoiated semantivalue is always �, no matter whih terminal was generated.Compare the above fully bound rules with the ontext-free grammar of Exam-ple 1.1. 2The preeding example did not involve the rule set of any answer other than thestart symbol. The rule funtion was largely superuous. However, in any reason-ably well-behaved RAG, every operator in AG an be understood as a onstrutor ofpartial funtions (from syntax to semantis), and �G is the tool that expresses thatonstrution. Some anonial examples are:Proposition 4.1 For a RAG G,8a; b 2 AG; �G(a t b) = � hv0; v1i ! ha; v1ihv0; v1i ! hb; v1i �8a; b 2 AG; �G([a; b℄) = � hv0; bi ! ha; v1i 	8t 2 TG; �G(t) = � hv0; �i ! t 	�G(;) = fg(where, as explained in x4.2.1 above, AG and TG are the answer algebra and terminalalgebra of G, respetively). 2The binary operator in the �rst equation, denoted a t b, is alled the union opera-tor (beause the partial funtion it onstruts is the union of the partial funtionsrepresented by its arguments). The binary operator in the seond equation, denoted[a; b℄, is alled the mapping operator (beause the partial funtion it onstruts mapssyntati values from the language of its �rst argument into the semanti value repre-sented by its seond argument). The third equation establishes the basi relationshipbetween the syntati and meta-syntati uses of terminals: eah terminal t generatesthe singleton language ftg, and assigns itself the semanti value �. The last equationintrodues ; as a nonterminal onstant whose rule set is empty. (; must be nonter-minal, beause the previous equation guarantees that every terminal has a singletonrule set.)The onatenation operator is less easily expressed in terms of the rule funtion;the formal treatment in x6.3.2, though straightforward, requires a higher degree offormal preision than has been observed in this setion. However, the overall e�etof onatenation an also be aptured by means of the derivation relation.74



Proposition 4.2 For all ak; bk 2 AG, if ha0; a1i �G) a2 and hb0; b1i �G) b2 thenha0b0; a1b1i �G) a2b2. 2Proposition 4.3 For all a0; b0; w1; w2 2 AG, if ha0b0; w1i �G) w2, then there exista1; a2; b1; b2 2 AG suh that a1b1 = w1, a2b2 = w2, ha0; a1i �G) a2 and hb0; b1i �G) b2.2There is, by the way, a formal well-behavedness riterion for RAG rule funtions;this riterion will be developed in x6.2. All of the rule funtions disussed in thishapter are assumed to be well-behaved, and the onditions plaed on them |suhas Proposition 4.1| are onsistent with that assumption.The following example illustrates some of the elegane that an arue from asso-iating a rule set with eah terminal.Example 4.2 Suppose Z is any alphabet, and onsider the following RAG.S: hv0; v3i ! hW; v1ihv1; v2ihv1; v3iW : hv0; �i ! �hv0; v1v2i ! hv0; v1ihC; v2iC: 8z 2 Z; hv0; zi ! zThe terminal onstants are � and the elements of Z. The nonterminal onstantsare S, W , and C. S is the start symbol.Nonterminal C generates any one letter z 2 Z, and assoiates with it the se-manti value z.Building on the e�et of C, W generates any string w 2 Z� and assigns it seman-ti value w. Cf. the Christiansen grammar of Example 3.2 (spei�ally, nonterminalalpha-list).Finally, at the top level, S uses W to generate an arbitrary w 2 Z�. Thegenerated string w is bound to v1. Eah of the remaining two pairs also generatesw, beause (from Proposition 4.1):�(w) = � hw; �i ! w 	The remaining variables, v2 and v3, are both bound to �. The overall e�et is that Sgenerates exatly the language LG(S) = fwww j w 2 Z�g, and assoiates semantivalue � indisriminately with every string generated. 2An answer that assigns semanti value � to every string it generates is said to pred-iate the language it generates (or equivalently, the answer is said to be a prediate).The start symbol S in the above example prediates the language fwww j w 2 Z�g.By Proposition 4.1, eah terminal string t 2 TG prediates the singleton language ftg.75



4.2.3 QueriesOne of the objetives mentioned in x4.1 was that a means be provided for evaluatingnontrivial expressions by suessive appliation of the derivation step relation.A means has already been desribed for performing nontrivial omputations bymeans of derivation. Given a; b;  2 AG, the derivation relation ha; i �G) b may beunderstood to say that the meta-syntati value a omputes semanti value  whenreognizing syntati value b. (In general, there may be more than one possible valueof  for given a and b.)In order to meet the design objetive, we introdue a speial binary operatoralled the query operator, written a : b, that denotes a semanti value assoiated bymeta-syntati value a with syntati value b. That is,Proposition 4.4 For all a; b;  2 AG, a : b �G)  i� ha; i �G) b. 2(This proposition will be developed formally in Chapter 5 as Theorem 5.12.)Note that, tehnially, the query operator is not part of the answer algebra AG.It belongs to a larger algebra QG, alled the query algebra, of whih AG is a propersubalgebra. When a formal ondition (suh as Proposition 4.4) stipulates an answer,the query operator is exluded.The pratial use of queries will be illustrated in x4.3.4.2.4 The derivation stepIt may fairly be asked what kind of \elementary" derivation step relation would giverise to Proposition 4.4.The two derivation relations in the proposition are, in a sense, working in oppositediretions. The relation ha; i �) b impliitly onstruts a parse tree from the topdown, while a : b �)  may be thought of as reonstruting the same parse tree fromthe bottom up. The RAG model embraes this interpretation by introduing a speialunary operator alled the (derivational) inverse operator, denoted q, as follows.Just as the query operator is not part of the answer algebra AG, the inverseoperator is not part of the query algebra QG. Rather, the inverse operator belongsto a still larger algebra CG, alled the on�guration algebra, of whih QG is a propersubalgebra. When a formal ondition stipulates a query, the inverse operator isexluded. Figure 4.1 summarizes the hierarhy of algebras assoiated with G.The basi properties of the inverse operator are:8a 2 AG; a = a8 2 CG;  = 8x; y 2 CG; x) y i� y ) x 76
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Figure 4.1: Hierarhy of algebras for a RAG GThe on�guration algebra is intended to be the largest domain over whih thederivation step relation is de�ned. Therefore, sine RAG derivations always involvebinary pairs, the binary pairing operator h,i is inluded in the on�guration algebra.Given that binary pairs belong to CG, the above properties of the inverse algebraimply immediately that8a; b;  2 AG; ha; i �G) b i� b �G) ha; i(In fat, this result would hold for any a;  2 CG provided that b 2 AG.)The derivation step relation of a RAG an be applied to a subexpression in justthe same way that the step relation of a Chomsky grammar an be applied to asubstring (Axiom 1.2):Proposition 4.5 Suppose � is an operator in CG with arity ar(�) = n � 1, and �is not the inverse operator. Further, suppose 1; � � � n 2 CG, and k ) 0k for some1 � k � n. Then�(1; � � � k�1; k; k+1; � � � n) G) �(1; � � � k�1; 0k; k+1; � � � n)2In partiular, b �G) ha; i implies a : b �G) a : ha; i. Proposition 4.4 now requires only asimple rewriting axiom,8a;  2 AG; a : ha; i G) so that a : b +G) a : ha; i G) .The omplete axioms for the derivation step relation are enumerated and disussedin x5.3 (De�nition 5.23 and following). Proposition 4.4 is restated and proven in x5.4(Theorem 5.12 and following). 77



4.3 Examples using the query operatorThe toy programming language of Examples 3.1 and 3.2 had two ontext-dependentrestritions: an identi�er annot be delared more than one, and an identi�er annotbe used in a statement unless it has been delared. The priniple of adaptability neatlyaddressed the latter restrition, but the former restrition was glossed over in bothexamples.To enfore this restrition, there must be a way to verify that an identi�er has notalready been delared. This amounts to reognizing the omplement of the languageof identi�ers formed by the previous delarations.Now, the RAGs generate exatly the reursively enumerable languages, and thereursively enumerable languages are not losed under omplementation; so thereis no universal way to generate the omplement of a language in the RAG model.However, a speialized solution an be onstruted for the immediate purpose.Example 4.3 The following onstrution develops a very limited form of languageomplementation. In the proess, a number of RAG tehniques are illustrated,inluding the use of embedded queries in unbound rules.Let Z = f\a"; � � �\z"g be a subset of TG. Here are some elementary operatorsthat will be useful during the onstrution.letter : 8z 2 Z; hv0; �i ! zeho: 8z 2 Z; hv0; zi ! zNonterminal onstant letter generates any single letter in alphabet Z, and assignsit semanti value �. (That is, letter prediates Z). Nonterminal onstant eho alsogenerates any single letter z 2 Z, but assigns it semanti value z.The onstrution will require string-handling operators analogous to the letter-handling operators letter and eho. Rather that de�ne speialized nonterminalonstants for the purpose, let star be a nonterminal unary operator (i.e., a unaryoperator in AG but not in TG), as follows.�(star(a)) = � hv0; �i ! �hv0; v1v2i ! ha; v1ihstar(a); v2i �Here, by onvention, the argument a of the operator is understood to be universallyquanti�ed over AG.For eah answer a 2 AG, operator star onstruts a new answer star(a) 2(AG � TG) that generates the onatenation of zero or more strings generated bya, and synthesizes the onatenation of the semanti values synthesized by a. Forexample,star(letter): hv0; �i ! �hv0; v1v2i ! hletter ; v1ihstar(letter); v2i78



Thus, star(letter) prediates the language Z�.Similarly, star(eho) also generates language Z�, but assigns to eah generatedw 2 Z� the semanti value w. That is, for all a; b 2 AG,(star(eho) : a) �) b i� a 2 Z� and b = aFor eah terminal onstant in Z, de�ne a nonterminal onstant, as follows.8z 2 Z; notlet z: 8y 2 (Z � fzg); hv0; �i ! yEah nonterminal notlet z has exatly twenty �ve rules, and prediates the alphabetZ � fzg. That is, for all z 2 Z and a; b 2 AG,(notletz : a) �) b i� a 2 (Z � fzg) and b = �Building on this,notlet : 8z 2 Z; hv0; notlet zi ! zNonterminal notlet has exatly twenty-six rules. It generates the alphabet Z, andassoiates semanti value notlet z with eah z 2 Z. That is, for all a; b 2 AG,(notlet : a) �) b i� a 2 Z and b = notletaSuppose a; b;  2 AG, and (notlet : a) : b �) . Then there must be some d 2 AGsuh that(notlet : a) : b �) d : b �) where notlet : a �) d. But notlet : a �) d implies that a 2 Z and d = notleta; andfurthermore, notleta : b �)  implies that b 2 (Z � a) and  = �.Thus, for all a; b;  2 AG,((notlet : a) : b) �)  i� a 2 Z and b 2 (Z � a) and  = �Finally, using all of the above operators,not : hv0; letter � star(letter)i ! �hv0; � t ((notlet : v1) � star(letter))t (v1 � (not : v2))i ! heho; v1ihstar(eho); v2iThe �rst rule generates terminal string �, and assigns it a semanti value thatprediates the language Z+. The seond rule annot generate �; therefore, for allw; a 2 AG,((not : �) : w) �) a i� w 2 Z+ and a = �The right side of the seond rule generates an arbitrary nonempty string overZ, and binds v1 to the �rst letter of the string and v2 to the rest of the string. Theassoiated semanti value has three parts:79



� � is an answer that prediates the terminal string �.� ((notlet : v1) � star(letter)) prediates any nonempty string over Z that doesnot begin with the letter v1.� (v1�(not : v2)) prediates the letter v1 onatenated with some string prediatedby not : v2By indution, this rule prediates every string over Z that does not equal v1v2. Thatis, for all w; a; b 2 AG,((not : w) : a) �) b i� w 2 Z� and a 2 (Z� � fwg) and b = �Thus, nonterminal not generates the language Z�, and for eah generated stringw 2 Z�, synthesizes a prediate for the language Z� � fwg.Figure 4.2 lists the de�nitions of the nonterminal operators from this example.2 �(star(a)) = � hv0; �i ! �hv0; v1v2i ! ha; v1ihstar(a); v2i �letter : 8z 2 Z; hv0; �i ! zeho: 8z 2 Z; hv0; zi ! z8z 2 Z; notletz: 8y 2 (Z � fzg); hv0; �i ! ynotlet : 8z 2 Z; hv0; notletzi ! znot : hv0; letter � star(letter)i ! �hv0; � t ((notlet : v1) � star(letter))t (v1 � (not : v2))i ! heho; v1ihstar(eho); v2iFigure 4.2: Grammar for a limited language omplementation operatorUsing the tools developed in the preeding example, it is fairly straightforward toonstrut a RAG that generates exatly the toy language of Examples 3.1 and 3.2.The onstrution in the following example deliberately imitates the grammars used inthose two examples as muh as possible, so as to provide a omparison and ontrastof basi funtionality between the grammar models.Example 4.4 The following onstrution develops a RAG that generates exatlythe toy language of Examples 3.1 and 3.2. The entire onstrution from Example 4.3is assumed, inluding the alphabet Z. 80



In the Christiansen grammar for the language, eah delaration added a ruleform hid # hi ! w to the grammar. Beause of the nonterminal id on its left side,the new rule form ould only be applied to rewrite ourrenes of that nonterminal.The analogous problem in the RAG onstrution, of separating the sublanguageof identi�ers from that of delarations, is handled by passing an `environment' ofidenti�ers as a parameter to unary operator del , and synthesizing a new environ-ment as the semantis of the delaration. A further separation must be maintained,though, within eah environment, between the inreasing sublanguage of delaredidenti�ers, and the desreasing sublanguage of undelared identi�ers. The enod-ing of both sublanguages within a single answer is aomplished by using a queryon the single answer to extrat one or the other sublanguage. To avoid onfusion,speial \reserved" query keys are introdued for the purpose, that annot our inany terminal string beause they are nonterminals.undef : hv0; �i ! undefdef : hv0; �i ! defReall that, by onvention, the rule sets of terminal symbols are not expliitly listedwhen speifying a RAG. Therefore, the expliit listing of rule sets for undef and defunambiguously designates those symbols as nonterminals.Here is the start symbol of the grammar.prog: hv0; �i ! \f" hdel-list([undef ; star(letter)℄ t [def ; ;℄); v1ihstar(stmt(v1)); v2i \g"Let d 2 AG be the expression [undef ; star(letter )℄ t [def ; ;℄ from the above rule.Then �(d) = � hv0; star(letter )i ! hundef ; v1ihv0; ;i ! hdef ; v1i �The latter two rules synthesize prediates for, by intent, respetively all undelaredidenti�ers (d : undef ), and all delared identi�ers (d : def ). Sine d represents anenvironment with no prior delarations, all identi�ers are undelared and none aredelared.These two rules annot be applied diretly to the parse tree, sine they do notgenerate terminal strings. They are meant to be passed up and down the parse tree|for example, they will be inherited by the rules in �(del-list(d))| and will onlya�et the derivation if they are deliberately invoked by a query embedded in a rule.Here is the de�nition of operator del-list .�(del-list(e)) = � hv0; ei ! �hv0; v2i ! hdel(e); v1i hdel-list(v1); v2i �The operator is parameterized on an environment e (i.e., a nonterminal, suh asd above, that synthesizes prediates for delared and undelared symbols). For an81



empty list of delarations, e is synthesized unhanged; for a nonempty list, e ispassed down to the �rst delaration, whih synthesizes a new environment e0 thatbeomes the environment for the rest of the list.(All of this bears some ressemblane to the ommon pratie of passing symboltables down and up the parse tree in an ordinary attribute grammar. However, theuniform data domain of the answer algebra sheds a di�erent light on the tehnique,highlighting the deep onnetions among meta-syntax, syntax, and semantis.)The following operators failitate modi�ation of the environment.�(and(a; b)) = � hv0; (a : v1) � (b : v1)i ! hstar(eho); v1i 	Given two prediates a and b, binary operator and onstruts a new prediateand(a; b) suh that L(and(a; b)) = L(a) \ L(b) \ Z�.�(ombine(a; b)) = � hv0; and(a : undef ; b : undef )i ! undefhv0; (a : def ) t (b : def )i ! def �Given two environments a and b, binary operator ombine reates a new environ-ment; an identi�er is undelared in ombine(a; b) i� it is undelared in both a andb, and delared in ombine(a; b) i� it is delared in either a or b (or both).make-env : hv0; [undef ; not : t℄ t [def ; v1℄i ! hstar(eho); v1iNonterminal onstant make-env generates any string t over alphabet Z, and syn-thesizes a new environment, in whih identi�er t is delared and all other identi�ersare undelared.Here, then, is the de�nition of operator del .�(del(e)) = 8<: hv0; ombine(e;make-env : v1)i! \int" heho � star(eho); v1ih(e : undef ) : v1; v2i \;" 9=;If identi�er v1 has already been delared, the expression (e : undef ) : v1 is unevalu-able; i.e., it annot generate an answer. Otherwise, it evaluates (in some number ofderivation steps) to �, and thus has no e�et on the terminal string generated.Note that, sine � � a = a for all a 2 AG, the expression (e : undef ) : v1 wouldhave had exatly the same e�et no matter where it was put in the rule: It woulddisable the rule for delared terminals, and have no e�et for undelared terminals.One ould even have writtenhv0; ombine(e;make-env : v1)i! \int" heho � star(eho) � ((e : undef ) : v1); v1i \;"whih works just as well from a logial point of view, sine the derivation still annotgenerate a terminal unless v1 is bound to an undelared identi�er. (However, thisrule is irular ; see x6.6.) 82



�(and(a; b)) = � hv0; (a : v1) � (b : v1)i ! hstar(eho); v1i 	�(ombine(a; b)) = � hv0; and(a : undef ; b : undef )i ! undefhv0; (a : def ) t (b : def )i ! def �
�(del-list(e)) = � hv0; ei ! �hv0; v2i ! hdel(e); v1i hdel-list(v1); v2i ��(del(e)) = 8<: hv1; ombine(e;make-env : v1)i! \int" heho � star(eho); v1ih(e : undef ) : v1; v2i \;" 9=;�(stmt(e)) = � hv1; �i ! he : def ; v1i \=" he : def ; v2i \;" 	prog: hv0; �i ! \f" hdel-list([undef ; star(letter)℄ t [def ; ;℄); v1ihstar(stmt(v1)); v2i \g"make-env : hv0; [undef ; not : v1℄ t [def ; v1℄i! hstar(eho); v1iundef : hv0; �i ! undefdef : hv0; �i ! defFigure 4.3: Grammar for a toy programming languageHere is the de�nition of operator stmt .�(stmt(e)) = � hv0; �i ! he : def ; v1i \=" he : def ; v2i \;" 	Here, the identi�ers are generated by the prediate for delared identi�ers.Figure 4.3 lists the de�nitions of all the nonterminal operators from this example.Note that the start symbol, prog , is a prediate that generates exatly the set ofvalid programs; in this ase, programs have no semantis to speak of, sine theyprodue no output and have no side e�ets. 24.4 CommentsA number of high-level design issues ould not be e�etively disussed in the earlysetions of this hapter, beause they annot be properly appreiated without the83



omplete formal mahinery of the RAG model as bakground. These issues are nowdisussed.In a CFG, meta-syntax is represented by the nonterminals, and syntax is rep-resented by the terminals. The purpose of the grammar rules |and therefore ofthe derivation step relation| is to express the relationship between meta-syntax andsyntax.In an attribute grammar (x2.2), terminals and nonterminals still satisfy the sameroles; but in addition there are attributes, whose role is essentially semanti. Eahgrammar rule must express a multipliity of relationships between meta-syntax, syn-tax, and various aspets of semantis. Although these relationships individually areloalized in the parse tree (x2.2.5), this does not mean that they an be fully under-stood loally. Understanding a single attribute may require study of a large numberof relationships distributed aross a large number of grammar rules. ([Uhl 82℄ is aase in point.)This diÆulty is, in part, a onsequene of the distributed nature of attributegrammar semantis. There is in general no upper bound on the number of attributesassoiated with eah parse tree node; and the number of possible paths that attributeevaluation may take through the parse tree grows exponentially with the number ofattributes.Under the RAG model, eah parse tree node has a single semanti value. Ofourse, it is tehnially possible to plae the same restrition on attribute grammars.As shown by Example 2.4, one ould arbitrarily require of an attribute grammarthat every symbol have just one synthesized attribute and no inherited attributes.However, this would be at best a lopsided arrangement in terms of omputationalpower. Arbitrarily powerful semanti funtions would be needed, and these wouldoverwhelm the merely ontext-free meta-syntati apaity of the CFG nonterminals.The RAG model su�ers no suh power imbalane. Meta-syntax and semantis areboth Turing-powerful |in fat, they both derive their power from the way that theyinterat with eah other, synthesized semantis depending on inherited meta-syntaxand vie versa.Moreover, the singularity of RAG semanti values is not arbitrary. As demon-strated above by Example 4.4, additional information is readily pakaged within asingle semanti or meta-syntati value. Therefore, to provide an additional failityfor the same purpose (i.e., arbitrary numbers of attributes) would diretly violate thepriniple of orthogonality in the design (x4.1.2). This observation was foreshadowedby the disussion of nonterminals and language attributes in x4.1.3.Another way of saying muh the same thing is that the essential purpose of un-bound rules, and therefore of the RAG derivation step relation itself, is to expressthe ternary relationship among meta-syntax, syntax, and semantis. These threeelements are fundamental to the model; any additional attribute values would belogially superuous, and would therefore distrat from the larity of desription of84



the three fundamentals (as well as exponentially inreasing the potential omplexityof relationships).Orthogonality also enters into another formal onstraint on RAGs. Reall fromx2.2 that Knuth provided semanti equations only for synthesized attributes on theleft side of a rule, and inherited attributes on the right. The requirement was lifted inEAGs, with the result that ostensibly synthesized attributes ould atually be usedto restrit the syntati expansion; this result was illustrated by Example 2.6.However, the de�nition of unbound rule in x4.2.2 reinstates Knuth's restrition.This is a onsequene spei�ally of the imposition of orthogonality on meta-syntaxin x4.1.3. The design priniple of that subsetion expressly forbids the very kind ofsyntati manipulation that Example 2.6 exploits; there must be no way of using thesemanti omponent of an unbound pair (on the right side of an unbound rule) torestrit the syntati expansion.The onepts of inheritane and synthesis have been referred to throughout thehapter, and even in the preeding paragraphs of this setion. The issues involvedwarrant some disussion.It was observed in x3.3.3 that the language attribute in a Christiansen grammar|and thus, by analogy, the left-hand omponent of an unbound pair in a RAG| isoneptually an inherited attribute. Similarly, the right-hand omponent of a RAGunbound pair is oneptually synthesized; the latter is espeially lear from the queryevaluation derivation (developed in x4.2.4),a : b +) a : ha; i ) in whih the omputation of the semanti value is arried out by, in e�et, onstrutinga parse tree from the bottom up.Nevertheless, the RAG model is not |neessarily| imperative in nature. Itmerely enfores a normal form in whih the distintion between (oneptually inher-ited) meta-syntax and (oneptually synthesized) semantis is learly delineated.On the other hand, the disussion of this issue in x2.2.5 suggested that a suÆientlytrivial algorithm an atually be an aid to understanding. Christiansen grammarswere pereived to be above the neessary threshold of simpliity. RAGs may atuallystay below the threshold; at least, the restrition to two \attributes" should greatlyalleviate the problem.The related issue of non-irularity will be addressed in Setions 6.6 and 7.1.3.A few words are in order regarding the onept of a \reursive" grammar. It wasremarked o�handedly in x4.1.4 that the reursive nature of RAGs is a onsequene ofthe way the RAG derivation relation is used to evaluate expressions; but really, threedi�erent kinds of grammar reursion our in this thesis.A Chomsky grammar (De�nition 1.3, x1.2) is said to be reursive i� there is somenonterminal that an our in a string derived from itself; that is, G is reursive i�85



there exists some n 2 NG and x; y 2 Z�G suh that n +G) xny. This kind of reursion isnot only ommon but almost unavoidable, beause a non-reursive Chomsky grammaran only generate a �nite number of strings. Naturally, all of the omplete examplesof Chomsky grammars in this thesis are reursive.Another form of reursion ours in higher-order attribute grammars (x2.2.4).Reall that the distinguishing feature of that grammar model is its introdution ofnonterminal attributes. Evaluation of a nonterminal attribute attahes a new branhto the parse tree, and this branh is subsequently available for attribute evaluation.Thus, in a sense, the parse-tree evaluation proess alls itself reursively.The RAG query operator provides yet another kind of reursion. Abstratly, aRAG parser would take a start symbol and a syntati string as input, and eitherrejet the input, or output a semanti value. In e�et, eah time a query operatorours during parsing, the parse proess alls itself reursively.Sine query evaluation in RAGs is analogous to attribute evaluation in an ordinaryattribute grammar, query reursion is roughly analogous to the reursive attributeevaluation of a higher-order attribute grammar. However, query reursion is inher-ently simpler, beause there is only one way to onstrut a parse tree |via the parser.A higher-order attribute grammar requires two distint mehanisms for attribute eval-uation: a parser to onstrut the initial parse tree, and separate mathematial toolsfor the onstrution of new branhes.Note also that the authors of higher-order attribute grammars develop a general-ization of AG non-irularity for the express purpose of preluding in�nite reursion[Vogt 89℄. In onstrast, the urrent thesis embraes unbounded query reursion asa means of ahieving Turing-powerful omputation; see espeially the proof of The-orem 6.17 in x6.5. Of ourse, the urrent thesis does not address the question ofparsing tehniques, whih is really the only major onern in [Vogt 89℄.
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Chapter 5Unrestrited RAGs
5.1 IntrodutionThis hapter de�nes the reursive adaptable grammar model in its fullest generality.Like Chomsky type 0 grammars, unrestrited RAGs are of interest primarily beauseof ertain interesting sublasses, whih will be developed in the next hapter.The omputational power of the RAG model will not be onsidered here, butdeferred to x6.5.Readers familiar with the work of the ADJ group on many-sorted algebra [ADJ 79℄may skip most of x5.2, but should note the following di�erenes:1. The algebras used here are one-sorted (De�nition 5.2).2. The de�nition (5.5) of �-morphism does not require that the domain andodomain be �-algebras, provided that their signatures are supersets of �.3. The de�nition (5.13) of extension allows the introdution of additional elementsinto the (one-sorted) arrier. Also, the additional elements are not required, ingeneral, to onform to any �-equations that may have held on the originalalgebra.4. The auxiliary onept of an invariant algebra (De�nition 5.6) is introdued,for the sake of its use in guaranteeing the existene of initial extensions (Theo-rem 5.7).5.2 One-sorted algebraThis setion presents basi material on one-sorted algebra. In the literature, thissubjet is usually alled \universal algebra". A generalization of universal algebraalled many-sorted algebra [Weh 92℄ is of partiular interest in omputer siene.Oddly, ommon usage seems to treat many-sorted algebra as a separate subjet rather87



than as a new branh of universal algebra. In the interests of larity, the name \one-sorted algebra" is preferred here. (But note that usage in the bibliography followsthat of the literature being referened, so that the name \universal algebra" oursseveral times therein.)In the following development, emphasis is plaed on tehniques for the onstru-tion of new algebras, whih is the only use to whih the material is put in the urrentthesis. The formulation and presentation of the material were hosen with this usepartiularly in mind.An additional motive for this setion was that the author did not have aess toa onise entry-level treatment of the subjet in the literature. Muh of the materialhere was adapted from [ADJ 79℄, whih applies abstrat algebra to the rigorous spe-i�ation of program semantis; however, that paper is marred by ambiguous wordingin some of the key de�nitions. A superior referene is [Weh 92℄; however, it is dif-�ult to extrat basi one-sorted algebra from Wehler without also sifting throughlarge quantities of inidental material. Other soures onsulted inlude [Gr�at 68℄ and[Jao 89℄, whih address one-sorted algebra from a purely mathematial perspetive.5.2.1 AlgebrasDe�nition 5.1 A signature � is a set of operators together with a funtion as-signing to eah operator � in the set a nonnegative integer ar(�), alled the arityof �. 2The set of all operators of arity n in signature � is denoted �n. The notation� 2 � is shorthand meaning 9n � 0 suh that � 2 �n. Similarly, for signatures �and �0, � � �0 means that �n � �0n for all n � 0; � = � [ �0 means �n = �n [ �0nfor all n � 0; and so on.De�nition 5.2 Let � be a signature. Then a �-algebra A onsists of a set, alledthe arrier of A, and, for eah integer n � 0 and operator � 2 �n, a funtion �Aof arity n over the arrier of A. A \funtion of arity 0" is a onstant, that is, anelement of the arrier of A. 2The arrier of A is ambiguously denoted A. Thus, for all n � 1 and � 2 �n,�A : An ! A. When � 2 �0, �A 2 A.An expression omposed from operators in signature � is alled a �-term. Forexample, if �0 = f0g, �1 = fsug, and �n = ; for all n � 2, then the �-terms are:0, su(0), su(su(0)), and so on. Di�erent authors hoose to onstrut �-termsin various ways. In [ADJ 79℄, �-terms are strings over the alphabet of operators in �augmented with speial symbols for left paren, right paren, and omma. Alternatively,�-terms ould be onstruted as parse trees, with eah node deorated by an operatorof appropriate arity. The following de�nition leaves the onstrution unspei�ed.88



De�nition 5.3 Let � be a signature. Then the set T� of �-terms is the smallestset satisfying the following two onditions.1. If � 2 �0, then � 2 T�. That is, �0 � T�.2. If � 2 �n for some n � 1, and �1; � � � �n are elements of T�, then the onstru-tion �(�1; � � � �n) 2 T�. 2If A is a �-algebra, one an imagine \evaluating" any �-term in A. More preisely,one may de�ne a funtion evalA : T� ! A, as follows. If � 2 �0 then evalA(�) = �A.If � 2 �n for some n � 1, and �1; � � � �n are elements of T�, then evalA(�(�1; � � � �n)) =�A(evalA(�1); � � � evalA(�n)).The set T� an be onverted into a �-algebra by adding operations in the obviousway:De�nition 5.4 Let � be a signature. The term algebra of �, denoted T�, isonstruted as follows. The arrier of algebra T� is the set of all �-terms. If� 2 �0 then �T� = �. If � 2 �n for some n � 1, and �1; � � � �n are �-terms, then�T�(�1; � � � �n) = �(�1; � � � �n). 2In the last equation in the above de�nition, note that the left side is a funtionbeing applied to an n-tuple of �-terms, while the right side is just a single �-term.5.2.2 Initial algebrasThe usual de�nition of a morphism requires that the domain and odomain have thesame signature. This often leads to fumbling later, when one or both domains mustbe laboriously pared down by expliitly disarding operations until both algebras on-form to the desired signature. (See for example [MaL 88, pages 129{131℄, [ADJ 79,page 99℄.) The de�nition below is more exible.De�nition 5.5 Let A and B be algebras with signatures �A and �B respetively,and � a signature suh that � � (�A \ �B). Then a funtion h : A ! B is a�-morphism i�1. For all operators � 2 �0, h(�A) = �B.2. For all integers n � 1, operators � 2 �n, and tuples ha1; � � �ani 2 An,h(�A(a1; � � �an)) = �B(h(a1); � � �h(an)). 2As usual, an injetive (i.e., one-to-one) �-morphism is a �-monomorphism; sur-jetive (i.e., onto), a �-epimorphism; and bijetive (i.e., one-to-one and onto), a�-isomorphism.For any �-algebra A, the funtion evalA desribed in x5.2.1 is a �-morphism fromthe term algebra T� to A. In fat, it is the only possible �-morphism from T� to89



A, beause the de�nition of �-morphism ditates exatly whih element of A eah�-term will map into.If A and B are �-algebras, and h : A! B a �-morphism, then h Æ evalA = evalB.Here again, the de�nition of �-morphism ditates, for every a in the image of evalA,exatly whih element of B it must map into. If evalA is surjetive (that is, its imageis the entire set A), then h is unique, i.e., there is only one possible �-morphism fromA to B.De�nition 5.6 An algebra A is invariant i� evalA is surjetive. 2Lemma 5.1 Suppose A and B are algebras, A is invariant, and � is a signature.Then there is at most one �-morphism from A to B. 2Invariane provides a suÆient riterion for the uniqueness of a �-morphism fromA to B, but does not guarantee that any suh morphism exists. For example, suppose�1 6= �2 are �-terms, and let ai = evalA(�i), bi = evalB(�i). Every �-morphismh : A! B must have h(a1) = b1 and h(a2) = b2. If a1 = a2 but b1 6= b2, then there isno way of satisfying both equations, and there are no �-morphisms from A to B.These observations lead naturally to the onept of an initial algebra. To formulatethis onept, we will need the auxiliary onept of a ategory of algebras. (Categorytheory is a �eld of study in its own right, with a variety of appliations to omputersiene; see e.g. [Pier 91℄. Oddly enough, even in ategory theory, ategories are stillonly an auxiliary onept. [MaL 71℄)De�nition 5.7 Let � be a signature. A ategory of �-algebras is a lass of �-algebras together with all possible �-morphisms between them. 2The reader with mathematial sruples should note the word lass in the abovede�nition. A lass is a olletion of things, but only ertain kinds of things arepermitted to be elements of a lass. In partiular, not all lasses an be elements oflasses; a lass that an be an element of a lass is a set. This distintion is used toavoid paradoxes in set theory; for example, the lass of all sets that do not ontainthemselves is not itself a set; hene it annot belong to itself [MaL 71, page 23℄.De�nition 5.8 Let � be a signature, C a ategory of �-algebras, and I a �-algebra in C. Then I is initial on C i� for every algebra A 2 C there is exatly one�-morphism from I to A in C. 2In abstrat ategory theory, an objet A in a ategory C is initial on C i� thereis exatly one morphism from A to any objet B 2 C, and �nal on C i� there isexatly one morphism to A from any objet B 2 C. The initial objets on C forman equivalene lass under isomorphism (and likewise the �nal objets on C).90



Theorem 5.2 Suppose � is a signature, and C a ategory of �-algebras. If I andJ are both initial on C, then they are �-isomorphi to eah other. If I is initial onC and �-isomorphi to J 2 C, then J is initial on C. 2We will generally speak of the initial algebra on a ategory, as if there were onlyone (whih there is, up to isomorphism).Theorem 5.3 For every signature �, the term algebra T� is initial on the ategoryof all �-algebras. 2Given any �-algebra A, the unique �-morphism from T� to A is evalA. Note thatT� is invariant (i.e., evalT� : T� ! T� is surjetive).5.2.3 Spei�ationsCentral to this subsetion is the onept of a variable, whih is essentially just asymbol that isn't in the signature of interest. A variable set over a signature � is anordered set of symbols disjoint from �.De�nition 5.9 Let � be any signature, and Y a variable set over �. Then �(Y )denotes the signature onstruted by adjoining the variables of Y to the nullaryoperators of �. That is, �(Y )0 = �0 [ Y , and �(Y )n = �n for all n � 1. 2Elements of the term algebra T�(Y ) are alled polynomials over �. The arity of apolynomial �, denoted ar(�), is the number of distint variables that our in �.The notation A(Y ) will sometimes be used to denote the term algebra of polyno-mials in variables Y over the signature of algebra A. If � is the signature of A, thenA(Y ) = T�(Y ). (This notation is onvenient if the signature of A has not been statedexpliitly.)Also, suppose �0; � � ��n 2 A(Y ) are polynomials, and ar(�0) = n. Let X =fx1; � � �xng be the distint variables in �0, where X preserves the ordering of Y .Then the onstrut �0(�1; � � ��n) denotes the polynomial obtained by substituting �1for every ourrene of x1 in �0, �2 for every ourrene of x2 in �0, and so on.Reall that, in any �-algebra A, eah n-ary operator � has an assoiated n-aryfuntion �A : An ! A. In the same way, eah n-ary polynomial � has an assoiatedn-ary funtion �A : An ! A.Theorem 5.4 Let A be a �-algebra, Y a variable set over �, and � : Y ! A afuntion. Then there is exatly one �-morphism � : T�(Y ) ! A suh that, for ally 2 Y , �(y) = �(y). 2What is really going on in this theorem is the quite ordinary ativity of substitutingvalues for variables and evaluating the resulting expression. Funtion � assigns thevalues to the variables, and morphism � performs the substitution and evaluates.91



De�nition 5.10 Let A be a �-algebra, Y a variable set over �, and � 2 T�(Y ) apolynomial of arity n. Then �A is an n-ary funtion over A, as follows.Let x1; � � �xn be the distint variables of �, in the order imposed by Y . Leta1; � � �an be elements of A. Finally, let �(xi) = ai for all 1 � i � n. Then�A(a1; � � �an) = �(�). 2Categories of algebras over a signature � are usually de�ned by listing a set ofaxioms that must hold on all algebras in the ategory. For example, a ategorythat inludes the algebra of real numbers might use suh axioms as distributivity ofmultipliation over addition, the existene of a multipliative inverse for every nonzeroelement, and so on. A partiularly useful form of axiom is the identity law, whih isan equation that must hold for all values on eah algebra in the ategory.De�nition 5.11 For any signature �, a �-equation is an ordered pair of polyno-mials over �.Further, suppose A is a �-algebra, e = h�; �0i a �-equation. Let Y be the setof all variables that our in e. Then A satis�es e i�, for every possible assignment� : Y ! A, �(�) = �(�0). 2In normal usage, �-equations are usually written as � = �0 rather than h�; �0i.De�nition 5.12 A spei�ation is an ordered pair h�; Ei, where � is a signatureand E is a set of �-equations.Let 
 = h�; Ei be a spei�ation. An 
-algebra is any �-algebra that satis�esall of the �-equations in E . 2For signatures 
 = h�; Ei and 
0 = h�0; E 0i, the notation 
 � 
0 is shorthandmeaning that � � �0 and E � E 0.Theorem 5.5 Let 
 be a spei�ation. Then there exists an initial algebra on theategory of all 
-algebras. Further, the initial algebra is invariant. 2(Most authors, when stating this theorem, do not remark on the invariane of theinitial algebra. It is mentioned here beause it will be important for Theorem 5.7, inthe next subsetion.)Example 5.1 Suppose Z is an alphabet. Consider the following spei�ation. Let�0 = Z [ f�g, �2 = f�g, and �n = ; for all other n. Let E be the set ontainingthe following three �-equations:v0 � � = v0� � v0 = v0v1 � (v2 � v3) = (v1 � v2) � v3where the vi are variables. The initial algebra on the ategory of all h�; Ei-algebrasonsists of the set of all strings over alphabet Z together with the binary onate-nation funtion. This algebra is alled the string algebra over Z, and is denoted Z�.2 92



5.2.4 ExtensionsThere are several mutually inompatible de�nitions of the onept of extension ofan algebra in the literature; see for example [MaL 88℄, [ADJ 79℄, [Gr�at 68℄. Thede�nition below is a generalization of both [ADJ 79℄ and [Gr�at 68℄.De�nition 5.13 Let A be a �-algebra. An algebra B is an extension of A i� thereis a �-monomorphism (that is, a one-to-one �-morphism) from A to B. 2Note that B does not have to be a �-algebra. However, sine B is the odomainof a �-morphism, � � �B.If there is exatly one �-monomorphism from A to B, it is onvenient to as-sume that the arrier of A is a subset of the arrier of B, so that the unique �-monomorphism maps eah a 2 A into itself. One then says that A is a subalgebra ofB, and writes A � B.Lemma 5.6 Suppose A and B are algebras, and B is an extension of A. If A isinvariant, then A � B. 2De�nition 5.14 Let �, �A, and �B be signatures, A a �A-algebra and B a �B-algebra. Then B is a �-extension of A i� B is an extension of A and �B � �A �� � �B .If 
 = h�; Ei is a spei�ation, B is a �-extension of A, and B satis�es all theequations in E , then B is an 
-extension of A. 2The usefulness of these de�nitions depends on the following theorem.Theorem 5.7 Suppose 
 is a spei�ation, A an algebra, and C the ategory ofall 
-extensions of A. If A is invariant and C is nonempty, then there exists aninitial algebra on C. Further, the initial algebra is invariant. 2A proof of this theorem will be given later in the subsetion.The requirement that A be invariant is essential to the proof (beause the proofuses Lemma 5.1). This is why Theorems 5.5 and 5.7 both note that their initialalgebras are invariant. Any algebra whose existene is implied by either theorem isautomatially suitable for subsequent extension via Theorem 5.7.Aordingly, both theorems will be used in later setions, espeially x5.3, to on-strut algebras from spei�ations. The string algebra Z� of Example 5.1 (in x5.2.3)was onstruted this way, via Theorem 5.5. However, a subtlety arises when Theo-rem 5.7 is used for the purpose.Suppose 
A = h�A; EAi and 
B = h�B; EBi are spei�ations, A is the initial
A-algebra, and B is the initial 
B-extension of A. Then A satis�es all the equationsin EA, and B satis�es all the equations of EB. But there is no requirement for B to93



satisfy the equations in EA. Those equations apply only to the onstrution of A;they may or may not ontinue to hold for values in B � A.The remainder of the setion skethes a proof of Theorem 5.7 (and, inidentally,of 5.5). It may help to larify the preeding material; but it is not stritly neessaryfor later setions, and may be skipped without signi�ant detriment thereto.De�nition 5.15 Let A be a �-algebra. A ongruene on A is an equivalenerelation � on the elements of A with the following property. Suppose n � 1 and� 2 �n. If ai; bi 2 A and ai � bi for all 1 � i � n, then �A(a1; � � �an) � �A(b1; � � � bn).2Theorem 5.8 Let R be a relation on �-algebra A. Then there is a least ongruene�R ontaining R, alled the ongruene generated by R on A. 2In other words, �R is implied by R, and every other ongruene implied by Ris also implied by �R. The proof (not fully elaborated here) de�nes �R to be theintersetion of all ongruenes on A ontaining R, and veri�es that �R so de�ned isa ongruene on A.De�nition 5.16 Let A be a �-algebra, � a ongruene on A. The quotient algebraA=� is a �-algebra de�ned as follows. The elements of A=� are the equivalenelasses of � on A. Suppose n � 0, � 2 �n, and a1; � � �an are elements of A. Then�A=�(a1; � � �an) = �A(a1; � � �an). 2Here, a denotes the equivalene lass of a. �A=� maps the equivalene lasses ofthe ai into the equivalene lass of �A(a1; � � �an). This de�nition of �A=� works onlybeause � is a ongruene. By the de�nition of ongruene, �A will map all equivalenthoies of the ai into the same equivalene lass.Now, onsider a �-equation e = h�; �0i with variables Y . e de�nes the followingrelation on T�. Let � and � 0 be any �-terms. Then �Re� 0 i� there is some assignment� : Y ! T� suh that �(�) = � and �(�0) = � 0.By Theorem 5.8, there is a least ongruene implied by this relation. More gen-erally, eah spei�ation 
 = h�; Ei generates a ongruene �
 via the union of therelations de�ned by E . Sine �
 is a ongruene on T�, there is a quotient algebra,denoted T
 = T�=�
. From the onstrution in De�nition 5.16, it follows triviallythat T
 is invariant.Theorem 5.9 For every spei�ation 
, the quotient algebra T
 is initial on theategory of all 
-algebras. Also, T
 is invariant. 2A omplete proof of this theorem takes about a page and a half; see [ADJ 79℄. Theessene of the proof is that any �-morphism indues a ongruene on its domain, a � bi� h(a) = h(b). In partiular, eah �-algebra A indues a unique ongruene �A on94



T�; and this ongruene ontains �
 i� A is an 
-algebra. The unique morphism fromT
 to A is essentially just the map of eah equivalene lass of �
 to the equivalenelass of �A that ontains it.Theorem 5.5 is a weaker form of the same result, so it follows immediately fromthe above. The proof of Theorem 5.7 requires further explanation.Proof. (Theorem 5.7) Suppose �A is a signature, A an invariant �A-algebra,and 
B = h�B; EBi a spei�ation. The proof will onstrut a nonempty ategorythat inludes all 
B-extensions of A, and has an invariant initial algebra. Then itwill show that the initial algebra is an 
B-extension of A unless there are no suhextensions.Construt a new spei�ation 
 = h�; Ei as follows.� = �A [ �BE = EB [ fh�1; �2i j �1; �2 2 T�A and evalA(�1) = evalA(�2)gEvery 
B-extension of A is a �-algebra. Moreover, suppose B is a �-algebra thatfails to satisfy all the equations in E . Either B fails to satisfy some e 2 EB, or B failsto satisfy some e 2 E �EA. In either ase, B annot be an 
B-extension of A. Hene,every 
B-extension of A is an 
-algebra.By Theorem 5.5, T
 is invariant and initial on the ategory of all 
-algebras,whih ontains the ategory of all 
B-extensions of A. So if T
 belongs to the latterategory, it is initial thereon.On the other hand, suppose T
 is not an 
B-extension of A. The equations inE guarantee the existene of a �A-morphism from A to T
. By Lemma 5.1, thereis only one suh morphism. Call this unique �A-morphism h : A ! T
. If h wereinjetive (one-to-one), then beause of the way 
 was onstruted, T
 would be an
B-extension of A. Therefore, by supposition, h is not injetive.Consider an arbitrary 
-algebra B. Sine T
 is the initial 
-algebra, there is aunique �-morphism gB : T
 ! B. Therefore, there is a �A-morphism gB Æh : A! B,whih is not injetive beause h is not injetive. And by Lemma 5.1, there annotbe any other �A-morphisms from A to B. So B is not an extension of A. So therearen't any 
B-extensions of A, whih ompletes the proof. 2
5.3 RAG de�nitionsThe tehnial mahinery of a reursive adaptable grammar is founded on four al-gebras, eah a superset of the preeding. These algebras are de�ned below. The95



following standard operators will be used.operator full name arity notationqry query operator binary x : ypair pairing operator binary hx; yiinv inverse operator unary xTo eah of these standard operators � is assoiated a signature �� ontaining thatoperator and no other. Thus qry 2 �qry , and so on.De�nition 5.17 A voabulary is a pair V = h
A;
T i, where 
A � 
T are spei�-ations, the initial 
A-algebra is an extension of the initial 
T -algebra, and neitherspei�ation involves the query, pairing, or inverse operator.The initial 
T -algebra is alled the terminal algebra over V , and denoted TV .Similarly, the initial 
A-algebra is alled the answer algebra over V , and denotedAV . Elements of TV are alled terminals over V , and elements of AV , answers overV . Elements of the di�erene set AV � TV are alled nonterminals over V . 2Note that, by Lemma 5.6, TV � AV .The query algebra introdues the query operator.De�nition 5.18 The query algebra over a voabulary V is the initial �qry -exten-sion of AV . The query algebra over V is denoted QV . The elements of QV are alledqueries over V . 2Beause �qry plaes no additional onstraints on AV , the existene of a queryalgebra for every voabulary is guaranteed by Theorem 5.7. As noted in x5.2.4,algebras implied under that theorem do not neessarily share the identity laws oftheir parents. In this ase, none of the equations in the spei�ation of the answeralgebra are appliable to terms that involve the query operator. This is a deliberatefeature of the model; it guarantees that a query invoation annot be redued to ananswer exept via derivation.Again by Lemma 5.6, AV � QV .The on�guration algebra introdues the remaining two operations, pairing andinverse.De�nition 5.19 The on�guration algebra over a voabulary V is an extensionof the query algebra over V , as follows. Let 
 = h�; Ei and 
0 = h�0; E 0i bespei�ations, where� = �invE = fv = vg�0 = �inv [ �pair [ �qryE 0 = fv = vg 96



for variable v. Let A0V be the initial 
-extension of AV . Then the on�gurationalgebra over V is the initial 
0-extension of A0V . The on�guration algebra over Vis denoted CV , and its elements are alled on�gurations over V . 2Neither signature plaes any additional onstraints on AV , hene there exists aon�guration algebra for every voabulary. The signature of CV ontains that of QV ,and plaes no additional onstraints on query terms; hene CV is also an extensionof QV . By Lemma 5.6, QV � CV .The two-step onstrution of CV (like the one-step of QV before it) takes advantageof the independene of extensions from the �-equations of their parents. In theintermediate algebra A0V , unary inverse is just an identity funtion. But beause CVis de�ned as an extension of A0V , the equation v = v does not apply to elements ofCV � AV . Thus the desired result, that v = v only when v 2 AV .The following theorem summarizes observations made (and proven) in the preed-ing text.Theorem 5.10 If V is a voabulary, then TV � AV � QV � CV . 2The hierarhy of algebras over a voabulary is used, in the following de�nitions,to develop reursive adaptable grammars.De�nition 5.20 An unbound rule over a voabulary V is a struture of the formhv0; e0i ! �(he1; v1i; � � � hen; vni)where n � 0, � is a polynomial of arity n over AV , the vk are distint variables,and the ek are polynomials in QV (fv0 � � � vng).The domain of all unbound rules over V is denoted RV . 2It is an important feature of the above de�nition that � is a polynomial over theanswer algebra, even though its arguments are not answers. Sine AV � CV , everypolynomial over AV is also a polynomial over CV . Thus, � is just a polynomial overCV that doesn't use any operators outside AV .On the other hand, the expression �(he1; v1i; � � � hen; vni) is a polynomial over CV ,but not in general over AV beause, for n 6= 0, it involves the pairing operator.Note that the internal struture of an unbound rule uniquely determines whihof the symbols in it are variables, and the ordering of those variables in the variableset. The spei� hoie of variables is unimportant, and usually, no distintion ismade between an unbound rule and its equivalene lass under hange of variables.(A notable exeption ours in x6.3.2, De�nition 6.10, where hange of variables isexpliitly taken into aount.)De�nition 5.21 A bound rule over a voabulary V is a struture of the formha0; q0i ! �(hq1; a1i; � � � hqn; ani)97



where n � 0, � is a polynomial of arity n over AV , the ak are answers over V , andthe qk are queries over V .For any unbound rule r over V , �V (r) denotes the set of all bound rules obtainedfrom r as follows.1. Selet an assignment of values in AV to variables in r.2. Evaluate both sides of r. 2Both sides of an unbound rule are polynomials over the on�guration algebra,while those of a bound rule are elements of the on�guration algebra. Suppose r is anunbound rule with n distint variables. Eah n-tuple of answers uniquely determinesa bound rule, whih is essentially an ordered pair over CV . Thus, r e�etively mapsn-tuples over AV into pairs over CV ; that is, r : AnV ! CV � CV . Funtion �V thenmaps eah unbound rule r into its image r(AnV ) � (CV � CV ).De�nition 5.22 An unrestrited reursive adaptable grammar is a four-tuple G =h
A;
T ; �; si, where V = h
A;
T i is a voabulary, � : AV ! P(RV ), s 2 AV , andthere exists some element z 2 TV suh that8t 2 TV ; �(t) = fhv0; zi ! tg� is alled the rule funtion of G, and s the start symbol of G.Subsript G may be used in plae of subsript V anywhere that subsript wouldhave ourred; thus answer algebra AG, funtion �G, and so on. Also, the rulefuntion of an arbitrary grammar G is denoted �G, and the start symbol, sG. 2For eah answer a 2 AG, �G(a) denotes the following set of bound rules.�G(a) = fha; qi !  j (ha; qi ! ) 2 �G(r) for some r 2 �G(a)gNote that this de�nition requires the left-hand variable on the lhs of eah rule to bebound to a.The union of �G(a) for all answers a 2 AG is denoted �(G). That is,�(G) = [a2AG �G(a)De�nition 5.23 The derivation step relation for a reursive adaptable grammar Gis the minimal binary relation G) over CG satisfying the following axioms. Through-out the axioms, a, q, and , with or without subsripts and primes, are assumed tobe universally quanti�ed over AG, QG, and CG, respetively.Axiom 5.23a If 1 G) 2 then 2 G) 1. �Axiom 5.23b If (ha; qi ! ) 2 �(G) then ha; qi G) . �98



Axiom 5.23 Suppose � 6= inv is an operator of arity n � 1 in CG. Suppose G) 0. Let 1; � � � n be on�gurations, with k =  for some 1 � k � n. Let0j = � 0 if j = kj otherwiseThen �(1; � � � n) G) �(01; � � � 0n). �Axiom 5.23d a1 : ha1; a2i G) a2. �The derivation relation for a reursive adaptable grammar G is the reexive tran-sitive losure of G), denoted �G). The transitive losure of G) is denoted +G).A derivation over G is a sequene 0; � � � n of on�gurations over G, where n � 0,and k�1 G) k for all 1 � k � n. Derivations are normally written as hains ofderivation step relations; thus,0 G) 1 G) � � � G) nn is alled the length of the derivation. A derivation of length zero is trivial. 2Axiom 5.23a de�nes the signi�ane of the inverse operator.Axioms 5.23b and 5.23 orrespond losely to the derivation relation of Chomskygrammars. For example, if � were the binary onatenation operator, with the usualproperties, then Axiom 5.23 would lead to the familiar propositionx G) y implies pxq G) pyqA subtlety of Axiom 5.23b is that the query on the lhs of the rule is inverted in thederivation relation. Starting from a pair of answers ha; bi, there must be a derivationfrom q to b, so that b �G) q and thus ha; bi �G) ha; qi G) .Axiom 5.23d de�nes the signi�ane of the query operator. For a rigorous analysis,see Theorem 5.12 and its proof.De�nition 5.24 Given a reursive adaptable grammar G and answer a 2 AG, thelanguage aepted by a in G is LG(a) = ft 2 TG j a : t �G) b for some b 2 AGg. Thelanguage aepted by G is L(G) = LG(sG). 2That is, the language aepted by an answer a 2 AG is the set of all terminals that amaps into semanti values, and the language aepted by G as a whole is the languageaepted by the start symbol of G.De�nition 5.25 A funtion f : X ! AG with domain X � AG is omputed byreursive adaptable grammar G i�8x 2 X; a 2 AG; sG : x �G) a i� f(x) = a2 99



5.4 RAG theoremsThe two results in this setion are properties of the derivation relations of all unre-strited reursive adaptable grammars. Theorem 5.11 shows that answers annot bederived from other answers; Theorem 5.12, that the query operator has the expetedbehavior.Theorem 5.11 If G is a RAG, a 2 AG, and  +G) a, then  62 AG. 2Proof. Suppose G is a RAG, v a variable over CG. Let � be the set of allpolynomials � 2 CG(fvg) suh that v ours exatly one in �, and the ourreneof v in � is not within an argument of the query, pairing, or inverse operator. (Thus,expressions suh as v : a or ha; b � vi would not be permitted.)Consider the following sets.Z0 = f�(h1; 2i) j � 2 � and k 2 CGg [ f�(1 : 2) j � 2 � and k 2 CGg8n 2 N+ ; Zn = f�() j � 2 � and  2 Zn�1gZ+ = [k2N Z2kZ� = [k2N Z2k+1Observe partiularly thatAG [ Z+ [ Z� = CG.AG \ Z+ = AG \ Z� = ;.If  2 Z+ then  2 Z�.If  2 Z� then  2 Z+.If � 2 � and  2 Z+ then �() 2 Z+.If � 2 � and  2 Z� then �() 2 Z�.If � 2 � and  2 CG and �() 2 AG then  2 AG.If � 2 � and  2 CG � Z+ and �() 2 Z+ then 8x 2 CG; �(x) 2 Z+.If � 2 � and  2 CG � Z� and �() 2 Z� then 8x 2 CG; �(x) 2 Z�.The following propositions will be proved simultaneously.If  2 AG [ Z+ and 0 G)  then 0 2 Z+.If  2 AG [ Z� and  G) 0 then 0 2 Z�.100



Beause G) is the minimal relation satisfying its axioms, any derivation step x G) ymust follow from one of Axioms 5.23d, 5.23b by a �nite (nonnegative) number ofdedutive steps via Axioms 5.23a, 5.23. Proeed by indution on the number ofdedutive steps.Base ase.If x G) y is implied by Axiom 5.23d, then x 2 Z0 and y 2 AG. Moreover, x 62 Z�.If x G) y is implied by Axiom 5.23b, then x 2 Z0 and y 2 Z0 [ AG. Moreover,y 62 Z�.Indutive step.Suppose x G) y is dedued via Axiom 5.23a. Then y G) x an be proven withfewer dedutive steps.If x 2 AG, then x = x. By indutive hypothesis, y G) x implies y 2 Z+. Therefore,y 2 Z�.If y 2 AG, then y = y. By indutive hypothesis, y G) x implies x 2 Z�. Therefore,x 2 Z+.If x 2 Z� then x 2 Z+. By indutive hypothesis, y G) x implies y 2 Z+.Therefore, y 2 Z�.If y 2 Z+ then y 2 Z�. By indutive hypothesis, y G) x implies x 2 Z�. Therefore,x 2 Z+.Suppose x G) y is dedued via Axiom 5.23. Thenx = �(x1 � � �xn)y = �(y1 � � � yn)where � 6= inv is an operator of arity n � 1, and for some 1 � k � n,xk G) yk8j 6= k; xj = yjIf � 2 fqry ; pairg, then x and y are both in Z0, and moreover, neither x nor y is inZ�. Suppose � 62 fqry ; pairg. Let � = �(x1; � � �xk�1; v; xk+1; � � �xn). Then � 2 �,x = �(xk), y = �(yk), and xk G) yk is proven with fewer dedutive steps.If x 2 AG then xk 2 AG. By indutive hypothesis, yk 2 Z�. Therefore y 2 Z�.If y 2 AG then yk 2 AG. By indutive hypothesis, xk 2 Z+. Therefore x 2 Z+.If xk 2 Z� then x 2 Z�. By indutive hypothesis, yk 2 Z�. Therefore y 2 Z�.If yk 2 Z+ then y 2 Z+. By indutive hypothesis, xk 2 Z+. Therefore x 2 Z+.If x 2 Z� but xk 62 Z�, then �() 2 Z� for all  2 CG. Therefore y 2 Z�.If y 2 Z+ but yk 62 Z+, then �() 2 Z+ for all  2 CG. Therefore x 2 Z+.This ompletes the proof of the propositions. It follows immediately that, ifa 2 AG and  +G) a, then  2 Z+. But AG \ Z+ = ;, so  62 AG. 2101



The sets Z+ and Z� in the above proof are not neessarily disjoint. Most on�g-uration algebras will enompass peuliar on�gurations, suh as hx; yi � hx; yi (where\�" denotes onatenation), that belong to both sets. But sine on�gurations in Z+annot be derived from answers, and on�gurations in Z� annot derive answers, on-�gurations in Z+ \ Z� annot do either. Con�gurations that belong simultaneouslyto both sets are said to be improper.Theorem 5.12 If G is a RAG and x; y; z 2 AG, thenx : y �G) z i� hx; zi �G) y2Proof. Suppose G is a RAG, and x; y; z 2 AG.Suppose hx; zi �G) y. By Axiom 5.23a, y �G) hx; zi. But y 2 AG, so y = y andy �G) hx; zi. By Axiom 5.23, x : y �G) x : hx; zi. By Axiom 5.23d, x : hx; zi �G) z.Therefore x : y �G) z.On the other hand, suppose x : y �G) z. Of the four derivation axioms, only two ofthem an imply a derivation step with a left-hand side of the form  : d | Axioms 5.23and 5.23d. If suh a step is implied by the former axiom, its right side must also havethis form; if by the latter, its right side must be an answer.Sine z does not involve the query operator, at least one step in the derivationx : y �G) z must be implied by Axiom 5.23d. Thus,x : y �G) x0 : hx0; z0i G) z0 �G) zwhere x0; z0 2 AG. But beause of Theorem 5.11, the only way one answer an bederived from another is trivially. Therefore z0 = z, andx : y �G) x0 : hx0; zi G) zAll of the other steps of the derivation (besides, that is, the last) must be implied byAxiom 5.23, and so we must havex �G) x0y �G) hx0; ziAgain by Theorem 5.11, x = x0. But then y �G) hx; zi, and by Axiom 5.23a, hx; zi �G) y.2
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Chapter 6Sublasses of RAGsThe unrestrited RAG model was onsiously made far more general than is ordinarilyneessary or desirable. This hapter identi�es a number of RAG well-behavednessriteria. Subsequent to this hapter (and prior to Chapter 5), all RAGs are assumedto satisfy these riteria unless otherwise stated.6.1 Stepwise deidabilityOne of the design objetives for the RAG model was an \elementary" derivationstep relation (x4.1.4). Despite its fairly straightforward de�nition (5.23, in x5.3), thederivation step relation of an unrestrited RAG is not neessarily Turing-deidable.De�nition 6.1 A RAG G is stepwise deidable i� the derivation step relation G)over CG is Turing-deidable. 2That is, G is stepwise deidable i� the language fh1; 2i j 1 G) 2g is reursive.This property is not in itself suÆient for pratial use of the model. Some rathernasty omputational anomalies an lurk in the underlying framework of a stepwisedeidable RAG. Therefore a stronger ondition is alled for.De�nition 6.2 A RAG G is strongly stepwise deidable i� �G is a partial reursivefuntion and equivalene of polynomials over CG is Turing-deidable. (Polynomials� and �0 are equivalent over CG, denoted � �CG �0, i� �CG = �0CG .) 2There is nothing in the de�nition of unrestrited RAG (De�nition 5.22 in x5.3) thatrequires any �G(a) to be a �nite set. However, strong stepwise deidability does sorequire (beause �G must be partial reursive, and a Turing mahine an't produean in�nitely long output in �nite time).It is onjetured that there exist stepwise deidable RAGs that fail both riteriafor strong stepwise deidability, and stepwise deidable RAGs that satisfy either oneritierion while failing the other. None of these laims will be further investigated103



here. The existene of stepwise deidable RAGs that satisfy both riteria |i.e., arestrongly stepwise deidable| is proven by example many times in the urrent thesis.Moreover,Theorem 6.1 Every strongly stepwise deidable RAG is stepwise deidable. 2Proof. To paraphrase the theorem: Suppose G is a strongly stepwise deidableRAG, and terms over CG are represented in some �nite way (so that their struturean be analyzed in �nite time). Then the following prediate D is Turing-deidable.8 terms x; y over CG; D(x; y) i� evalCG(x) G) evalCG(y)where, as desribed in x5.2.1, evalCG is the evaluation funtion for CG (i.e., it mapseah term over CG into its value in CG). Assuming G and a representation of termsas above, it will be shown that D an be deided algorithmially in �nite time.A term � over CG denotes an answer i� it does not use the query or pairingoperator. By assumption, this an be determined in �nite time.Therefore, it is possible to rewrite any term in �nite time so as to eliminate allunneessary ourrenes of the inverse operator. (Double inversions are unneessary,beause  =  for all  2 CG; inversions of answers are unneessary, beause a = afor all a 2 AG.)The leading operator of a term � over CG is the unique operator � suh that� = �(T ) for some n-tuple T of terms, n � 0. By assumption, the leading operatorof a term an be determined in �nite time.Suppose x and y are terms over CG. Without loss of generality, assume that x andy ontain no unneessary inversions. D(x; y) must be implied by one of Axioms 5.23a{5.23d. The four ases will be onsidered separately, as four prediates D1; � � �D4.Case 1: D(x; y) implied by Axiom 5.23a.If the leading operator of y is inv , let y = y0. Otherwise, D1(x; y) is false.If x denotes an answer, let x = x0. If the leading operator of x is inv , let x = x0.Otherwise, D1(x; y) is false.If x0 and y0 have been de�ned suessfully, then D1(x; y) = D(y0; x0). This sim-pli�es the problem, sine y0 is simpler than y, and x0 is not less simple than x.Case 2: D(x; y) implied by Axiom 5.23b.If the leading operator of x is not pair , then D2(x; y) is false. Otherwise, letx = ha; qi. If a does not denote an answer, then D2(x; y) is false.Let y = �(hq1; a1i; � � � hqn; ani), where � is a polynomial that does not use operatorpair , and n � 0. (Every term over CG has exatly one representation in this form,up to hange of variables in �.) If any of the ak are not answers, then D2(x; y) isfalse.Compute �G(a), and onsider in turn eah unbound rule r 2 �G(a). If r has moreor less than n pairs on its rhs, then r annot imply D2(x; y). Suppose r has exatly104



n pairs on its rhs. Let fv0; � � � vng be the variables of r, in order. Generate a boundrule r0 by assigning v0 = a, and vk = ak for all 1 � k � n. D2(x; y) is implied by ri� the rhs of r0 is �CG to y and the lhs of r0 is �CG to ha; qi.D2(x; y) is true i� it is implied by some r 2 �G(a).Case 3: D(x; y) implied by Axiom 5.23.For any given term z, there are a �nite number (up to hange of variables) ofdeompositions of z of the form z = �(z0), where � is a unary polynomial with onlyone ourrene of the variable, and z 6= z0. Call these proper deompositions of z.Given z, all proper deompositions of z an be enumerated in �nite time.Suppose x = �x(x0) and y = �y(y0) are proper deompositions. D3(x; y) isimplied via these deompositions i� D(x0; y0), and �x(x0) �CG �y(x0) or �x(y0) �CG�y(y0) or both. By de�nition of proper deomposition, x0 and y0 are simpler than xand y.D3(x; y) is true i� it is implied by some hoie of proper deompositions.Case 4: D(x; y) implied by Axiom 5.23d.If x does not have the form x = a0 : ha1; a2i, then D4(x; y) is false. Otherwise,let the ak be as shown. If the ak do not all denote answers, then D4(x; y) is false.Otherwise, D4(x; y) i� a0 �CG a1 and a2 �CG y.D(x; y) i� D1(x; y) or D2(x; y) or D3(x; y) or D4(x; y). Eah of the four ases hasbeen either deided or redued to a �nite number of simpler problems, in �nite time.By indution, D(x; y) an be deided in �nite time. 26.2 Answer enapsulation6.2.1 Weak answer-enapsulationThe onept of enapsulation entails a distintion between publi and private infor-mation. The publi information for an answer domain AG is aptured by relation �Gin the following de�nition.De�nition 6.3 An answer-equivalene for a RAG G is an equivalene relation �on AG suh that, for all x; x0; y; z 2 AG, if x � x0 and x : y �G) z then there existsz0 2 AG suh that z � z0 and x0 : y �G) z0.�G denotes the union of all answer-equivalenes for G. That is, for all x; y 2 AG,x �G y i� there exists an answer-equivalene � for G suh that x � y. 2Relation �G, the union of all answer-equivalenes, is itself an answer-equivalene. Toprove this, the following lemma is needed.105



Lemma 6.2 If E and F are answer-equivalenes for RAG G, then the transitivelosure of their union is also an answer-equivalene for G. 2Proof. Suppose E and F are answer-equivalenes for RAG G. Let �0 be theunion of relations E and F , and � the transitive losure of �0.Sine every answer-equivalene is an equivalene relation, E and F are both re-exive. Therefore, �0 and � are reexive.Suppose x; x0 2 AG, x 6= x0, and x � x0. By de�nition of transitive losure, theremust be a �nite sequene of answers x0; � � �xn 2 AG, n � 1, suh thatx = x0 �0 x1 �0 � � � �0 xn�1 �0 xn = x0Sine E and F are both symmetri, �0 is symmetri; henex0 = xn �0 xn�1 �0 � � � �0 x1 �0 x0 = xThus x0 � x, and � is symmetri. By onstrution, � is transitive. As already noted,� is reexive. Hene � is an equivalene relation.Suppose further that y; z 2 AG and x : y �G) z. Sine E and F are answer-equivalenes, there must exist a sequene of answers z0 � � � zn 2 AG suh thatz = z0 �0 z1 �0 � � � �0 zn�1 �0 znx0 : y �G) z0x1 : y �G) z1...xn�1 : y �G) zn�1xn : y �G) znThus, z � zn and x0 : y �G) zn, as required. Therefore � is an answer-equivalene. 2Theorem 6.3 For every RAG G, �G is an answer-equivalene. 2Proof. Suppose G is a RAG.Trivially, equality on AG is an answer-equivalene. Therefore �G is reexive.Suppose x; y 2 AG and x �G y. Then there exists an answer-equivalene � suhthat x � y. Sine � is an equivalene relation, y � x. So �G is symmetri.Suppose x; y; z 2 AG, x �G y and x �G z. Then there are answer-equivalenesY and Z suh that xY y and xZz. Let � be the transitive losure of the union of Yand Z. Then y � z, and by the lemma, � is an answer-equivalene. So y �G z, and�G is transitive. Hene �G is an equivalene relation.Finally, suppose x; x0; y; z 2 AG, x �G x0, and x : y �G) z. Then there existsan answer-equivalene � suh that x � x0, and by de�nition of answer-equivalene,9z0 2 AG suh that z � z0 and x0 : y �G) z0. But then z �G z0. Hene �G is ananswer-equivalene. 2 106



Corollary 6.4 Suppose G is a RAG. For all terminals x; y 2 TG, x �G y i�x = y. 2Proof. Suppose G is a RAG, x; y 2 TG, and x �G y. By the de�nition ofunrestrited RAG, there exists some z 2 TG suh that�G(x) = fhv0; zi ! xg�G(y) = fhv0; zi ! ygTherefore, x : x �G) z. Sine x �G y, there must exist some z0 2 AG suh that z � z0and y : x �G) z0. But the only derivation of this form is y : y �G) z. Hene y = x. 2Intuitively, x �G y i� x and y generate the same syntax and assign it the samesemantis; that is, i� x and y have the same \publi interfae". Enapsulation meansthat private information annot be publily aessed: that when x and y have thesame publi interfae, they are freely interhangeable in any ontext. Formally,De�nition 6.4 Suppose G is a RAG, and � an n-ary operator in AG. � is G-safei� G has the following property: If ai; bi 2 AG and ai �G bi for all 1 � i � n, then�(a1; � � �an) �G �(b1; � � � bn).A RAG G is weakly answer-enapsulated i� all of the operators in AG are G-safe.2In other words, G is weakly answer-enapsulated i� �G is a ongruene.1A virtue of weak answer-enapsulation is that it failitates reliable (read: provable)regulation of information ow between di�erent parts of a grammar |and, therefore,between di�erent parts of a program. Some possible rami�ations will be suggestedin x7.2.3.The following lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 6.8 in x6.3.1.Lemma 6.5 Suppose G is a RAG, and � is an operator of arity zero in AG. Then� is G-safe. 2Proof. Suppose G and � as in the lemma. Sine � has arity zero, there is onlyone hoie of arguments for �, namely the empty tuple, hi. As already noted, equalityis trivially an answer-equivalene; hene � �G �. Thus, the riterion for G-safenessin De�nition 6.4 is satis�ed. 26.2.2 Strong answer-enapsulationIn order to make it easier to prove weak answer-enapsulation, the riterion of G-safeness will now be generalized, so that an operator an be proven safe over anentire lass of RAGs. In the proess, a stronger riterion for grammars, alled stronganswer-enapsulation, will be developed.1Congruene on an algebra was de�ned in x5.2.4, De�nition 5.15.107



De�nition 6.5 Suppose � is a signature, suh that every �n is ountably in�nite,and � does not inlude the query, pairing, or inverse operator. A RAG G isonsistent with � i� the signature �AG of the answer algebra of G is ontained in�, that is, �AG � �. The lass of all RAGs onsistent with � is denoted G�.A rule equation over � is an ordered pair e = h�; �i, where � 2 �n for somen � 0, and � is a 2n-ary funtion as follows. Let A� be the term algebra over �.Let R� be the lass of all unbound rules over all G 2 G�. Then� : (A� � P(R�))n ! P(R�)e is said to speify �.Suppose e = h�; �i is a rule equation over �, and G 2 G�. Then G satis�es ei� � is an n-ary operator in AG and, for all terms �1; � � � �n over AG,�G(�(�1; � � � �n)) = �(�1; �G(evalAG(�1)); � � � �n; �G(evalAG(�n)))2Rule equations are usually not written as ordered pairs. In keeping with theonventions desribed in x4.2.2 (Example 4.1), a rule equation h�; �i with ar(�) � 1is represented as an equation of the form�(�(a1; � � �an)) = �(a1; �(a1); � � �an; �(an))where the arguments a1; � � �an are understood to be universally quanti�ed over AG.For example (from x4.3, Example 4.3):�(star(a)) = � hv0; �i ! �hv0; v1v2i ! ha; v1ihstar(a); v2i �In the ommon ase that ar(�) = 0 and �() = fr1; � � � rmg, one may use the short-hand notation�: r1r2...rmas in (from x4.2.2, Example 4.1):S: hv0; �i ! �hv0; �i ! ahv0; v1ib 108



De�nition 6.6 A RAG framework (or simply a framework) is an ordered pairF = h�; Ei, where E is a set of rule equations over signature �, and every �nontains a ountably in�nite number of operators not spei�ed by any e 2 E .F spei�es an operator � i� there exists some e 2 E suh that e spei�es �. ARAG G satis�es F i� G is onsistent with � and satis�es all e 2 E . The lass of allRAGs onsistent with F is denoted GF . F is satis�able i� the lass GF is nonempty.2Note that a framework F = h�; Ei is satis�able i� there are no two rule equations inE that speify the same operator.Under most irumstanes, the signature � is inidental. A typial rule equationan be de�ned without spei�ally naming more than a �nite number of operatorsfrom �, as in the example above (whih uses only binary onatenation, unary star ,and onstant �). By onvention, it is onsidered suÆient in ordinary usage to ensurethat all operators are used onsistently, i.e., always with the same arity; the existeneof a suitable signature � is assumed, and operators from this hypothetial signatureare invented on demand.De�nition 6.7 Suppose F is a framework. Then F is safe i� F is satis�able and,for all G 2 GF , every operator spei�ed by F is G-safe.A rule equation e over signature � is safe i� the framework h�; fegi is safe.A RAG G is strongly answer-enapsulated i� there exists a safe framework Fsuh that G 2 GF , and every operator � in AG is spei�ed by F . 2The following theorem is a trivial onsequene of the above de�nitions.Theorem 6.6 Every strongly answer-enapsulated RAG is weakly answer-enap-sulated. 26.3 Proofs of answer-enapsulationIn this setion, it is proved that all of the RAG frameworks presented in the thesis|exepting x6.3.3, below| are safe. The primary intent of the setion is to provideinsight into the nature of safe frameworks (although, of ourse, it is of no little interestto know that all of the RAGs in the thesis are strongly answer-enapsulated).The majority of the rule equations in the thesis are overed by the general theoremsin x6.3.1. However, no general haraterization of safe frameworks is forthoming.Theorem 6.10 of x6.3.1 is tedious to state, let alone prove, and would be far worseif generalized to handle additional issues suh as irular rules or self-refereningoperators.Subsetion 6.3.2 provides safeness proofs for all those frameworks presented in thethesis that do not fall under the aegis of the theorems in x6.3.1. Subsetion 6.3.3gives an example of an inherently unsafe rule equation.109



6.3.1 General theoremsThree theorems are proven in this subsetion. Theorems 6.7 and 6.8 are simple nearlyto the point of triviality. In onstrast, Theorem 6.10 is (as already remarked) rathertedious.Theorem 6.7 If h�; E1i and h�; E2i are safe frameworks, and F = h�; E1 [ E2i isa satis�able framework, then F is safe. 2Proof. Suppose F1 = h�; E1i and F2 = h�; E2i are safe frameworks, andF = h�; E1 [ E2i is a satis�able framework. Further, suppose G 2 GF . Then byDe�nition 6.6, G must satisfy all of the rule equations in E1[E2, hene G 2 GF1 andG 2 GF2 . Sine F1 and F2 are both safe, every operator spei�ed in E1 [ E2 must beG-safe. But then by De�nition 6.7, F is safe. 2Theorem 6.8 Suppose e = h�; �i is a rule equation over �, and � 2 �0. ThenF = h�; fegi is a safe framework (that is, e is safe). 2Proof. By De�nition 6.5, � must have a ountably in�nite number of operatorsof eah arity; therefore, by De�nition 6.6, F is a framework. No onit an ourbetween rule equations in F , beause e is the only rule equation in F ; hene F issatis�able. If G 2 GF is a RAG that satis�es F , then by Lemma 6.5, � is G-safe;therefore, F is a safe framework. 2The third theorem involves the auxiliary onept of a safe rule form.De�nition 6.8 Suppose F = h�; Ei is an answer framework, and � � � is thesignature made up of exatly those operators spei�ed by F . Then the set ofsafe query forms over F , denoted QF , is the minimal set satisfying the followingonditions. (Throughout, all variables are assumed to be disjoint from �.)1. If � is a polynomial over �, then � 2 QF .2. If � is a term over �, and e 2 QF , then (e : �) 2 QF .3. If n � 1, � 2 �n, and e1; � � � en 2 QF , then �(e1; � � � en) 2 QF . 2This de�nition may also be usefully understood in terms of what it does not allow.A safe query form over F is a polynomial over the query algebra orresponding to�, suh that (1) no variable ours on the right side of a query operator, and (2) nooperator in � � � ours anywhere exept on the right side of a query operator.Lemma 6.9 Suppose F is an answer framework, e 2 QF a safe query form of arityn over F , and G 2 GF a RAG that uses all the operators in e. Further, suppose thatfor all 1 � i � n, ai; bi 2 AG and ai �G bi. For all a0 2 AG, if e(a1; � � �an) �G) a0then there exists some b0 2 AG suh that e(b1; � � � bn) �G) b0 and b0 �G a0. 2110



Proof. Suppose F et. as in the lemma. Let F = h�; Ei, and let � be thesignature made up of exatly those operators spei�ed by F . Proeed by indutionon the struture of e.Base ase. e 2 QF is a polynomial over �. Let a = e(a1; � � �an) and b =e(b1; � � � bn). Sine all of the operators in � are G-safe, a �G b. The lemma isthen satis�ed by trivial derivations a �G) a and b �G) b.Indutive step. e 2 QF has the form (e0 : �) or �(e1; � � � em).Suppose e = (e0 : �), where e0 is a safe query form over F , and � is a term over�. Thus, e(a1; � � �an) = e0(a1; � � �an) : � . By supposition, e0(a1; � � �an) : � �G) a0. Thisderivation involves the elimination of a query operator; so, by the de�nition of theRAG derivation step relation (De�nition 5.23 in x5.3), there must be some a00 2 AGsuh thate0(a1; � � �an) : � �G) a00 : � �G) a0and e0(a1; � � �an) �G) a00. By indutive hypothesis, the latter derivation implies thatthere must exist some b00 2 AG suh that e0(b1; � � � bn) �G) b00 and a00 �G b00. By thede�nition of answer-equivalene (De�nition 6.3 in x6.2.1), a00 : � �G) a0 implies thatthere exists some b0 2 AG suh that b00 : � �G) b0. Thus,e0(b1; � � � bn) : � �G) b00 : � �G) b0On the other hand, suppose e = �(e1; � � � em), where m = ar(�) and, for all1 � j � m, ej 2 QF . By supposition,�(e1(a1; � � �an); � � � em(a1; � � �an)) �G) aBy the de�nition of the RAG derivation step relation, there must be some a01; � � �a0m 2AG suh that a = �(a01; � � �a0m) and, for all 1 � j � m, ej(a1; � � �an) �G) a0j. Byindutive hypothesis, these derivations imply that there must exist some b01; � � � b0m 2AG suh that for all 1 � j � m, ej(b1; � � � bn) �G) b0j and a0j �G b0j. Thus,�(e1(b1; � � � bn); � � � em(b1; � � � bn)) �G) �(b01; � � � b0m)Moreover, � 2 �, therefore � is G-safe, and �(b01; � � � b0m) �G a. 2De�nition 6.9 Suppose F = h�; Ei is an answer framework, � � � is the signa-ture made up of exatly those operators spei�ed by F , and X is a variable set over�. Further, suppose r is an unbound rulehv0; e0i ! �(he1; v1i; � � � hen; vni)where V = fv0; � � � vng is disjoint from �(X), � is a polynomial over �, and, for all0 � k � n, ek 2 QF is a safe query form in variables X [ V � fv0g over �. Let /rbe the minimal binary relation over X [ V suh that111



1. For all 1 � k � n and u 2 (X [ V ), if u ours in ek then u /r vk.2. For all x; y; z 2 X [ V , if x /r y and y /r z then x /r z.If there do not exist any v 2 V and x 2 X suh that v /r v and x /r v, then r is asafe rule form over F parameterized by X.The set of all safe rule forms over F parameterized by X is denoted RF ;X . 2In other words, r is an unbound rule, using operators from �(X), suh that the ekare safe query forms over F , and any vk that is dependent on some x 2 X is not alsodependent on itself.Theorem 6.10 Suppose F = h�; Ei is a safe framework; � � � the signaturemade up of exatly those operators spei�ed by F ; � 2 ��� an operator of arityn not spei�ed by F ; X = fx1; � � �xng a variable set over �; and R � RF ;X a setof safe rule forms over F parameterized by X. Let e be the following rule equationover �.�(�(x1; � � �xn)) = RThen F 0 = h�; E [ fegi is a safe framework. 2Proof. Suppose F et. as in the theorem. Sine F is a framework, � � �must have a ountably in�nite number of operators of eah arity; therefore, F 0 is aframework. Sine � is not spei�ed by F , e annot onit with any of the other ruleequations in E ; so sine F is satis�able, F 0 must also be satis�able.Suppose G 2 GF 0 , and, for all 1 � i � n, ai; bi 2 AG and ai �G bi. Leta = �AG(a1; � � �an) and b = �AG(b1; � � � bn). Further, suppose that a : t �G) a0 for somet; a0 2 AG. It will be shown that there must exist some b0 2 AG suh that a0 �G b0and b : t �G) b0.Sine a : t �G) a0, by Theorem 5.12, ha; a0i �G) t. By the de�nition of the RAGderivation step relation, there must be some unbound rule r 2 �G(a) and somebound rule (ha; qi ! ) 2 �G(r) suh that q �G) a0 and  �G) t, thusha; a0i �G) ha; qi G)  �G) tSine G satis�es the rule equation �(�(x1; � � �xn)) = R, there must be a safe ruleform hv0; e0i ! �(he1; v1i; � � � hem; vmi)in R suh that substituting xi = ai for all 1 � i � n throughout the rule form yieldsthe unbound rule r. Moreover, there must exist answers a01; � � �a0m 2 AG suh thatsubstituting v0 = a and vj = a0j for all 1 � j � m throughout r yields the boundrule ha; qi ! . 112



By the de�nition of the RAG derivation step relation, = �(hq1; a01i; � � � hqm; a0mi)t = �(t1; � � � tm)where, for all 1 � j � m, hqj; a0ji �G) tj, and thus, again by Theorem 5.12, qj : tj �G) a0j.Let r0 be the unbound rule that results from substituting xi = bi for all 1 � i � nthroughout the same rule form as above. An assignment of values b0j to variables vjin r0 will now be shown, suh that all b0j �G a0j, and t is derivable from the right sideof the resulting bound rule.Let b00 = b. For all 1 � j � m, if vj / vj then let b0j = a0j. There are no irulardependenies between the remaining variables. Choose one of these variables vj, suhthat values have already been hosen for all variables on whih vj depends, that is,all v 2 V suh that v / vj.Let pj be the value obtained from ej by substituting for all x 2 X and allpreviously seleted v 2 V , as above. All of these previous substitutions used values�G to the values that yielded qj from ej, and by supposition, ej is a safe queryform over F . Therefore, by Lemma 6.9, there must exist some b0j �G a0j suh thatpj : tj �G) b0j.Repeat the proedure until all b0j have been seleted. Finally, applying Lemma 6.9to the value p0 obtained from e0, there must exist some b0 � a0 suh that p0 �G) b0.Putting all these results together,hb; b0i �G) hb; p0i G) �(hp1; b01i; � � � hpm; b0mi) �G) �(t1; � � � tm) = tThus, b : t �G) b0. 2It was essential to the above proof that the de�nition of safe rule form prohibitsthe use of v0 in the ej. For suppose that v0 ourred in some ej. The values assignedto v0 are a and b. But Lemma 6.9 annot be applied unless all the orrespondingarguments to ej are known to be answer-equivalent; and the whole point of the proofwas to establish that a �G b.To put it another way: The essene of a safe rule form would not be hanged bysubstituting v0 = �(x1; � � �xn) throughout the query forms ej. But � 62 �, thus � isnot known to be G-safe. Again, showing � G-safe is the purpose of the proof.6.3.2 Other safe frameworksThere are six rule equations presented in the thesis that are not overed by thetheorems of the preeding subsetion. One of these (rule equation 6.4, x6.3.3) ispresented spei�ally as an example of an unsafe rule equation. The others are:� binary onatenation, whose equation (to be onstruted below) does not use arule form. 113



� unary star , from Example 4.3, x4.3, and unary del-list , from Example 4.4, x4.3,eah of whih is self-referening.� binary and and unary del , from Example 4.4, x4.3, eah of whih uses a variableon the right side of a query.The binary onatenation operatorIn the introdution to rule funtions in x4.2.2, no attempt was made to provide a ruleequation for the binary onatenation operator, even though rule equations were pro-vided for several other anonial operators (Proposition 4.1). Instead, onatenationwas desribed indiretly, by Propositions 4.2{4.3:1. For all ak; bk 2 AG, if ha0; a1i �G) a2 and hb0; b2i �G) b2 then ha0b0; a1b1i �G) a2b2.2. For all a0; b0; w1; w2 2 AG, if ha0b0; w1i �G) w2, then there exist a1; a2; b1; b2 2 AGsuh that a1b1 = w1, a2b2 = w2, ha0; a1i �G) a2 and hb0; b1i �G) b2.If these were the only onstraints on onatenation, they ould be satis�ed by therule equation�(a1 � a2) = � hv0; v1v2i ! ha1; v1iha2; v2i 	By Theorem 6.10, this rule equation is safe.Unfortunately, the situation is ompliated by two additional onstraints, neitherof whih is satis�ed by the above rule equation.3. For all a1; a2; a3 2 AG, �G((a1a2)a3) = �G(a1(a2a3)).4. There exists z 2 AG suh that, for all (t1t2) 2 TG,�G(t1) = fhv0; zi ! t1g�G(t2) = fhv0; zi ! t2g�G(t1t2) = fhv0; zi ! t1t2gThe former onstraint arises from the assoiativity of onatenation, the latter fromthe de�nition of unrestrited RAG (De�nition 5.22, x5.3).In order to formulate a rule equation onsistent with all four onstraints, thefollowing auxiliary de�nition is introdued.De�nition 6.10 Suppose r is an unbound rule with variables fv0; � � � vng, and r0is an unbound rule with variables fv00; � � � v0mg. Then the onatenation of r and r0,denoted r � r0, is an unbound rule as follows.Let fvn+1; � � � vn+mg be variables distint from all operators and variables in bothrules. Let r00 be the unbound rule obtained from r0 by substituting v00 = v0 and,for all 1 � i � m, v0i = vn+i. Finally, let e0; e000 be the unique query polynomials,114



and �; �00 the unique on�guration polynomials, suh that r = (hv0; e0i ! �) andr00 = (hv0; e000i ! �00). Thenr � r0 = hv0; e0 � e000i ! � � �002Tehnially, this de�nition is unique only up to hoie of the variables vn+1; � � �vn+m.This is onsidered suÆient beause, as noted earlier (following De�nition 5.20, x5.3),unbound rules are normally onsidered idential if they di�er only in their hoie ofvariables.The following rule equation for onatenation is onsistent with all four of thedesired onstraints.�(a1 � a2) = f r1 � r2 j r1 2 �(a1) and r2 2 �(a2) g (6.1)Moreover,Theorem 6.11 Rule equation 6.1 is safe. 2For the proof of this theorem, it is onvenient to separate out the following lemma.Lemma 6.12 Suppose G is a RAG that satis�es rule equation 6.1, a1; a2; t; a0 2AG, and (a1a2) : t �G) a0. Then there must exist t1; t2; a01; a02 2 AG suh that t = t1t2,a0 = a01a02, a1 : t1 �G) a01, and a2 : t2 �G) a02. 2Proof. Suppose G et. as in the lemma.By the de�nition of the RAG derivation relation, sine (a1a2) : t �G) a0, there mustexist an unbound rule r 2 �G(a1 �a2) and a bound rule (ha1 � a2; qi ! ) 2 �G(r) suhthat q �G) a0 and  �G) t, thusha1a2; a0i �G) ha1a2; qi G)  �G) a0By the rule equation, there must exist unbound rules r1 2 �G(a1) and r2 2 �G(a2),and bound rules (ha1; q1i ! 1) 2 �G(r1) and (ha2; q2i ! 2) 2 �G(r2), suh thatq = q1 � q2 and  = 1 � 2.Again by the de�nition of the RAG derivation relation, sine (q1 � q2) �G) a0 theremust exist a01; a02 2 AG suh that a0 = a01 � a02, q1 �G) a01, and q2 �G) a02. Likewise, sine(1 � 2) �G) t, there must exist t1; t2 2 AG suh that t = t1 � t2, 1 �G) t1, and 2 �G) t2.Thus, a1 : t1 �G) a01a2 : t2 �G) a02as required by the lemma. 2 115



Proof. (Theorem 6.11) Suppose G is a RAG that satis�es rule equation 6.1. Let� be the unique binary relation over AG suh that, for all a; b 2 AG, a � b i� thereexist a1; a2; b1; b2 2 AG suh that a = a1a2, b = b1b2, a1 �G b1, and a2 �G b2. It willbe shown that � is an answer-equivalene; hene the binary onatenation operatoris G-safe; hene the rule equation is safe.Suppose a1; a2; b1; b2; t; a0 2 AG, a1 �G b1, a2 �G b2, and (a1 � a2) : t �G) a0. By thelemma, there must exist t1; t2; a01; a02 2 AG suh that t = t1t2, a0 = a01a02, a1 : t1 �G) a01,and a2 : t2 �G) a02. By the de�nition of answer-equivalene, there must exist b01; b02 2 AGsuh that b1 : t1 �G) b01 and b2 : t2 �G) b02. By the rule equation, (b1b2) : t �G) b01b02. 2The unary star operatorThe unary star operator was de�ned in Example 4.3, x4.3, by the rule equation�(star(a)) = � hv0; �i ! �hv0; v1v2i ! ha; v1ihstar(a); v2i � (6.2)In and of itself, this rule equation is not safe; that is, a framework ontaining this ruleequation and no other would not be safe. However, it does form a safe frameworkwhen taken in ombination with the rule equation for onatenation.Theorem 6.13 Suppose F = h�; Ei is a framework, and E onsists exatly of ruleequations 6.1 and 6.2. Then F is safe. 2Proof. Suppose F et. as in the theorem. Sine the rule equations do notonit, F is satis�able. Suppose G 2 GF is a RAG that satis�es F , a; b; t; a0 2 AG,star(a) : t �G) a0, and a �G b. It will be shown that there must exist some b0 2 AGsuh that star(b) : t �G) b0 and a0 �G b0.Sine star(a) : t �G) a0, rule equation 6.2 implies by indution that, for some n �0, there exist t1; � � � tn 2 AG and a01; � � �a0n 2 AG suh that t = t1t2 � � � tn, a0 =a01a02 � � �a0n, and, for all 1 � i � n, a : ti �G) a0i. But a �G b, therefore there mustexist b01; � � � b0n 2 AG suh that, for all 1 � i � n, b : ti �G) b0i. Let b0 = b01b02 � � � b0n.Rule equation 6.2 implies by indution that b : t �G) b0. Theorem 6.11 guarantees thata0 �G b0. 2Note that, in general, it annot be assumed that binary onatenation is assoia-tive. In the three strings in the proof (t, a0, and b0), onatenation is grouped to theright, i.e., t = t1 � (t2 � (� � � (tn�1tn) � � �)) and so on.The binary and operatorThe binary and operator was de�ned in Example 4.4, x4.3, by the rule equation�(and(a1; a2)) = � hv0; (a1 : v1) � (a2 : v1)i ! hstar(eho); v1i 	 (6.3)116



Like rule equation 6.2, this rule equation is not safe in itself, but does form a safeframework in ombination with the rule equation for onatenation.Theorem 6.14 Suppose F = h�; Ei is a framework, and E onsists exatly of ruleequations 6.1 and 6.3. Then F is safe. 2Proof. Suppose F et. as in the theorem. Sine the rule equations do not on-it, F is satis�able. Suppose G 2 GF is a RAG that satis�es F , a1; a2; b1; b2; t; a0 2AG, and(a1; a2) : t �G) a0, a1 �G b1 and a2 �G b2. It will be shown that there mustexist some b0 2 AG suh that and(b1; b2) : t �G) b0 and a0 �G b0.By rule equation 6.3, and(a1; a2) : t �G) a0 implies that there must exist somet0 2 AG suh that star(eho) : t �G) t0 and (a1 : t0) � (a2 : t0) �G) a0, thushand(a1; a2); a0i �G) hand(a1; a2); (a1 : t0) � (a2 : t0)i G) hstar(eho); t0i �G) tSine (a1 : t0) � (a2 : t0) �G) a0, there must (by de�nition of the RAG derivation relation)be some a01; a02 2 AG suh that a0 = a01 � a02, a1 : t0 �G) a01, and a2 : t0 �G) a02. Buta1 �G b1 and a2 �G b2, therefore there must exist b01; b02 2 AG suh that b1 : t0 �G) b01,b2 : t0 �G) b02, a01 �G b02, and a02 �G b02. Let b0 = b01 � b02. By Theorem 6.11, onatenationis G-safe; therefore, b0 �G a0.By rule equation 6.3, hand(b1; b2); (b1 : t0) � (b2 : t0)i G) hstar(eho); t0i. But it isalready known that hstar(eho); t0i �G) t and (b1 : t0) � (b2 : t0) �G) b0. Therefore,hand(b1; b2); b0i �G) hand(b1; b2); (b1 : t0) � (b2 : t0)i G) hstar(eho); t0i �G) tIn short, and(b1; b2) : t �G) b0. 2The unary del operatorThe unary del operator was de�ned in Example 4.4, x4.3, by the rule equation�(del(e)) = 8<: hv0; ombine(e;make-env : v1)i! \int" heho � star(eho); v1ih(e : undef ) : v1; v2i \;" 9=; (6.3A)Again, this rule equation is not safe in itself, but forms a safe framework when om-bined with ertain other rule equations. Spei�ally, suÆient rule equations areneeded to establish the safety of those operators in 6.3A that have variable arguments:onatenation (rule equation 6.1), and ombine. The safety of ombine requires, inturn, and (rule equation 6.3) and t.�(ombine(a; b)) = � hv0; and(a : undef ; b : undef )i ! undefhv0; (a : def ) t (b : def )i ! def � (6.3B)�(a t b) = � hv0; v1i ! ha; v1ihv0; v2i ! hb; v2i � (6.3C)117



Theorem 6.14A Suppose F = h�; Ei is a framework, and E onsists exatly ofrule equations 6.1, 6.3, 6.3A, 6.3B, and 6.3C. Then F is safe. 2Proof. Suppose F et. as in the theorem. The rule equations don't onit, soF is satis�able. By previous theorems of this setion, all the spei�ed operators of Fother than del are safe (Theorems 6.7, 6.8, 6.10, 6.11, and 6.14); so it only remainsto show that if the others are safe, so is del .Suppose G 2 GF is a RAG that satis�es F , a; b; t; a0 2 AG, del(a) : t �G) a0, anda �G b. It will be shown that there must exist some b0 2 AG suh that del(b) : t �G) b0and a0 �G b0.By rule equation 6.3A, there exist t1; t2; t01; t02; e 2 AG suh thatt = \int" t1 t2 \;"heho � star(eho); t01i �G) t1h(a : undef ) : t01; t02i �G) t2make-env : t01 �G) eSine a �G b, for any answer derived from a : undef there is an �G answer derivedfrom b : undef . Therefore, sine t01 is aepted by the former, it must be aeptedby the latter, and for any answer derived from (a : undef ) : t01 there must be an �Ganswer derived from (b : undef ) : t01, andh(a : undef ) : t01; t002i �G) t2(It also happens that t002 �G t02, but sine t02 is disarded, we don't need that result.)Therefore, del(b) : t �G) ombine(b; e), so it only remains to show that ombine(b; e)�G ombine(a; e); but this follows from the safety of ombine. 2The unary del-list operatorThe unary del-list operator was de�ned in Example 4.4, x4.3, by the rule equation�(del-list(e)) = � hv0; ei ! �hv0; v2i ! hdel(e); v1i hdel-list(v1); v2i � (6.3D)Sine this rule uses del with a variable parameter, the safe framework will have toinlude all the rule equations from Theorem 6.14A.Theorem 6.14B Suppose F = h�; Ei is a framework, and E onsists exatly ofrule equations 6.1, 6.3, 6.3A, 6.3B, 6.3C, and 6.3D. Then F is safe. 2The proof is substantially similar to that of Theorem 6.13 (for operator star),with some added verbosity beause the delarations in the sequene don't all use thesame meta-syntax. 118



6.3.3 Unsafe frameworksIn the early stages of development of the RAG model, the author identi�ed three ele-mentary binary answer operators as being partiularly useful: onatenation, union,and mapping. The original intent of the mapping operator was merely to allow theonstrution of onventional namespaes, i.e., simple mappings from names to values.For this purpose, the following rule equation was envisioned.�([a; b℄) = � hv0; bi ! a 	 (6.4)Cf. the rule equation for the mapping operator in Proposition 4.1, x4.2.2.Subsequent investigation showed, however, that rule equation 6.4 leads to somedisturbing anomalies. Spei�ally, in ombination with onatenation and union, itallows the onstrution of a \deompiler" for any given grammar: an answer thatperforms an injetive (one-to-one) map from answers into terminal strings. Thisobservation led diretly to the onept of strong answer-enapsulation.Theorem 6.15 Every framework that inludes rule equation 6.4 is unsafe. 2Proof. Suppose F = h�; Ei is a framework that inludes rule equation 6.4. IfF is not satis�able, by de�nition it is not safe. Suppose F is satis�able.Let � 2 �0 be an operator not spei�ed by F . Let e be the following rule equation.�(�) = � hv0; �i ! � 	Let F 0 = h�; E [ fegi. Sine F is a framework, �0 ontains a ountably in�nitenumber of operators not spei�ed by F , hene a ountably in�nite number of operatorsnot spei�ed by F 0. Thus, F 0 is a framework. Sine � is not spei�ed by F , e doesnot onit with E ; sine F is satis�able, E has no internal onits. Thus, F 0 issatis�able. Suppose G 2 GF 0 is a RAG that satis�es F 0.Consider the answers �, [�; �℄, and [[�; �℄; �℄. By rule equations e and 6.4,�G(�) = � hv0; �i ! � 	�G([�; �℄) = � hv0; �i ! � 	�G([[�; �℄; �℄) = � hv0; �i ! [�; �℄ 	The only possible derivations of the form hx; yi �G) z with x 2 f�; [�; �℄; [[�; �℄; �℄gand y; z 2 AG areh�; �i �G) �h[�; �℄; �i �G) �h[[�; �℄; �℄; �i �G) [�; �℄By the de�nition of answer-equivalene, � �G [�; �℄ but [�; �℄ 6�G [[�; �℄; �℄.Suppose the operator spei�ed by rule equation 6.4 is G-safe. Then for all a; b 2AG, a �G b implies [a; �℄ �G [b; �℄. But with a = � and b = [�; �℄, a �G b and[a; �℄ 6�G [b; �℄. Therefore, the operator spei�ed by rule equation 6.4 is not G-safe.119



Sine G satis�es F 0, by onstrution G must satisfy F ; and sine the operatorspei�ed by rule equation 6.4 is not G-safe, by de�nition F is not safe. 2The above proof atually suggests an even stronger result: If G is a RAG that satis-�es rule equation 6.4, and TG is not empty, then G is not weakly answer-enapsulated.6.4 ConventionsThis setion gathers together several onventions that are observed in the normalusage of RAGs (suh as in Chapter 4, espeially x4.3). The onventional notation forspeifying RAGs is not repeated here. One simple but important theorem is statedand proved.De�nition 6.11 A RAG is well-behaved i� it is both strongly stepwise deidableand strongly answer-enapsulated. 2De�nition 6.12 Suppose G is a RAG, AG is the string algebra over an alphabetZ, and G satis�es rule equation 6.1. Then G is a string RAG (over alphabet Z). 2Reall from Example 5.1, x5.2.3, that the string algebra over Z is the initial al-gebra with zero-ary operators Z [ f�g, the binary onatenation operator, and as�-equations the usual properties of onatenation.Convention 6.1 All RAGs are meant to be well-behaved string RAGs unlessotherwise stated. (Whether they satisfy this intention is still subjet to proof,however.) 2The de�nition of unrestrited RAG (De�nition 5.22, x5.3) requires that there existsome z 2 TG suh that for all t 2 TG, �(t) = fhv0; zi ! tg. For the partiular ase ofstring RAGs, the value of z is uniquely determined.Theorem 6.16 If G is a string RAG then, for all t 2 T �G,�(t) = � hv0; �i ! t 	2Proof. Suppose G is a string RAG. Then � 2 TG, and G satis�es rule equa-tion 6.1. The de�nition of unrestrited RAG requires that there exist some z 2 TGsuh that�(�) = � hv0; zi ! � 	 120



By rule equation 6.1,�(� � �) = � hv0; z � zi ! � � � 	Substituting � � � = �,�(�) = � hv0; z � zi ! � 	Therefore, z � z = z. But the only element of TG with this property is �, so z = �. 2Convention 6.2 Unless otherwise stated, rule equation 6.2 and the following otherrule equations are satis�ed by all RAGs that inlude the spei�ed operators. (Hene,these operators an be used without having to repeat the rule equations.)�(a1 t a2) = � hv0; v1i ! ha1; v1ihv0; v1i ! ha2; v1i ��([a1; a2℄) = � hv0; a2i ! ha1; v1i 	�(;) = fg2(The rule equations listed above were �rst stated in Proposition 4.1, x4.2.2.)6.5 Computational powerIt follows immediately from Theorem 6.1 that every language aepted by a well-behaved RAG is reursively enumerable, and that every funtion omputed by a well-behaved RAG is partial reursive. The following theorems show that every reursivelyenumerable language is aepted by a well-behaved RAG, and that every partialreursive funtion is omputed by a well-behaved RAG.Theorem 6.17 For every type 0 Chomsky grammar G, there exists a well-behavedstring RAG H suh that L(H) = L(G). 2121



Proof. Let G = hZ; T;R; si be a general Chomsky grammar (see De�nition 1.3,x1.2). Let H be the following RAG.ehoZ : 8z 2 Z; hv0; zi ! zehoT : 8t 2 T; hv0; ti ! trule: 8(x! y) 2 R; hv0; xi ! ystep: hv0; v1v2v3i ! hstar(ehoZ ); v1ihrule; v2ihstar(ehoZ ); v3iderive: hv0; �i ! shv0; derive : (step : v1)i ! hstar(ehoZ ); v1istart : hv0; derive : v1i ! hstar(ehoT ); v1iwhere nonterminal onstant start is the start symbol of H. By impliation, theterminal alphabet of H is Z, thus the terminal algebra of H is Z�.Nonterminal onstant ehoZ reognizes any symbol z 2 Z, and synthesizes se-manti value z; nonterminal onstant ehoT does likewise for T . Nonterminal rulereognizes the right side of a Chomsky rule, and synthesizes the left side of thatrule. Nonterminal step reognizes the right side of a Chomsky derivation step, andsynthesizes the left side of that step. Formally, for all x; y 2 AG,ehoZ : x �H) y i� x = y 2 ZehoT : x �H) y i� x = y 2 Trule : x �H) y i� (y ! x) 2 Rstep : x �H) y i� y G) xSuppose x; a 2 AG. Then derive :x �H) a i�derive : x �H) derive : hderive; ai H) aThe only answer that an be synthesized by derive is �; so a = �.hderive; �i �H) xNow, either x = s, or elsehderive; �i �H) hderive; derive : (step : x)i H) hstar(ehoZ ); xi H) xderive : (step : x) �H) � 122



Either way, s �G) x. Thus,LH(derive) = f! 2 Z� j s �G) !gThe start symbol start reognizes just those strings over T that are also reognizedby derive, and synthesizes semanti value �. In short, start is a prediate for L(G).L(H) = fw 2 T � j w 2 LH(derive)g = fw 2 T � j s �G) wg = L(G)2Theorem 6.18 For every deterministi Turing mahine M with tape alphabet Zand input alphabet T , there exists a well-behaved string RAG G suh that for allstrings t 2 T � and z 2 Z�, sG : t �G) z i� fM(t) = z. 2That is, G an synthesize z when generating t i� M an output z when aepting t.See x1.4.2, De�nitions 1.9{1.12.Proof. Let M = hQ;Z; T; Æ; q0i be a Turing mahine. Let ? be a symbol not inZ. Let L be the languageL = ft ? z j fM(t) = zgSine fM is omputed by M , one an onstrut a Turing mahine M 0 that aeptslanguage L by the algorithm1. Run M on t as a subroutine.2. Compare the output fM(t) to z. If they are equal, halt; otherwise, loop forever.Mahine M 0 will halt on input t ? z i� M halts on t with output z. Thus, L is areursively enumerable language; so there must exist a type 0 Chomsky grammarthat generates L.By the proedure used in the proof of the preeding theorem (6.17), let H be aRAG whose start symbol startH is a prediate for L. Let G be the RAG formed byaugmenting H as follows, with start symbol startG and terminal alphabet Z [ f?g.in: hv0; v1v2i ! hin; v1ihin; v2i8t 2 T [ f�g; hv0; ti ! tout : hv0; v1v2i ! hout ; v1ihout ; v2i8z 2 Z [ f�g; hv0; zi ! �startG : hv0; v2i ! hin; v1ihout ; v2ihstartH : (v1 ? v2); v3iThe �rst unbound pair on the right side of the unbound rule for startG reognizesany string t 2 T �, and binds v1 = t. The seond pair reognizes �, and randomlybinds v2 to some string z 2 Z�. The third pair annot be resolved unless t ? z 2 L,in whih ase it reognizes �. The overall e�et is that startG reognizes just thosestrings t 2 T � on whih M halts, and synthesizes semanti value fM(t). 2123



6.6 Non-irularityIn the ontext of extended attribute grammars, non-irularity (De�nition 2.4, x2.2.3)meant that the attributes of any given parse tree ould be omputed in a sequentialorder. Non-irularity is signi�ant in that setting primarily beause it failitatesthe automati generation of AG-based ompilers. Christiansen suggested a similarproperty, in his lass of left-to-right Christiansen grammars [Chri 86℄, in order tofailitate automati parsing.RAG-based parsing issues, let alone RAG-based ompiling issues, are mostly be-yond the sope of the urrent thesis. However, irular grammar adaptation presentsdiÆulties even on purely oneptual grounds. These diÆulties will be disussed inx7.1.3. Meanwhile, the urrent setion merely formally de�nes the onept of non-irularity as it applies to RAGs.Atually, RAG non-irularity is a muh simpler property than its attribute gram-mar ounterpart. Non-irularity of an attribute grammar must be determined, ingeneral, by onsidering the lass of all possible (non-attributed) parse trees for thatgrammar. But beause the RAG model is limited to just two \attributes" (see x4.4),non-irularity an be determined separately for eah unbound rule.De�nition 6.13 Suppose r is an unbound rule over a string RAG, of the followingform. hv0; e0i ! t0he1; v1it1 � � � hen; vnitnThen r is non-irular i� there exists a permutation k1; � � �kn of the integers from1 to n suh that, for all 1 � i � n, eki uses only variables v0 and fvkj j j < ig.(Thus, ek1 uses no variable exept v0, and so on.) Further, r is left-to-right i� theidentity permutation ki = i satis�es this ondition.A RAG G is non-irular i�, for all a 2 AG and all r 2 �G(a), r is non-irular.G is left-to-right i�, for all suh r, r is left-to-right. 2With one exeption, all of the unbound rules given in the thesis are left-to-right,inluding those impliitly generated by rule equations. Even the unsafe frameworkin x6.3.3 is left-to-right. The exeption is a rule given in Example 4.4 of x4.3 (asan alternative implementation for operator del), and spei�ally identi�ed there asirular.
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Chapter 7CommentsThis hapter has two setions. x7.1 ompares RAGs to some of the models surveyedin Part I. x7.2 disusses some possible areas for further researh involving the RAGmodel.7.1 Desription of programming languagesChristiansen devoted one setion of his survey artile ([Chri 90℄) to \DiÆulties in theadaptable grammar approah [to programming language desription℄". Some of thesehe laimed to have solved ompletely, some partially, and some (he andidly admitted)not at all. The following subsetions disuss these diÆulties, and espeially therelevane of the RAG model thereto.The priniple of grammar adaptability originates with the notion of adding gram-mar rules as a way of desribing the e�et of delaring new objets in a program[Cara 63℄. There is, however, muh more to adaptability in pratie than simplyadding rules at need. When (or, equivalently, where) to add rules, when (where) toremove them, and even whih rules to add/remove an beome stiking points. Mostof the subsetions deal, more or less diretly, with some aspet of these problems.7.1.1 Removing rules at blok exitMost programming languages |very nearly all, in fat| observe some form of blok-oriented sope. Many allow multiple nested levels of blok-oriented sope. Whatthis means in terms of grammar adaptability is that the sope of new grammar rulesis usually limited to a partiular branh of the parse tree. So in order to provide anatural medium for desribing programming languages, an adaptable grammar modelmight be expeted to provide a graeful way to express this kind of restrition on therange of a grammar rule.But remarkably enough, most adaptable grammar formalisms do not handle blok-oriented sope graefully. Reall from Chapter 3 that most adaptable grammar for-125



malisms are imperative. The imperative approah to adaptability requires that ex-pliit instrutions be performed to remove eah rule at its appropriate blok exit; andalthough this an be done in any suÆiently powerful formalism, it is not partiularlyeasy or natural.Spei�ally, reall that the three imperative adaptable grammar models surveyedwere (x3.2.1):1. Wegbreit's ECFGs, in whih grammar adaptation is orhestrated by a �niteautomaton that sans the input string.2. Mason's DTTs, in whih grammar adaptation instrutions are attahed to gram-mar rules as side-e�ets.3. Burshteyn's modi�able grammars, in whih grammar adaptation is orhestratedby a Turing mahine that sans the partial derivation just before eah parseration.Wegbreit's ECFGs are not suÆiently powerful. Mason's DTTs might be fored tothe task, by arranging a dummy nonterminal that will be expanded at blok exit; theappropriate grammar modi�ations ould then be attahed to the rule that expandsthe dummy nonterminal. Burshteyn's modi�able grammars an always rereate theappropriate set of grammar rules by re-parsing the entire input string up to theurrent loation, based on the partial derivation provided. Both solutions are lumsyat best.In ontrast, Christiansen grammars and RAGs handle this sort of thing so easilythat, if one had never seen an imperative adaptable grammar model, one would neverhave imagined the problem ould exist. Nested blok-oriented sope ours naturallyin all attributed grammar models, that is, all grammar models that base their dataow on the struture of ontext-free parse trees. In short, removing rules at blokexit is a solved problem.7.1.2 Delayed or indiret delarationsChristiansen ([Chri 90℄) loosely de�nes an indiret delaration as \a onstrut [that℄gives aess to entities delared somewhere else in the program text", suh as thePasal with statement. For example, onsider the following Pasal reord type de-laration.type omplex =reordre,im : realend;The immediate onsequene of this delaration is, in essene, that it is subsequentlypossible to delare variables of type omplex; but there are also indiret onse-quenes. Later, one a omplex variable has been delared, an expression of type126



real an be formed by speifying the reord and one of its �elds. Also, the reordvariable an be the argument to a with statement, and within that, an expression oftype real an be formed by speifying the �eld alone, without the name of the reord.This is a muh more ompliated ase than the elementary variable delarationsin the toy language of Examples 3.1, 3.2, and 4.4. The reord type delaration maystill be thought of as synthesizing a new grammar rule; but now, while generatinga variable delaration, the new grammar rule must in turn synthesize additionalgrammar rules, and those additional rules must synthesize still more.As usual, Wegbreit's ECFGs do not lend themselves to suh antis. Also as usual,Burshteyn's modi�able grammars an do it, but only by resorting to the opaque brutefore of a Turing mahine. Mason's DTTs may be able to handle multiple levels ofindiretion; [Maso 87℄ is unlear on this point.Christiansen grammars de�nitely an handle multiple levels of indiretion. Therequisite tehnique is illustrated in Example 3.2, x3.3.2 |spei�ally, in the rule formin that example for nonterminal del :hdel # g " g& new-rulei ! \int" halpha-list # g " wi \;"where new-rule = hid # hi ! wHere, the rule form for del has a rule form for id embedded in it. The embeddedrule form ould in priniple have had another rule form embedded in it, with anotherembedded in that, and so on up to any (�nite) depth of nesting.When working with a nested Christiansen rule form, some are must be taken tokeep trak of when the variables are to be bound. In the above example, variables gand w are bound when nonterminal del is expanded, but variable h remains unboundat that time. The embedded subexpression hid # hi ! w is rewritten by substitutingthe synthesized terminal string for w. Later, nonterminal id may be expanded to thisterminal string, and h would be bound at that time.Under this notation for Christiansen grammars, eah variable in a given rule formis bound i� it ours in either (1) an inherited attribute position on the left-hand sideof the rule form, or (2) a synthesized attribute position on the right-hand side of therule form. In the example, the enlosing rule form binds g beause g is inherited bythe left-hand side, and w beause w is synthesized by the right-hand side. h is notbound by the enlosing rule form, beause it ours only in a synthesized attributeposition on the left-hand side. The embedded rule form for nonterminal id does bindh, beause h is inherited by its left-hand side.Note that the expliit distintion between synthesized and inherited attributes isruial to determining whih of the variables are to be bound at what time. As men-tioned in x3.3.1, however, Christiansen's reent work reformulates his grammar modelin terms of de�nite lause grammars. (On DCGs, see x2.2.4.) DCGs do not distinguishbetween synthesized and inherited attributes. Therefore, Christiansen introdues anexpliit notation for designating the nesting-level of eah variable: variables boundby the outermost rule form (g and w in the example) are pre�xed by a single asterisk;127



variables bound at the �rst embedded level (h in the example) are pre�xed by twoasterisks, variables at the next level by three asterisks, and so on.Under the RAG model, there is no embedding of rules in other rules. Rather thanexpliitly synthesizing new rules, one expliitly onstruts an answer, with whih aset of unbound rules is impliitly assoiated by the rule funtion of the grammar.Wherever a Christiansen grammar uses multiple levels of variables, an analogousRAG would use non-onstant answer operators instead. For example, the aboveChristiansen rule form would translate into a RAG unbound rule suh as:hv0; [v1; �℄i ! \int" halpha-list ; v1i \;"Here, the embedded rule form in the Christiansen grammar has been replaed by aninvoation of the mapping operator, [v1; �℄. (The unbound rule for operator del inExample 4.4, x4.3, is further ompliated by additional onsiderations in the grammar;q.v.)Sine there is no nesting of RAG rules, there is no need for multiple levels of vari-ables in the RAG model. All of the variables in an unbound rule are bound simulta-neously. Nevertheless, two distinguished levels of variables are ommonly used whenspeifying the rule funtion of a RAG. Most rule equations (x6.2.2, De�nition 6.5)take the form�(�(a1; � � �aar(�))) = 8><>: hv0; e1;0i ! t1;0he1;1; v1it1;1 � � � t1;n1...hv0; em;0i ! tm;0hem;1; v1itm;1 � � � tm;nm 9>=>;The distinguished sets of variables are the ak, whih are the parameters to opera-tor �, and the vk, whih are not bound until a rule from the onstruted rule set�(�(a1; � � �aar(�))) is applied in a derivation. (On rule equations of this form, seeespeially Theorem 6.10 in x6.3.1.)7.1.3 Reursive delarationsIn some of his earlier papers ([Chri 85, Chri 86℄), Christiansen haraterized reursivedelarations by rule forms suh as the following. He subsequently disovered that theharaterization is inorret ([Chri 88a, Chri 88b℄).hstmt # gi ! \delare" hdel-list # g& h " hi\begin" hstmt-list # g& hi \end"The trouble with this rule form is that, beause variable h is de�ned irularly in termsof itself, the delarations assoiated with nonterminal del-list an de�ne themselvesto be grammatially valid, with omplete disregard for the inherited grammar g. Forexample, let bootstrap be the following set of rule forms.bootstrap = � hdel-list # g " gi ! \Cogito, ergo sum."hstmt-list # gi ! \Rene Desartes, 1637." �128



Then, for all possible g, the binding h = g& bootstrap satis�es the rule form fornonterminal stmt . The following is, therefore, a valid statement.delare Cogito, ergo sum.begin Rene Desartes, 1637.endIn the later Prolog-based formulation of his grammar model, Christiansen getsaround the problem of reursive delarations by introduing a multi-pass operatorthat allows a terminal string to be proessed twie, with the seond pass using theresults from the �rst [Chri 90℄. He desribes this operator as a \hak", and assertsthat \no known, adaptable grammars provide a satisfatory treatment of reursivedelarations". The multi-pass operator does fall outside the normal purview of theChristiansen grammar model. Note, however, that a RAG implementation of theoperator involves nothing more that a rather mundane double appliation of thequery operator.�(two-pass(a)) = � hv0; (a : v1) : v1i ! hstar(eho); v1i 	Assume that star(eho) reognizes exatly the terminal strings w 2 TG, and synthe-sizes value w (f. Example 4.3, x4.3). Then, for all a 2 AG, two-pass(a) applies a toan arbitrary terminal string, and applies the semanti value synthesized by a to thesame terminal string.It may well be that the RAG model also a�ords \single-pass" solutions to theproblem; however, the development of suh a solution is beyond the sope of theurrent thesis.Note that the RAG model is also quite apable of expressing the same inorretsolution originally posed by Christiansen:stmt : hv0; v2i ! \delare" hdel-list(v1); v1i\begin" hstmt-list(v1); v2i \end"Ordinary irular attribute grammars (De�nition 2.4, x2.2.3) do not usually exhibitsuh extraordinarily anomalous behavior, although Theorem 2.1, x2.2.3, did show aonnetion between irularity and semanti ambiguity. Rather, the more extremeproblem seems to be aused not by irularity per se, but by irular adaptation of thegrammar. Nevertheless, sine the RAG model does not make any risp distintionbetween semantis and meta-syntax, the urrent author tends to view all irularRAGs (see x6.6) with skeptiism.7.1.4 Multiple delarationsThe problem of how to grammatially prohibit multiple delarations has been alludedto several times in the thesis, the earliest being in Example 3.1, x3.1. [Chri 90℄remarks: 129



. . . the only feasible solution here seems [to be℄ to go bak to the traditionalway, over-general grammar rules with additional ontext onstraints (si!)[si℄. The rule for bloks should, then, inlude an overall judgment of thegrammar synthesized from the delarations.A solution under the RAG model was developed in x4.3. Although it may be some-what loser to the \traditional way" than what Christiansen was looking for, it ismore deentralized than the pessimisti senario he desribes in the above passage.Hopefully, the RAG solution may also provide more oneptual insight into the natureof the language being desribed.7.1.5 VisibilityThe delaration of a variable with a variable name that is already in use does notalways onstitute an error. In most languages, for example, if the blok of the se-ond delaration is nested within the blok of the �rst, the inner delaration merelysupersedes the outer for the duration of the inner blok. [Chri 90℄ treats this issueseparately from that of preventing multiple delarations, under the heading \visibil-ity". His solutions to the two problems are entirely di�erent. To handle visibility, herelutantly resorts to another \hak" (his word), involving the Prolog ut operator.1As with the multi-pass operator for reursive delarations (x7.1.3), he expresses fun-damental displeasure with his solution. The ut operator is even more alien to hisgrammar model than the multi-pass operator, whih tends to justify his displeasurein using it.This problem should be amenable to solution under the RAG model using a teh-nique similar to that developed for the prevention of multiple delarations (Exam-ple 4.4, x4.3).7.1.6 Error handlingWhen a programming language ompiler is onstruted from an ordinary attributegrammar, the ompiler must handle two di�erent kinds of errors: ontext-free er-rors, in whih the program text annot be generated by the underlying Chomskygrammar, and ontext-dependent errors, in whih the program text fails to satisfyadditional onstraints imposed by the attribute system. When generating diagnostimessages for ontext-dependent errors, the omplete struture of the parse tree is al-ready known, and an therefore be exploited to make the messages more informative.When the ompiler is generated from an adaptable grammar, however, the on-strution of the parse tree is onurrent with |in fat, indistinguishable from| theimposition of ontext-dependent onstraints. Therefore, less information is available1The Prolog ut operator auses the Prolog proessor to use, in this ase, the �rst variable it�nds with the appropriate name. 130



for use in handling ontext-dependent errors. Playing on this observation, [Chri 90℄asts doubt on the feasibility of produing meaningful diagnosti messages at all.The urrent author onsiders Christiansen's gloom on this issue misplaed. Com-pilers based on ordinary attribute grammars manage to give useful diagnosti mes-sages for ontext-free errors, when the parse tree is not yet fully formed; the sametehniques should be equally appliable to ompilers based on adaptable grammars.This expetation is supported by the urrent author's previous experiene with alimited adaptable-grammar parser [Shut 87℄.7.2 Diretions for future researh7.2.1 RAG-based parsingThe development of RAG-driven language proessing tehniques is an immediatepriority. Not only is it a neessary step in establishing the viability of the RAGmodel for use in programming language design, but a working RAG-based proessorwould failitate other areas of RAG researh by allowing empirial experiments.Most onventional CFG-driven parsers2 use an algorithm alled LR parsing, inwhih the parse tree is onstruted from the bottom up; that is, eah parent node inthe tree is reated only after its desendant branhes are already omplete. But in aChristiansen grammar (x3.3), nothing an be known in general about the strutureof the desendant branhes without �rst determining the language attribute of theparent node. Aordingly, when Christiansen disusses parsing based on his grammarmodel, in [Chri 86℄, he is onerned almost exlusively with top-down tehniques.RAGs present a similar hallenge for bottom-up parsing tehniques, for muh thesame reason: the struture of desendant branhes depends in general on the meta-syntati value applied from the parent node. Some, though not all, of the parsingtehniques suggested by [Chri 86℄ should be appliable.7.2.2 Theoretial properties of RAGsSeveral opportunities for further researh are suggested by Chapter 6.The following onjetures were stated informally in x6.1:Conjeture 7.1 There exists a stepwise deidable RAG G suh that �G is partialreursive, but equivalene of polynomials over CG is not Turing-deidable.There exists a stepwise deidable RAG G suh that equivalene of polynomialsover CG is Turing-deidable, but �G is not partial reursive.There exists a stepwise deidable RAG G suh that �G is not partial reursive,and equivalene of polynomials over CG is not Turing-deidable. 22Basi parsing tehniques for ontext-free grammars are desribed in [Aho 86℄.131



An area of perhaps more pratial interest is the determination of safe and unsafeframeworks. The proof of Theorem 6.10, x6.3.1, relied on a great many restritions,both in the text of the theorem itself and in the prerequisite de�nitions of safe queryform and safe rule form (De�nitions 6.8 and 6.9, also in x6.3.1). Generalizations ofthe theorem are an immediate possibility, and a variety of mutually disjoint general-izations ourred to the author while developing that theorem. On the other hand,based on the fragmentary nature of the generalizations that suggested themselves,the author would not be entirely surprised to learn thatConjeture 7.2 The lass of safe frameworks with partial reursive rule equationsis not Turing-deidable. 2Certainly this onjeture annot be dismissed without rigorous proof to the ontrary.The issue of RAG-based parsing, disussed in the previous setion, entails theo-retial work on the formal haraterization of RAG sublasses amenable to variousparsing tehniques.7.2.3 Theory of abstrationThe author was �rst led to investigate adaptable grammars by a long-standing in-terest in broad issues of programming language design; spei�ally, in the nature ofabstration, in its most general and omprehensive sense appliable to programming.This enompasses both the onstrution of new program entities and the hiding ofpreexisting ones.3 For some years, the author has been frustrated by the lak ofany solid formal basis on whih to make a omprehensive omparative analysis ofabstration support in all existing programming language paradigms.The priniple of grammar adaptability seems ideally suited to the purpose. Theonstrution of new entities and the hiding of preexisting ones are, in e�et, ele-mentary onepts in adaptable grammars. (See the remarks at the top of x7.1.) TheRAG model is, in a sense, the adaptability priniple in its pure form: Turing-powerfuladaptability in isolation, without any other grammar features that ould be avoided.It is hoped that the RAG model will provide a foundation for a formal theory of ab-stration, and the pursuit of this possibility is the author's highest long-term researhpriority.Note that the basi well-behavedness riterion for rule funtions |answer-enap-sulation| was developed with this long-term goal spei�ally in mind. In a fulltheory of abstration, answers must be able to represent the run-time behavior ofexeutable entities, suh as, for example, subroutines; without answer-enapsulation,any attempt to provide implementation-independene ould be undermined at thelevel of the underlying grammar.3The meaning of the word \abstration" is a subjet worth several pages of disussion in its ownright. This thesis is not the plae for suh an extensive |and borderline philosophial| exposition.However, see the remarks under [Webs 50℄ in the bibliography.132
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[Chri 90℄ Henning Christiansen, \A Survey of Adaptable Grammars", SIGPLANNoties 25 no. 11 (November 1990), pp. 35{44.Papers on adaptable grammars tend to be highly insular, rarely men-tioning other work on the subjet. This paper is an exeption. It provides arefreshingly broad perspetive on the subjet, inluding a thoughtful (andandid) assessment of the formalisms surveyed, inluding Christiansen'sown.[Chri 92a℄ Henning Christiansen, \Models and resolution priniples for logial meta-programming languages", INRIA report no. 1594, Institut National deReherhe en Informatique et en Automatique, February 1992.See remarks for [Chri 92b℄.[Chri 92b℄ Henning Christiansen, \A omplete resolution method for logial meta-programming languages", in Alberto Pettorossi, editor, Meta-Program-ming in Logi: Third International Workshop [Proeedings of META-92,Uppsala, Sweden, June 10{12, 1992℄ [Leture Notes in Computer Siene649℄, New York: Springer-Verlag, 1992, pp. 205{219.This work an be viewed in terms of meta-programs or adaptable gram-mars, depending mostly on whether one uses the word \program" or\grammar"; the ontent is the same either way.Christiansen has developed a very elegant generalized resolution methodfor logi meta-programming (roughly, automated proof of general state-ments about the possibility of proving statements under di�erent sets ofaxioms).[Clea 76℄ J. Craig Cleaveland and Robert C. Uzgalis, Grammars for ProgrammingLanguages [Programming languages series 4℄, New York: Amerian Else-vier Publishing Company, 1976.The fous of the book is on W-grammars. The presentation is extremelyluid, whih is remarkable for a treatment of W-grammars, espeially whenburdened with the old terminology. The treatment of the Chomsky hier-arhy is also well done.[Cohe 88℄ Jaques Cohen, \A View of the Origins and Development of Prolog", Com-muniations of the ACM 31 no. 1 (January 1988), pp. 26{36.
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[Colm 75℄ A. Colmerauer, \Les grammaires de metamorphose", Groupe d'Intelli-gene Arti�ielle, Universit�e de Marseilles-Luminy, November 1975.Appears as: \Metamorphosis Grammars", in Leonard Bol, editor, NaturalLanguage Communiation with Computers [Leture Notes in ComputerSiene 63℄, New York: Springer-Verlag, 1978, pp. 133{189.The original paper on metamorphosis grammars. Metamorphosis gram-mars are Prolog-based Chomsky type 0 grammars with attributes. See[Pere 80℄.[Dahl 72℄ O.-J. Dahl and C. A. R. Hoare, \Hierarhial Program Strutures", inO.-J. Dahl, E. W. Dijkstra, and C. A. R. Hoare, Strutured Programming[A.P.I.C. Studies in Data Proessing 8℄, New York: Aademi Press, 1972,pp. 208{220.The notion of programming as language development is reommended.Inidentally, the programming language used as a framework for this vol-ume is Simula.[Demb 78℄ Piotr Dembi�nski and Jan Ma luszy�nski, \Attribute grammars and two-levelgrammars: A unifying approah", in J. Winkowski, editor, MathematialFoundations of Computer Siene 1978 [Proeedings, 7th Symposium, Za-kopane, Poland, September 4-8, 1978℄ [Leture Notes in Computer Siene64℄, Berlin: Springer-Verlag, 1978, pp. 143{154.Proves the equivalene of attribute grammars and W-grammars.[Dera 85℄ Pierre Deransart and Jan Ma luszy�nski, \Relating Logi Programs andAttribute Grammars", Journal of Logi Programming 2 no. 2 (July 1985),pp. 119{155.The bottom line of this paper is that logi programs and attributegrammars are the same thing using di�erent notation.[Dera 88℄ Pierre Deransart, Martin Jourdan, and Bernard Lorho, Attribute Gram-mars: De�nitions, Systems and Bibliography [Leture Notes in ComputerSiene 323℄, New York: Springer-Verlag, 1988.A good referene book on attribute grammars, modulo it is a few yearsbehind the times by now.[Dera 90℄ Pierre Deransart and Martin Jourdan, editors, Attribute Grammars andtheir Appliations [International Conferene WAGA℄ [Leture Notes inComputer Siene 461℄, New York: Springer-Verlag, 1990.Inludes [Knut 90℄ and [Meij 90℄.136



[Gr�at 68℄ George Gr�atzer, Universal Algebra, Prineton, New Jersey: Van Nostrand,1968.A standard mathematis text on one-sorted algebra.[Hanf 73℄ K. V. Hanford and C. B. Jones, \Dynami Syntax: A Conept for theDe�nition of the Syntax of Programming Languages", Annual Review inAutomati Programming 7 no. 2 (1973), pp. 115{142.[Hop 79℄ John E. Hoproft and Je�rey D. Ullman, Introdution to Automata The-ory, Languages, and Computation, Reading, Massahusetts: Addison-Wesley, 1979.Conentrates on Chomsky grammars and orresponding automata, inontrast to the grand-tour strategy of [Lewi 81℄. Chapter 9 is devoted tothe Chomsky hierarhy; unrestrited grammars require only that the leftside of eah rule be nonempty. Indexed grammars are de�ned near the endof the last hapter.[Imme 88℄ Neil Immerman, \Nondeterministi spae is losed under omplementa-tion", SIAM Journal on Computing 17 no. 5 (Otober 1988), pp. 935{938.[Iron 61℄ Edgar T. Irons, \A syntax-direted ompiler for ALGOL 60", Communi-ations of the ACM 4 no. 1 (January 1961), pp. 51{55.Cited by [Knut 90℄ in rediting Irons for the idea of synthesized at-tributes.[Jao 89℄ Nathan Jaobson, Basi Algebra II, seond edition, New York: W. H.Freeman and Company, 1989.A graduate mathematis textbook, addressing the wide topi of abstratalgebra. The �rst hapter is on ategory theory, the seond on universalalgebra. A fairly good treatment of the subjet, but like most mathemati-al texts it relies heavily on examples that non-mathematiians would beunlikely to understand.[Katz 71℄ Jaob Katzenelson and Elie Milgrom, \A Short Presentation of theMain Features of AEPL | An Extensible Programming Language", in[Shu 71℄, pp. 23{25.[Klin 72℄ Morris Kline, Mathematial Thought from Anient Through ModernTimes, New York: Oxford University Press, 1972.See remarks under [Weh 92℄.
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[Knut 68℄ Donald E. Knuth, \Semantis of Context-Free Languages", MathematialSystems Theory 2 no. 2 (June 1968), pp. 127{145.The original paper on attribute grammars. The test for irularity ofAGs is inorret, and so is equation (2.4). These errors are orreted in[Knut 71℄. (Regrettably, modern authors often ite the original paper with-out mentioning the orretion; this is rather like passing about an invalidpointer value in a C program. It ould lead to serious problems later, bywhih time the ause of the error may be devilishly hard to �nd.)[Knut 71℄ Donald E. Knuth, \Semantis of Context-Free Languages: Corretion",Mathematial Systems Theory 5 no. 1 (Marh 1971), pp. 95{96.Correts the irularity test of [Knut 68℄, and inidentally also equation(2.4). The earlier irularity test was too strong. AGs that satisfy that testare alled strongly non-irular ; see [Dera 88℄. The general AG irularityproblem has intrinsially exponential time omplexity.[Knut 90℄ Donald E. Knuth, \The Genesis of Attribute Grammars", in [Dera 90℄,pp. 1{12.Knuth reonstruts both the historial and the intelletual ontext fromwhih attribute grammars developed. Worth reading.[Kost 71℄ C. H. A. Koster, \AÆx grammars", in J. E. L. Pek, editor, ALGOL 68 Im-plementation [Proeedings of the IFIP Working Conferene on ALGOL 68Implementation, Munih, July 20-24, 1970℄, Amsterdam: North-Holland,1971, pp. 358{373.The original formalization of aÆx grammars. Modern referenes are[Kost 91℄ and [Meij 90℄.[Kost 91℄ C. H. A. Koster, \AÆx Grammars for Programming Languages", in HenkAlblas and Bo�rivoj Melihar, editors, Attribute Grammars, Appliationsand Systems [International Summer Shool SAGA, Prague, Czehoslo-vakia, June 4{13, 1991℄ [Leture Notes in Computer Siene 545℄, NewYork: Springer-Verlag, 1991.Koster lumps attribute, aÆx, and W-grammars all into the lass of\two-level grammars". In this paper, he underlines the point by applyingeah of three formalisms to the de�nition of a toy language. The threede�nitions are dramatially alike.Koster was one of the signators of the Revised Report on Algol 68.
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[Lewi 81℄ Harry R. Lewis and Christos H. Papadimitriou, Elements of the Theory ofComputation [Prentie-Hall Software Series℄, Englewood Cli�s: Prentie-Hall, 1981.Covers a muh wider variety of omputational models than [Hop 79℄.The material on Chomsky grammars is sattered throughout the text.Unrestrited Chomsky grammars are de�ned on page 255, with the re-quirement that there be a nonterminal on the left side of every rule.[MaL 71℄ Saunders Ma Lane, Categories for the Working Mathematiian [GraduateTexts in Mathematis 5℄, New York: Springer-Verlag, 1971.This is the authoritative text on ategory theory, the bible of the sub-jet. Well rafted and omprehensive. Any non-mathematiian who reallywants to be able to understand the examples should look at [MaL 88℄ �rst.Even without suh bakground, though, [Pier 91℄ advises: \Ma Lane'swriting is suÆiently luid that following along at 10% omprehension anbe as valuable as heking every detail of another book. His volume belongson the bookshelf of every serious student of the �eld."[MaL 88℄ Saunders Ma Lane and Garrett Birkho�, Algebra, third edition, NewYork: Chelsea, 1988.A truly superior text. Abstrat algebra from the ground up. Most ab-strat mathematis literature (suh as [Gr�at 68℄ and [MaL 71℄) expetsthe reader to be already familiar with suh esoteria as modules over aprinipal ideal domain. This book not only avoids that problem, but uresit. Armed with nothing more than high shool algebra, the novie readermay aquire a rather thorough grasp of the subjet by reading Ma Lane& Birkho� (setion by setion, from the beginning).[Mads 80℄ Ole Lehrmann Madsen, \On De�ning Semantis by Means of ExtendedAttribute Grammars", in Neil D. Jones, editor, Semantis-Direted Com-piler Generation [Proeedings of a Workshop, Aarhus, Denmark, January,1980℄ [Leture Notes in Computer Siene 94℄, New York: Springer-Verlag,1980, pp. 259{299.See also [Watt 77℄.[Maso 84℄ K. P. Mason, Dynami Template Translators: A Useful Model for the Def-inition of Programming Languages, Ph.D. thesis, University of Adelaide,Australia, 1984.
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[Maso 87℄ K. P. Mason, \Dynami Template Translators|A New Devie for Speify-ing Programming Languages", International Journal of Computer Math-ematis 22 nos. 3+4 (1987), pp. 199{212.Anyone planning to read this paper should be warned that Mason'sstyle is rather opaque, sometimes bordering on the obtuse. Also, a numberof signi�ant details of the DTT formalism are missing or inomplete.[Maye 72℄ O. Mayer, \Some Restritive Devies for Context-Free Grammars", Infor-mation and Control 20 no. 1 (February 1972), pp. 69{92.Over half a dozen di�erent grammar models are de�ned, with severalvariants for eah model, and a daunting battery of equivalenes and on-tainment relations are proven between language lasses.[Meek 90℄ Brian Meek, \The Stati Semantis File", SIGPLAN Noties 25 no. 4(April 1990), pp. 33{42.Despite a dislaimer about not having made up his mind, Meek exhibitsonsiderable religious fervor to the e�et that the use of the term \statisemantis" is not only inorret, but atively orrupts those who hear it.He is a devout W-grammarist.The introdution to the paper invites letters to the editor, but no signif-iant response was forthoming. Two letters did appear, one in July (fromDavid Gries, voiing support for Meek's ondemnation of the term), andone in Deember (having nothing to do with the topi of the artile).[Meij 90℄ Hans Meijer, \The projet on Extended Attribute Grammars at Nijmegen",in [Dera 90℄, pp. 130{142.[Naur 60℄ Peter Naur, editor, \Report on the Algorithmi Language ALGOL 60",Communiations of the ACM 3 no. 5 (May 1960), pp. 299{314.[Naur 63℄ Peter Naur, editor, \Revised Report on the Algorithmi Language AL-GOL 60", Communiations of the ACM 6 no. 1 (January 1963), pp. 1{17.[Pere 80℄ Fernando C. N. Pereira and David H. D. Warren, \De�nite Clause Gram-mars for Language Analysis|A Survey of the Formalism and a Compari-son with Augmented Transition Networks", Arti�ial Intelligene 13 no. 3(May 1980), pp. 231{278.De�nite lause grammars are Prolog-based attribute grammars, ar-rived at the hard way as a speial ase of metamorphosis grammars. See[Colm 75℄.
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[Pier 91℄ Benjamin C. Piere, Basi Category Theory for Computer Sientists[Foundations of Computing series℄, Cambridge, Massahusetts: MITPress, 1991.A short overview of the subjet. Has an extensive annotated bibliogra-phy.[Robe 91℄ George H. Roberts, \A Note on Modi�able Grammars", SIGPLAN Noties26 no. 3 (Marh 1991), p. 18.[Roge 67℄ Hartley Rogers, Jr., Theory of Reursive Funtions and E�etive Com-putability, MGraw-Hill, 1967.Republished by the MIT Press, Cambridge, Massahusetts, 1987.The bible of reursive funtion theory. There is no signi�ant di�erenebetween the 1987 edition and the 1967 original, but for a few orretions.[Roze 80℄ G. Rozenberg and D. Wood, \Context-Free Grammars With SeletiveRewriting", Ata Informatia 13 no. 3 (Marh 1980), pp. 257{268.[Shm 86℄ David A. Shmidt, Denotational Semantis: A Methodology for LanguageDevelopment, Boston: Allyn and Baon, 1986.[Shu 71℄ Stephen A. Shuman, Proeedings of the International Symposium on Ex-tensible Languages, Grenoble, Frane, September 6{8, 1971 [SIGPLANNoties 6 no. 12 (Deember 1971)℄.[Shut 87℄ John N. Shutt, \A SOCOL Compiler", Major Qualifying Report, Wores-ter Polytehni Institute, Worester, Massahusetts, May 7, 1987.[Shut 93℄ John N. Shutt, \Reursive Adaptable Grammars", M.S. Thesis, ComputerSiene Department, Worester Polytehni Institute, Worester Massa-husetts, 1993.[Stan 75℄ Thomas A. Standish, \Extensibility in Programming Language Design",SIGPLAN Noties 10 no. 7 (July 1975), pp. 18{21.A retrospetive survey of the subjet, somewhat in the nature of apostmortem.[Uhl 82℄ J. Uhl, S. Drossopoulos, G. Persh, G. Goos, M. Dausmann, G. Win-terstein, and W. Kirhg�assner, An Attribute Grammar for the Seman-ti Analysis of Ada [Leture Notes in Computer Siene 139℄, New York:Springer-Verlag, 1982.
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and onsequently, anyone looking for foused information for a spei�purpose may have diÆulty sorting it out from amidst the 99:9% of thematerial in the book that isn't needed. Abstrat algebra has beome amorass of speialized de�nitions and terminology; for perspetive on thesorry state of the �eld, see [Klin 72℄, hapter 49 (espeially setions 1 and6), and hapter 13 setion 3.Wehler died less than a month after writing the prefae.[Wegb 70℄ Ben Wegbreit, Studies in Extensible Programming Languages, ESD-TR-70-297, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massahusetts, May 1970.Reprinted as: Ben Wegbreit, Studies in Extensible Programming Lan-guages [Outstanding Dissertations in the Computer Sienes℄, New York:Garland Publishing, In., 1980.[Wijn 65℄ Aad van Wijngaarden, \Orthogonal design and desription of a formallanguage", Tehnial Report MR 76, Mathematish Centrum, Amsterdam,1965.The original paper on W-grammars.[Wino 79℄ Terry Winograd, \Beyond Programming Languages", Communiations ofthe ACM 22 no. 7 (July 1979), pp. 391{401.
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